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PREFACE
The work for this thesis was carried out while I was a research 
student at the Australian National University from January, 19^1, to 
September, 19^3 * Not all the work done during this period is reported 
here, as some results were not relevant to the main research described 
in the thesis; a joint paper with J. Gani (Gani and Yeo (1962)) arising 
from a virus model is appended in support of the thesis.
Several of the problems described in the thesis have been discussed 
to some extent by other writers; however, most of the results presented 
here are new and previous work in the field is acknowledged in the 
appropriate part of the text. Bart or whole of Chapters 1, 2, , 4, 6
and 7 have been published or submitted for publication under my own 
name or jointly with B. Weesakul.
In Chapter 1 the work on the infinite dam is primarily a review, 
except for some minor new results for the discrete time dam. The new 
results for the finite dam are part of a paper written jointly with 
B. Weesakul (Weesakul and Yeo (19^3 )) which is to appear in the 
Zeitschrift für Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie. Chapter 2 is substantially 
the same as my article (Yeo (1961c)) in the Research Report of the First 
Summer Research Institute of the Australian Mathematical Society and is 
entirely new. The major results of Chapter 3 have been published 
(Yeo (1962)) in the Journal of the Australian Mathematical Society 
and part of Chapter 4 is to appear shortly (Yeo (1963a)) in the same 
journal. Since the major part of the work for this last chapter was
Vcarried out, Gaver (1962) has published a paper which independently 
obtains some similar results, and the sections on the preemptive 
priority repeat different policy were added afterwards for completeness.
The problems of Chapters 5 and 6 arose out of discussions during 
1961 with B. Weesakul, and the original model of independent major road 
traffic in the discrete case and the basic model of one-way major road 
traffic in the continuous case are due jointly to Weesakul and myself. 
The remaining extensions and results of both chapters are my own work. 
Part of Chapter 6 has been submitted to Applied Probability for 
publication as a joint paper (Yeo and Weesakul (1964)). The results of 
Chapter 7 are new, and the first two chapter sections are to appear 
in Biometrika (Yeo (1963b)).
My deepest thanks are due to Dr J. Gani for his understanding 
supervision throughout my course and for many stimulating discussions 
and suggestions. I wish to express my appreciation to Professor 
P.A.P. Moran for his continual encouragement and assistance, particularly 
during Dr Gani's absence on leave; to Dr B. Weesakul, with whom I now 
have a substantial and interesting correspondence; to Mr C.C. Heyde for 
some helpful discussions; to the Australian National University and 
General Motors Holdens' for their financial assistance; and last but 
certainly not least to Mrs Beryl Cranston who has made such an 
excellent job of typing the manuscript.
Department of Statistics,
The Australian National University 
CANBERRA, 1963.
G.F. Yeo
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SUMMARY
PART 1 
DAMS
The first part of this thesis is concerned with some problems in 
the theory of dams in both discrete and continuous time.
Chapter 1 contains a brief review of the existing work in the 
theory of dams and some extensions of this theory. In §2 several discret 
models are described. For an infinite dam with unit release, the 
general time-dependent solution is discussed for non-homogeneous 
inputs; an example of a discrete time queueing model is given, and the 
known stationary distribution found by taking the limit as time tends 
to infinity. When the maximum release may be greater than unity a 
method is given for determining the stationary content distribution.
For the finite dam with inputs of a modified geometric type the time- 
dependent solution is found by determinantal methods. In §5 a review 
is given of time-dependent results for an infinite dam with possibly 
non-homogeneous inputs.
In §4 a limiting procedure is described for passing from the discret 
to the continuous models, so that there is an analogy between the two 
cases. This enables us to obtain some results for a finite dam in
continuous time with homogeneous Poisson inputs and a negative 
exponential jump distribution, which cannot be obtained directly.
The method has also been applied in §2.5 and §5*5 to some other problems
Chapter 2 describes an infinite dam in discrete time fed by 
ordered inputs, such that in successive unit time intervals these are 
independent but their distribution in the time interval (2t, 2t+l ) 
may differ from that in (2t+l, 2t+2 ). The content is considered 
separately at odd and even points of time, and the time-dependent 
distribution of the content at these points is found by the method of 
generating functions, which may be inverted to give the result 
in terms of the probabilities of emptiness. These are obtained by 
combinatorial methods from the probabilities of first emptiness, for 
which a recurrence relation is given. The result is extended to the 
case where there may be K(>2) independent, additive types of input 
occurring cyclically. A method of solution for the stationary 
distribution is described, and a numerical example of two geometric 
input distributions is given. Under the limiting procedure described 
in §1.4 the continuous analogue is of a form rather different from 
that of the discrete problem, as the inputs no longer occur cyclically, 
but independently.
vi:
PART 2
SINGLE SERVER QUEUES
In Part 2 two models in the theory of queues with a single server 
are considered; the first of these has a number of applications later 
in the thesis. In contrast to Part 1 where we were concerned primarily 
with time-dependent solutions the stationary properties of the processes 
now considered in greater detail.
Chapter 3 considers an extension of the m /g /i queueing system 
to the case where customers joining an empty queue may have a service 
time distribution different from those joining a non-empty queue.
For a general independent input distribution a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of a proper stationary distribution is 
given in §3; subject to a minor additional restriction this is the same 
as for the g/g/i system.
A partial solution is obtained in §4 for the time-dependent problem 
but the probability of emptiness has not been found explicitly. In §5 
two alternative methods for obtaining the stationary waiting time 
distribution are described. The first considers only the points of 
arrival of customers, which are regeneration points of the process, 
while the second considers arbitrary points; the results in the two 
cases are identical. The former is used to extend the result to an 
Erlangian inter-arrival time distribution. The stationary queue 
size distribution is found by a similar regeneration point method.
In §7 the joint distribution of the length of a busy period and of the
ix
number of customers served, during the busy period is obtained. A 
problem of server absenteeism, which may be reduced to a special case 
of the main problem, is discussed in §8, and the case of bunch arrivals 
is considered in §10, while in §9 a comparison is made with the results 
of a similar problem of Finch (1959) •
Chapter 4 describes some problems in priority queueing, where 
interruptions to the service of customers by higher priority customers 
is allowed. Customers in each class arrive independently in a Poisson 
process, and independently of other classes of customers, and have a 
general distribution of service time requirement. Each of the following 
four priority policies are considered: preemptive priority repeat 
identical, preemptive priority repeat different, preemptive priority 
resume and head-of-the-line priority. In §2 and §3 the case of two 
classes of customers is considered. The distribution of time which 
customers spend at the counter, and also from the arrival of a non­
priority customer at a queue free of other non-priority customers to 
their reaching the counter for the first time are obtained. These are 
used to find the stationary waiting time and queue size distributions 
for each class of customer, and the busy period distributions for the 
system and for individual classes. The results are extended in §4 
to any number K(= 2) of classes of customers.
XPART 3
ROAD TRAFFIC THEORY
This part is devoted to the application of queueing theory 
to problems in road traffic theory. Chapters 5 and 6 are concerned 
with delay at intersections in discrete and continuous time respectively,, 
while delay on a long two-way read is discussed in Chapter 7*
Chapter 3 considers a discrete time model for the delay to vehicles 
in a one-way minor road at an intersection with a two-way major road, 
in which traffic has absolute right of way. The minor road vehicles 
arrive at the intersection with a geometric inter-arrival time distributi 
while in the major road there is a Markovian relation between successive 
vehicles. After considering two special cases the service time 
distribution for minor road vehicles obtained in §3, and used in §4 to 
find the stationary waiting time and delay distributions. The continuous 
analogue which results from allowing the units of measurement to tend 
to zero is considered in §5* and some further problems are discussed in 
the remaining two sections.
Chapter 6 describes a general continuous time model for the delay to 
traffic in a one-way minor road at an intersection with a one-way major 
road. A general description of the major road traffic is given in terms 
of alternate bunches and gaps, while the minor road traffic is described 
in a more restricted manner. There are variable gap acceptance times 
for minor road vehicles waiting to enter the intersection, and several
alternate manoeuvres to allow for different conditions are given. In 
§2 the distribution of the time minor road vehicles spend at the head of 
the minor road queue is obtained; in §3 this is applied to finding the 
stationary waiting time, delay, queue size and busy period distributions 
by using formulae derived in Chapter 3* There is a discussion in §4 
of the problem of drivers who accept shorter gaps if they have been 
waiting a long time. A partial solution is given in §5 to the case 
of a two-way major road, and some other problems are considered in §6.
In §7 the results of some numerical work are given and a comparison made 
between the delay to minor road vehicles for variable and constant gap 
acceptance times.
Chapter 7 considers a long, uninterrupted two-way road with one 
lane in each direction. The description of traffic in each direction 
in terms of alternate bunches and gaps is of a form similar to that 
in the previous chapter. However, there is an additional vehicle 
travelling in one direction at a speed faster than the constant speed 
of the other vehicles moving in the same direction. Its average speed 
over a long journey is obtained by considering the distribution of the 
periods of its restricted and unrestricted travelling. In the final 
section a flow of fast vehicles is considered; this is a much more 
difficult problem, and some approximate results are obtained only after 
making several further simplifying assumptions.
P A R T  1
D A M S
2CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROBLEMS IN THE THEORY OF DAMS 
1 .1 Introduction
Since the formulation of the theory of dams Ly Moran (195*0 a 
considerable literature has accumulated on both discrete and continuous 
dam processes. Descriptive details and bibliographies have been given 
by Gani (1957)> Moran (1959) and Yeo (1961b). In this chapter we shall 
describe some of the basic models in both discrete and continuous time, 
extend some of the known results, and discuss some of the analogies 
between the discrete and continuous time problems. In Chapter 2 we 
shall consider some problems of a dam with ordered inputs.
We are concerned only with dams, subject to a random input, built 
to fulfil some deterministic demand of water, for irrigation, say; 
other uses, such as providing a head of water for power, or storage 
in case of exceptional rainfall, or as one of a set of dams in series, 
are not considered.
In the theory of dams some of the important problems are (i) 
the study of the storage process when it is in statistical equilibrium, 
(ii) the distribution of the time taken for the dam to dry up for the 
first time, and (iii) the time-dependent distribution of the dam content. 
In the next two chapters each of these problems is dealt with, although
3most emphasis is attached to the last of them. In contrast the problems 
concerned with stationary properties are dominant in Part 2 , where some 
problems in queueing theory are considered.
Among recent contributions to the theory of dams are works on 
first emptiness in an infinite dam by Kendall (1957) and Gani (1958)) 
and in a finite dam by Prabhu (1958), Ghosal (i960) and Weesakul (1961a).
Time-dependent solutions for the content of an infinite dam have been 
found by Gani and Prabhu (l959a,b), Yeo (i960, 1961a) and Gani (1962a), 
while Weesakul (1961b) has found the temporal solution for a finite dam 
fed by geometric inputs.
1 .2 Discrete time models
Let us consider a dam of finite capacity k (a positive integer)
in discrete time, with content Z^_ = 0,1,2,.... at time t = 0,1,2,....,
fed by inputs X = 0 ,1 ,2 ,.... in the time interval (t, t + l). If
Z , + X, > k then an amount Z, + X, - k overflows and is lost; there is t t t t
an integral release of size m (0 < m < k) just before the end of each 
unit time interval, unless the dam is empty. The content satisfies the 
relation
Z ^  = min (Z^ _ + X^, k) - min (Z^_ + X^ _, m) . (2.1)
We suppose that the input in any unit time interval is 
independent of that in any other unit time interval, and is a random 
variable having the probabilities Pr{X^ _ = i} = p^+  ^; Z^_ is then a 
Markov chain. The assumption of the independence of (yearly) inputs
kseems reasonable in many cases; for example Bhat and Gani (1959) in an 
unpublished technical report have shown that the serial correlation of
annual inputs is not significant for several Australian rivers.
t rV" t“1We define p^(j) = Pr  ^ X_^  = i f as the probability of
we
having i inputs in the interval (t-j, t), with the probability
t V ° °  t  igenerating function (p.g.f.) A (s,j) = ) ±=Q p± (j) s (|s| ^ l);
t V 1 t ^write q^(j) = ) p r(j). When the process is homogeneous in time, i.e.
P^(j) = Pi(j), then At (s,j) = A(s,j) = {A(s,l) =  (A(s)}^, and the
p^(j) are the coefficients of s^ in the expansion of (A(s))^.
Let us first consider the case m = 1. The cumulative probabilities
Q., (v,t |u,k) = Q ^ v , ^  = Er{Zt ^ i|z^ = u >0; k) (i = 0,1,2,...)
of the content of the dam with capacity k and integral content u at
time v (— 0) are readily shown to satisfy the difference equations
,i+l
Q±(v,t+1) p^+1+VQi+1 (v,t) 0 ^ i ^ k-2
i * k-1 .
We define g(v,u,t|k) = Pr{Z = o|z = u > 0 ; Z  >0, v < r <  t;k }0 V  X*
as the probability of first emptiness at time t (= v) of the dam 
with content u at time v. For an infinite dam the probabilities 
g(v,u,t) of first emptiness satisfy the relations
U+V/ x t
g(v,u,t+v) t-u
p^+V (u)g(u+v,j,t+v) 
J
t > u. (2.3)
5This has not been solved explicitly in the general case, although a 
solution may be obtained iteratively for any given values of u, v and t 
from the recurrence relations (2.3)* Defining the transform G(v,u,s)
S------1 00
rr I tr n f I r
/ ,t=u+v g(v,u,t) s (|s|^ l) we obtain from (2 .3)that
G(v,u,s) = ^  Pj+ V (u) G(u+v,j,s).
In the time-homogeneous case Gani (1958) has shown that
g(0,u,t) = u t"1 pt _u (t) t ^ u. (2.4)
The probability of emptiness, not necessarily for the first 
time, is [Gani (1962a)]
Q (v,t*v) t+1+vI
p J
-1 t+1
g ( w ,  j,t+l+v) .
j=U+l
We define P(v,s,t) = Q Q (v,t) + ^  ^ -QQ-^Vjt) " Q i_-] (v,t)j- s 
(IsI — l) as the p.g.f. of the dam content distribution. From (2.2) we 
obtain for 0 <  s ^ 1
t-u
P(0,s,t) = su ^
t «3=1If lim, p7 = p. exists, where > p. = 1, and if p
(2.5)
(s ,t ) - (1-s-1) ^  Q o (0,t-j) Pq+ 1"^ At (s,j-l), (2.6) 
«3=1
where Q (0,t) is determined from (2 .5). This may be inverted as for
time-homogeneous inputs to give
t-u
yo,t) = 4 t_u(t) - £  p^+1-j Pi+j(j-D Q0(o,t-j) i = 1,2,... (2.7)
t>o° i i / , i=o ^i
then the content distribution tends with time to a proper stationary
i=i y  < 1
6distribution for which the stationary p.g.f. P(s) of the content has 
been found by Moran (1956) as
- < ■ )  ■  ' = ■ » )
As an example of the above theory we consider a discrete time 
queueing model which is a generalisation of that due to Meisling (1958)• 
Customers are assumed to arrive independently at a counter with a 
single server, who serves customers in the order of their arrival.
Customers arrive just before the time points t = 0,1,2,..., i.e. at 
t-0, such that there is a probability a(t) (0 ^ a(t) ^ 1) of one 
customer arriving and a probability b(t) = 1 - a(t) of no customers 
arriving. The service times of customers are independently and
identically distributed random variables with probabilities yy 00
(i = 1,2,...) and p.g.f. r(s) = ) c_. s1 C | s I — 1) • This is a
discrete analogue of the m/g/i queueing process; the waiting time is 
equivalent to the content of a dam, and the time-dependent solution 
is obtained from (2.3), (2 .5), (2.6) and (2 .7) by substituting 
b(t) + a(t) r(s) for ^(s).
We now turn to the dam with finite capacity k and with m = 1.
When there are independent geometric inputs Weesakul (1961a,b) has 
obtained the probability of first emptiness, with and without overflow 
being allowed, and hence the time-dependent solution. This has been 
extended by Weesakul and Yeo (1963) to the case where the input 
distribution has the p.g.f. A(s) = b + a cc(s), where 0 < a  ^1,
7b = 1 - a and where cn(s) = p(l - q.s) (0 < p < 1 , q = 1 - p) is the
p.g.f. of a geometric distribution. This has led to results for an
analogous continuous time process, which we describe in §1.4.
For this model it is known that the content Z forms a Markovu
chain with k states 0,1,..., k-1, whose transition matrix is
b+ap apa apq2 • k-2apq. k-1aq.
b ap apq. . . k-3apq. k-2aq.
o b ap k-4apq. k-3aq.
S =
b ap aq. 
o b  a (2.9)
Using determinantal methods it may be shown that the generating
r— I oo
function ^(i,s|u,k) = y  ^ Q^(0,t(u,k) s^ (0 ^ s < 1) with respect
to time of the cumulative content probabilities at time t given a dam 
capacity k and initial content u is given by
ty(i,sIu,k)
i+1 . i  . \ v-1 i+2
C.O-q1 + bs2 ) C..1=1 .1 ______  / , .1=1 J ,
I - sS
where I is the identity matrix, C is a determinant similar to |_I -sS
kexcept that the jth row is replaced by (0,...,0,b,ap,...,apq. ,
k-u-1 ) with b in the uth position. The determinants on the right
(2.10
hand side of (2.10) have the values
8I - sS| =  (l-s)(X.1-X2 )'1{(l-\2 )X1k - (l-^)x.gk)
cn
n = 1,2, . . .,u
n = u+1 , . . . ,k
En = (^1-^£ )'1ü1-sa-A,2 )Xln -(l-sa-A.1)A.2n } 
Fn = (^1-^2 )'1 ( ( V sb^ i n -(X2 - sb)X2n]
n = 1
n ^ 1
Gn = (X-|-X'2 )’1 K 1-^2 )(^1-sb)X1n'1-(l-X1)(X2 -sb)X2n'1 } n * 1 
2 X 1 g = r  - (r2 - ^-sbq.}2
)
r = 1 ~S (ap-bq.) ,
where E q = E  ^ = F q = Gq = 1 . Similar expressions may be obtained, for 
the probabilities of first emptiness and emptiness, with and without 
emptiness being allowed. The stationary distribution may be obtained 
by the method of Prabhu (1958), or as the limit of the time-dependent 
solution.
All the results can readily be extended to the case in which units 
of time and content are A  (> 0), where A  is not necessarily unity. We 
use this in §1.4 and §2.5, where we then let A  >  0 in a suitable manner 
in order to obtain results for an analogous continuous time process.
We now briefly consider an infinite dam in discrete time with 
time-homogeneous inputs where the maximum release m  may be greater 
than unity. A  stationary content distribution exists independently
9of the initial distribution if and only if p < m, where p = p'(l) is 
the mean of the input distribution. The stationary probabilities 
P. lim^ w Pr{Z^ _ = i|z = u} satisfy the difference equations
m
P = / P. (p +Pn + * • -+P JO Z_J J ° 1 m-J
J=o
m+n
Pn }_j Pj Pm+n-j n
J_° y 00
From (2.11) we find that the p.g.f. P(z) = ) P
1,2,
^ 1)
is given by
P(z)
m-1 v—>m-1 -  j  . , .
. P. ). V - z 1^ ) p.J=o J Z_J 1=0 *1
zm-p(z)
where P ,P , ...,P  ^ have still to be determined [c.f. Bailey (195^)]*
If p(ei0) is analytic for ^ (0) > -S for some real 5 > 0 and if p < m
then by an argument similar to that for Lemma 1 of Ewens and Finch
(1962) [see it may be shown that zm - p(z) = 0 has m-1 roots in
z < 1, and one root at z = 1. Denote these roots by zn,z_,...,z
z = 1, and suppose they are distinct; if there are multiple roots
further differentiation enables us to obtain a total of m equations
in (2.13)- At the zeros in |z|^ 1 of the denominator of (2.12) there
must be zeros of the numerator so that we have 
m-1 m-1 - j
P^  I  (m-i-j) v± = m - p
i=o
(2.11
(2 .22
j= o
10
m-1 m-1 -j
L  Pj Z j (znm ' Zn1+,i) Pi = ° n = 1,2,...,m-1 . (2.13)
j —O i—o
We thus have m equations in m unknowns so that we can find P ,P ,
P ^, although this is very tedious if m is at all large, as in the 
applications to traffic delays where m may he 20 or more.
The mean content P’(l) is given by
Y ^ m - 1  r-im-l-j
Pn(l )-m(m-l) + Pj ^i=o ^(m-1 )-(i+j) (i+j-1) )pi
P' (l ) = ---------------------------------------------------  (2.1 4J
2(m - P ’ (1))
1 .3 Continuous time models
In a dam of finite capacity K(> 0) in continuous time, we suppose 
that there is an input X(T,T+t ) in the time interval (T,T+t ) whose 
distribution is independent in non-overlapping time intervals. There 
is a continuous release at unit rate per unit time unless the dam is 
empty, and any input which would increase the content beyond K overflows 
and is lost. The content Z(t ) 0) of the dam at time t (^ 0) 
satisfies the Markovian relation
Z(t+St ) = min(Z(T)+6X(0,T) ,K) - min (5t , (l -t})öt) , (3*l)
where tjÖt is the time during the small interval (t ,t+6t ) in which the 
dam is empty.
We suppose that inputs occur in a Poisson process with parameter 
X(t ) at time t such that the size of each input is a random variable
11
with d.f. F(x) (0 ^ x < 00) and Laplace-Stieltjes transform (1ST)
/ —■ 0 X
OL (0) = / e dF(x) (0 = 0) . The content process satisfies the 
forward Kolmogorov equation [Gani and Prahhu (l959a)l
dwjz;T)- = -X(t)W(z,t )+X(t)jT =o W(z-v,T)dF(v)
0 ^ z ^ K
W(z ,t ) = 1  z Ü K,
where W(z ,t ) = W(z ,t |u ,K) = Pt {Z(t ) ^ z|z(o) = U;K}is the d.f. of 
the content Z(t ) at time t given an initial content U and dam capacity 
K; W(z ,t ) = 0 for all z < 0. W(z ,t ) is continuous for all z in t ^ U,
0 < z ^ K, hut has a discontinuity at z = 0, the concentration 
W(0,t ) being the probability that the dam is empty at time t .
When K = 00 this process is equivalent to the m /g /i single server 
queueing system with a negative exponential inter-arrival time 
distribution and a general service time distribution. The integro- 
differential equation (3*2) when K = °° has been obtained by Takäcs 
(1955)> "who has shown that the ISTÜ(0,t ) = / e 0ZdW(z,T) (0 ^ 0) is 
given by
e(T-u)0-kr(l-a(0) )_QJ W(O,T-v)ev 0^"A'^ 1 "°^0^ d v ,
v=o
where W(0_,t ) requires to be determined. This may be inverted [c.f. 
Gani (1962a)]; when F(x) is an absolutely continuous function
T
W(z,t) = K(z+t-U,0,T) W(0,T-v)k(z+V,T-V,T)dT,
v=o
(3 .2)
(3 .3)
(3 .^ )
12
where
uu
K(x ,v ,t ) = ^ T e-(p(T)-p(v))(p(T)-p(v))nFn*(x)(n!)'\
n=o
Fn*(x) being the n-fold iterated convolution of F(x), F (x) = 1 
for x — 0, k(x,r) = K(x ,t ) and p (t ) = jT_ok(v)dv. Gani (1962a)
has also shown that
W(0
T
,t ) =  e“P ^  + J  g(0,v,T )dv,
v=U+
where the probability is dG(V,U,T) that first emptiness occurs in 
the interval (t t^+It ) (t = V) given content U at time V;
dG(V,U,T+V)
(p (v+u) -P (V)) T = D
g(V,U,T+V)dT T > U,
with a continuous probability for t > U, but a discrete concentration
at t  = u. We have the relation
T-U
dG(V,U,t+V) = J dG(V+U,v,T+V)dK(v,V,V+U) .
v=o-
This has not been solved explicitly in the general case; however, for 
time-homogeneous inputs Kendall (1957) has found that
0 t < U
dG(0,U,r)
u t "1 c1K(t -U,t ) T = U
-X.Twhere dK(0,r) = e and
00
K(x jO jT) = K(x ,t ) e Fn*(x) (n!) h
(3-5)
(3-6)
(3-7)
n=o
(3.8)
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The stationary d.f. W(z) (0 ^ z < °°) of the dam content has been 
found as the limit of the time-dependent solution W(z,t ) as t > °° 
by Takäcs (1955) and directly by Lindley (1952) and others. If
= ^ exists, then the stationary distribution exists as a 
proper distribution if and only if kp < 1, where p = -a’(0); the IßT
n oo
H{6) = e Z dW(z) is
= 1 - a(0 ) } / 0 *
1.4 Limiting processes
In §1 .2 we considered dams discrete in both time and content, 
and in §1 .3 dams continuous in time and content. We can pass from the 
former to the latter by letting the units of measurement for time and 
content tend to zero in an appropriate manner. For the continuous time 
model we consider only inputs that occur in a homogeneous Poisson 
process; other types of input may be considered, but are not discussed 
here as the only new solutions we obtain are for the special case of 
homogeneous Poisson inputs.
The discrete time process may be defined in units of size A  (> 0) 
instead of unity, so that time, content, input and release are all 
measured in multiples of A. We shall use the substitution
r 1 - AA 1 = 0
(a) p ,a (a ) = 1
^XA{A(iA)-A((i-l )A)} OJ•sII•H
M i = xA  ^f t = tA  ^  k = KA  ^, u =UA } (4.D
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where A(iA) (i = 1,2,...) are cumulative probabilities with
A(iA) = 1 , and. such that in the limit as i >  oo, A  >  0 and iA ■> x
we have
SSA(iA) = F(x) 0 = x < °°,
where F(x) is a d.f. We suppose that x ,t ,U and K are real and non­
negative . When k = 00 the capacity of K of the dam in continuous time is 
also infinite. As A  t  0 the release becomes continuous at unit rate 
per unit time unless the dam is empty, and inputs, whose d.f. is F(x), 
occur in a Poisson process with parameter \.
Under the substitution (4.1) it is readily shown that equation 
(2. 2) tends in the limit as A  ■> 0 to (3.2). Reich (195ÖA959) ^as shown 
for K = 00 that (3*2) has a unique d.f. solution, so that if we obtain 
a solution of (3-2) with K = °° by a limiting procedure from the analogous 
discrete process, then we shall have a unique solution. When K < °° 
it does not appear to be known if there is a unique d.f. which is the 
solution of (3*2), although it seems reasonable to expect that this is so; 
in any case the result obtained from the analogous discrete process is 
a solution of (3.2).
Writing the n-fold convolution of A(iA) as A11* (iA) we have under 
the substitution (4 .1) that
i
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t
Y  0  (l-^)t'n(»A)nAM (iA)
n=o
e’X’T (XT)nFn*(x)(n:)‘1
n=o
= K(x ,t ). (4.2)
For an infinite dam the results (2,3), (2.5) and (2 .7) tend under 
the substitution (4.1) and the limit A > 0 to (5*6), (5*5) and (5-4) 
respectively; with K = 00 this gives the unique d.f. solution of (5.2), 
as has been found directly.
Let us now consider the finite dam, which has been discussed by 
Weesakul and Yeo (1965)• We suppose that
A(iA) = 1 - (1 - |iA)1 i = 1,2,... (4.3)
is a cumulative geometric distribution, so that F(x) = 1 -e ^X (0 ^ x < °°) 
is the d.f. of a negative exponential distribution. We wish to find the 
time transform
00
cp(z,e|u,K) = J e'0TW(z,T|u,K)dT
T=0
= ^ A  ^ zA - V ^ I u a- L k a-1)
of the d.f. W(z ,t |u ,K) of the content distribution for a dam with
capacity K and initial content U by using the substitutions (4.1)
and (4.5). In (2.10) the terms as2 C.(l-qi+  ^ ^(|l-sS|) * (l  ^j ^ i + 1)
J
all tend to zero as A -> 0, while the remaining terms yield
16
/'e-U(e+^{(T,1-X)e-(K-U^-(^-X)e-(K-U^l} X
to give the time-dependent content distribution. The stationary d.f.
W(z |k ) may be obtained by using an extension of Abel's theorem [Widder
(19^6), Chapter 5] as F(z |k ) = ^Q0cp(z,0 |u,K) . The result found in
this way agrees with that determined directly, and is
, z(k-p)Xe K -M-f (z|k)
Probabilities of first emptiness and emptiness, with and without 
overflow being allowed, have been obtained in a similar manner by 
Weesakul and Yeo (1963)• The probability of first overflow before 
emptiness has been found, and this has been applied to a problem in 
insurance risk [Cramer (1955)) Bartlett (1955)1•
(4.5)
(4.6)
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CHAPTER 2
A DAM WITH ORDERED INPUTS
2 .1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
In  th e  d i s c r e t e  t im e  m odels d i s c u s s e d  i n  C h a p te r  I  th e  in p u ts  -were 
o f  th e  same fo rm  f o r  e v e ry  u n i t  t im e  i n t e r v a l .  In  t h i s  c h a p te r  we a r e  
c o n c e rn e d  w ith  a  dam o f  i n f i n i t e  c a p a c i ty  i n  w hich  in p u ts  may v a ry  
s e a s o n a l ly  so  t h a t  t h e i r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  in  th e  w et s e a s o n , s a y ,  v a r i e s  
from  t h a t  i n  th e  d ry  s e a s o n .
A c o n tin u o u s  t im e  m odel i n  w hich  two ty p e s  o f  o rd e re d  in p u t  
o f  f ix e d  ( d i f f e r e n t )  s i z e  o c c u r  a l t e r n a t e l y  i n  a  P o is so n  p ro c e s s  h a s  
b e e n  c o n s id e r e d  by G ani ( i 960 ) ;  t h i s  m odel i s  r a t h e r  more r e s t r i c t e d  
th a n  th e  one we w ish  t o  c o n s id e r ,  and  n e e d s  t o  be s o lv e d  s te p  by s t e p  
from  r e c u r r e n c e  r e l a t i o n s ,  w h ile  we can  em ploy g e n e r a t in g  f u n c t io n s  to  
o b t a in  th e  t im e -d e p e n d e n t  s o l u t i o n .
We have t h a t  e q u a t io n  (l .2 .1 )  s t i l l  h o ld s  (w ith  k=°°) . We l e t  
th e  in p u ts  i n  s u c c e s s iv e  tim e  i n t e r v a l s  be  in d e p e n d e n t,  b u t  such  t h a t  
th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of* th e  in p u t  i n  (2 t , 2 t+ l  ) d i f f e r s  from  th e  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  in p u t  3^  ^ i n  ( 2 t + l , 2 t+ 2 ) .  However, b o th  ty p e s
o f  in p u t  a r e  a d d i t i v e  an d  t h e i r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  in  u n i t  t im e  i n t e r v a l s  
i s  d e n o te d , r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  by
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i,t = 0,1,2,.... (1 .1)P±(l) = P± = Pr(^2t = ^
^ ( l )  ^  “ ^ ^ t + l  ~
We shall consider only inputs homogeneous in time, although the results
may he extended to the more general case as in Chapter I.
The process Z^ _ is no longer Markovian; however, jointly
define a time-homogeneous Markov chain.
We let P^(t) =  Pr{Z^ = i|ZQ = u] (i = 0,1,2,...) he the 
prohahility distribution of the dam content at time t, given that 
there is an integral-valued initial dam content u >  0. The form of the 
content distribution is different at odd and at even times; we can 
construct the following set of difference equations for these distributions :
P (2t+l) =  (p + p J P  (2t)+p P, (2t)
o  O I O O I
i+1
P..(2t+1) PJPi+l-J(2t) i = 1,2,...,
j=o
(1 .2 )
P (2t+2) =  (q +q_ ) P (2t+l )+q P, (2t+l ) 
o o 1 o o 1
i+1
P (2t+2) q .P. , .(2t+l) i
3 l+l-j
oo
Q(s,t) = ^ T  Pi (t)si ,
1,2 ,...,
«3=0
subject to / P^(2t+1 ) =2^ P^(2t) = 1.
i=o i=o
We define the p.g.f.'s
i=o
OO 00
a (s) Pis1, b (s) qis1 •
i=o i=o
|s|s 1
(1-3)
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If“ ve write A(s,t) = ^  i=0 Pi(t)si (|s|^ l) as the p.g.f. of the 
distribution p^(t) of inputs in any t unit time intervals of the 
form (2r, 2r+l), where r is an integer, we have (as in Chapter I) 
that A(s,t) = (A(s)}^, so that p (t) (i = 0,1,2,...) is the coefficient
t X"100of s in the expansion of (A(s)} . Similarly B(s,t) = )  q_^(t)s =
£b(s) P .
By multiplying the ith relation in (1 .2), and (l *3)j hy s~+  ^
and summing we obtain the difference equations
sQ(s,2t+l) = A(s)Q(s,2t) - (l-s)p P (2t)
sQ(s,2t+2) = B(s)Q(s,2t+l ) - (l-s) q P (2t+l ) .
By a simple combination of equations of this type we obtain
s2Q(s,2t+2)-A(s)B(s)Q(s,2t) = -pQ (l -s)3(s)P (2t)-q (l -s)sP (2t+l ) (1.4)
s2Q(s,2t+3)-A(s)B(s)Q(s,2t+l ) = -q (l -s)A(s)P (2t+l )-pQ (l -s)sP (21* 2) .
(1 -5)
It can be seen that we must evaluate the probabilities PQ(2t) 
and PQ (2t+l) of emptiness before we can find explicit solutions to 
(l .4) and (l .5) • To do this we shall first discuss the probabilities 
of first emptiness, and shall proceed from these to the probabilities 
of emptiness.
2.2 Probabilities of emptiness 
We define the probabilities
g(v,u,t) = Pr{Z_k = o|z^ = u > 0; > 0,v < u < t]
that the dam with content u at time v is empty for the first time at t
20
(as in §1.2). Clearly emptiness cannot occur prior to the time u + v,
hut it may happen at any instant t = u+v+r (r = 0,1,2,...); for this
there must he exactly r inputs in such a way that there is no emptiness
before t = u+v+r. Until the dam becomes empty for the first time
Z = Z +S -S -t+v, where S, = X +X_+..+X, . (t = 1) is the total input t v t v t o 1 t-1
up to time t; hence for first emptiness beyond u+v we have
Z ^ = S -S > 0 .U+V U+V V ^
We write r^(t,T) =  ^  ^  as Pr°hahility having
i inputs distributed over t unit time intervals of the type (2r,2r+l)
and T of the type (2r+l,2r+2), for integral r.
We can now write out the following set of difference equations for
the probabilities of first emptiness:
t-u
g(0,2u,2t+l) (u,u)g(0,2j,2t+1 -2u)
J=1
t-u
+ r2 j+-\ (u,u)g(0,2j+1 ,2t+l-2u)
j=o
t-u
g(0,2u+l,2t+l) = r2 j(u+1,u)g(l,2j,2t+l-2u)
j=l
t-u-1
+ y  r2j+1(u+1,u)g(l,2j+l,2t+l-2u)
J=°
t-u
g(0,2u,2t) = ^  r2 j (u,u)g(0,2j,2t-2u)
j=1
t-u-]
j=o
2 j+1 (u,u)g(0,2j+1,2t-2u)
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g ( 0 ,2 u + l , 2 t + 2 )  =
g ( l , 2 u , 2 t + l )
g ( l , 2 u  l , 2 t + l )  =
g ( l  , 2 u , 2 t )
g ( l , 2 u  l , 2 t + 2 )  =
t - u
^  r 2 j (u+ l  , u ) g ( l  , 2 J , 2 t+ 2 -2 u )  
0=1
t - u
+ X  r 2 j+ l  ^U+1 ' 2 j +1 >2 t+ 2 -2 u )
0=o
t - u
r 2 j ( u > u ) g ( l > 2 j , 2 t + l - 2 u )
0=1
t - u -1
r 2 j+ l  >2 J +1 ^2t+1 _2u)
j=o
t - u
r 2 j ( u jU + 1 )g (0 ,2  j , 2 t - l - 2 u )
j=1
t - u - 1
+ r 2 j+ l  (u ^u+1 )g (°>2 j+1 >2 t - '1 “2 u )
«3=0 
t - u - 1
Y ig  ( u ,u ) g ( l  , 2 j , 2 t - 2 u )
0=1
t - u -1
+ Y r 2 j + l ( u ^ u ) g ( l , 2 j + l , 2 t - 2 u )
«3=0
t - u
r 2 j ( u > u + l ) g ( 0 , 2  j  , 2 t - 2 u )
0=1
t - u - 1
+ 7 r,2 j+1
0=o
( u , u + l ) g ( 0 , 2 ; j + l , 2 t - 2 u ) (2 . 1 )
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with
g(0,2u,2u) = rQ (u,u) g(l,2u,2u+l) = rQ (u,u)
g(0,2u+l ,2u+l ) = r o (u+l,u) g(l ,2u+l ,2u+2) = r Q (u,u+l). (2.2)
As we have homogeneous inputs we can write, as we have done in 
equation (2.1), that
g(2v,u,t) = g(0,u,t-2v) t ^ 2v + u.
g(2v+l,u,t) = g(l,u,t-2v).
¥e are actually interested only in the probabilities of emptiness 
of the form g (0,u,t), but we need those of the form g(l,u,t) in order 
to solve the equations in (2.1). The probabilities in (2.1) do not 
have a readily obtainable explicit solution, but they may be computed 
iteratively for any particular values of u and t. Rather than obtaining 
them in this way, it may be easier to formulate an occupancy problem 
of which the probabilities are the solution, and use the method of 
truncated polynomials as developed by Gani (1958>196l)•
We can formulate the problem of first emptiness as an occupancy 
problem in the following way. Let us consider the probability 
g(0,u,2t); there must be exactly r = 2t-u inputs such that there are 
x q inputs in (0,2u), where x q = 1 
x^  inputs in (2u,2u+l), where x0+x-] - 2
x^ inputs in (u+r-2 ,u+r-l ), where xq+..+x^  ^ = r 
x^ inputs in (u+r-1 ,u+r), where x^ = 0 . (2.3)
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We can o b ta in  s im i l a r  r e l a t io n s  when t  i s  odd; we s h a l l  use th e se  
c o m b in a to r ia l  r e l a t i o n s  to  o b ta in  th e  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  o f  e m p tin e ss , 
n o t n e c e s s a r i ly  f o r  th e  f i r s t  t im e .
L et us now d e f in e  th e  p . g . f . ' s  o f  th e  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  o f  f i r s t  
em p tin ess  as
00
Cp(v,U,0) = y 1 gCVjUjt)©13 10 1 = i .
t=u+v
We can f in d  from  (2 .1 )  and (2 .2 ) a s e t  o f d i f f e r e n c e  e q u a tio n s  f o r  th e  
9 '  s a s
00
cp(O,2u,0) = 02 u ^  {cp(O,2j ,0) r2 ^(u,u)+cp(O,2j+1 , 0 ) r 2 .^+1 ( u , u ) }
j=o
00
cp(0,2u+l,e) = e2u+1 V {q>0,2ö ,e ) r2 J (u + l ,u ) + (p ( l ,2 j+ l , e ) r2J+1 (u+l,u)}
0 = °
00
cp(l ,2u,G) = 02u+1 ^  {cp(l , 2 j , 0 ) r 2 .^ (u,u)+cp(l ,2j+1 ^
«3=0
00
c p ( l ,2 u + l ,e )  = ®2u+2 y  {<p(o ,2 j ,0 ) r2 j ( u , u + l  )-Kp(0,2j+l , 9 ) r 2 ^+1 (u ,u+ 1) )  (2 .4 )
j= °
When th e  two in p u t d i s t r i b u t i o n s  a re  i d e n t i c a l  th e  problem  red u ces  
t o  t h a t  2o n s id e re d  in  C h ap te r I  and has th e  s o lu t io n  g iv en  by (l . 2 . 4 ) .
We row c o n s id e r  th e  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  o f  em p tin e ss , n o t n e c e s s a r i ly  f o r  th e  
f i r s t  tim e, o f  th e  dam. L et us f i r s t  c o n s id e r  em p tiness a t  tim e 2 t  = u+r 
g iv e n  co n ten t u  a t  tim e z e ro . S ince  th e  dam may d ry  up b e fo re  tim e
2b
u+r, emptiness at u+r mar result with less than r inputs in (0,u+r), 
hut there cannot he more than r inputs in this interval.
As has heen done by Yeo (1961a) for simple additive inputs we 
include the time interval (u+r,u+r+1) as an artificial measure in order 
to formulate the problem in the same manner as that used for first 
emptiness. In this interval we specify zero input; this has prohahility 
p^, as it is in the time (2t,2t+l), and since what happens heyond u+r 
is independent of PQ (u+r) we mint divide our final result hy p .
We consider now the case where there must he exactly j (0 ^ j ^ r) 
inputs in (0,u+r); then for ^u+r = 0, and subject to zero input in 
(u+r,u+r+l), there must he
x q inputs in (0,u+r-j+1), where x q ^ 1
x.j inputs in (u+r- j+1 ,u+r-j+2), where XQ+X-] - 2
x^  ^ inputs in (u+r-1,u+r), where xq+x^+..+x  ^  ^ = j
x^ . inputs in (u+r,u+r+l), where x^ . = 0. ^
This is precisely the same formulation as for the first emptiness
problem (2 .3), with u+r-j+1 substituted for u and u+r+1 for u+r; now,
however, the number j of inputs may no longer he sufficient to prevent
emptiness from occurring prior to u+r as well as at u+r. We conclude
that the prohahility of emptiness at time 2t = u+r, when there are j(^ r)
inputs into the dam, subject to zero input in (u+r,u+r+1), is
Pr{Z =o|z =u; 2t=u+r; S =j; X =2t 1 o u+r-1 0 u+r :0}=g(0,u+r+1 - j ,u+r+1) (2 .6)
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I f  we remove th e  r e s t r i c t i v e  c o n d i t io n  t h a t  t h e r e  be zero  in p u t  
i n  ( u + r ,u + r + l ) ,  and c o n s id e r  t h a t  th e  dam may become empty a t  tim e 2 t  
when t h e r e  a r e  any number o f  in p u ts  j  = 0 , 1 , . . . , 2 t - u ,  i t  fo l lo w s  t h a t
g ( 0 , j , 2 t + 1 ) 2 t  ^ u
2 t  < u (2 .7 )
S i m i l a r l y  we have
2 t+ l
P (2 t+ l)  = / %  o
-1 g ( 0 , j , 2 t + 2 )
j= u + l
2 t+ l ^ u
2 t+ 1 < u .  (2 .8 )
2 .3  The t im e -d e penden t s o lu t i o n
To so lv e  e q u a t io n s  (1 .4 )  and ( l . 5 ) we employ th e  method o f  
t r a n s f o r m s . We l e t
00 00
^ ( 8 , 0 ) = y  Q (s ,2 t+I)e2t+1 , a2 ( s , e )  = y  Q (s ,2 t ) e2t
t=o t=o
ÜU 00
♦ 1 (0) = y PQ(2t+i )e2 t+ 1 , \|f2 (e) = y Po (2 t ) e 2t | e | <  1
t=0 t=o
be th e  t r a n s fo rm s  w ith  r e s p e c t  t o  tim e o f  th e  Q 's  and th e  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  
o f  e m p tin es s .  Taking t ra n s fo rm s  in  ( l .4) and ( l . 5 ) we r e a d i l y  o b ta in  
( s , 0 )  = {sU 1A ( s ) - p Q( l - s ) s  1 0^2 ( 0 ) -q Q( l - s ) s  2A (s )02^ 1 ( 0 ) } X
j\ ,  _ A ( s ) b ( s ) 1 1
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a2 (s,0) = {sU-po(l -s )s "2B(s )02\J/2 (0)-(1q (1 -s )s "10\^ 1 (0)} x
These may be expanded, for suitably small values of Q , in powers 
of 0 to give the p.g.f.’s of the content distribution as
Q(s,2t+l) = sU 2t "*A(s,t+l )B(s,t) -
t
- po(l-s,^ Po(2j)A(s,t-j)B(s,t-j)s‘2t+2^"1
- lo0 - s ) y  Po(2j+l )A(s,t-j)B(s,t-1-j)s‘2t+2^
Q(s,2t) = sU 2^A(s,t)B(s,t) 
t-1
-P0(l-s)Y PQ(2j)A(s,t-j)B(s,t-j)s 2t+2  ^ 1 
t-1
-q.o(l-s) P0(2j+l)A(S,t)l)j)B(s,t-l-j)s‘2t+2j+1
j=o
These may be expanded for 0 < s < 1 in powers of s to determine
t-1
P.(2t+1) = r2t+1.u+i(t+l,t)-po ^ P o(2j)s2t.2J+i+1(t-j,t-j)
j=o
t-1
j=o
PQ(2j+l )s2t-2j+i
(3.1)
(3-2)
(t-j,t-j) i i u-2t-l (3-3)
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t-1
t-2
’2t-2 j+i-1 (t-i-j,t-1-j) i ^ u-2t, (3.4)
where P (2t+l) and PQ (2t) are given hy (2 .7) and (2.8) respectively, 
and where for simplicity we have put
The validity of this last inversion rests on proving that the 
right hand sides of (3*3) and (3*4) vanish for i < max (0,u-2t-l) 
and i < max (0,u-2t) respectively. Let us consider (3-4); the inversion 
is obviously valid for 2t ^ u, and for 2t > u we require- to show for 
-i > 2t-u that
SQ (t,T) = rQ (t,T), si(t,T) = r±(t,T) - r±_](t,T) (i ^ 1).
(t-1-j ^ t-1-j)
Po (2t-i), i = l,2,..,2t-u
(3-5)
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where m  is a non-negative integer, 5. . is the Kronecher delta, and [x]
d
is the greatest integer not exceeding x. We consider the process 
Z = Z +S,-t-1; {Z ,t) is a time homogeneous Markov chain. If we useX> O T> "G
the same type of procedure as Yeo ( 1 9 6 1  a) we find that with Z = t,
t-[£±h
32t+l
• ri+1i
t - U / 2 ]
s~ .2j-i(j-l , j ) g O  ,^,2t-2j)
+ öi,2mro^ 2 "
Now by summing £ over the range (u+1, 2t-i) we obtain, after a few easy 
steps, (3*5)* Similarly we can show that P^(2t+1) = 0 for 
i <  max (0,u-2t-l). We now have a valid expression for the content 
probabilities in the form
t-1
p i (2t+l) = r2t+l-u+i^t+1 Po^2 ^ S2t-2j+i+l
ü=o
t-1
"q0/\ p0(2j+1) s2t-2j+i^“J,t"^ 1 >max (°>u-2t"2)
0=o (3.6)
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t-1
pi(2t) r2t-u+i
t-2
(t,t)-po £  P0 (2j)s2t.2 .+i(t-1-j,t-d)
j=o
-qQ ^  Po^2j+1^S2t-2j+i-1 (t-1 ■ ^ t_1 i > max (0,u-2t-l).
j=o
The probability distribution P^(t) (i,t = 0,1,2,...) of the
(3-7)
content of the dam is given by (3*6) or (3*7) depending on -whether 
t is odd or even. When the two input distributions are identical 
this reduces to (1.2.7)*
The method used to obtain these results is equally applicable to the 
case where there are K > 2 independent additive types of input occurring 
cyclically, although the results become rather unwieldy. In this case 
we obtain
P.(Kt+n) = Pr{Z = ilz = u > 0}1 Kt+n 1 o
= rKt+n-u+i^l r,,,V  
K-l ,t-l'I I PK+n-l-Y,oPK+n-l-v(0+j+K+n-1-v:) X
v=n j=o
n-1 „ t
-K.i-K+l+v+i^'^l9 * *Kt j
- / / p , P _ (0,Kj+n-l-v) Xi_J Z_J n-1 -v,o n-1-v 9 d
v=o j=o
SKt-Kj+l+v+i^i+1 ' • * )
i-l
) p , P - (0,n—1 —V) sjr\ -1 , . (t. , . . . ,tTJ/ , n-l-v,o n-1-v Kt+l+v+i 1 K
v=o
i > 0,t > 0,n = 0 , 1 . . ,K-1 , (3*8)
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where {p {pT_. . .} are the K input distributions occurringo, 1 K-I,1
in the time intervals ( K t , K t + l ( K t + K - 1  ,Kt+K); r .(t.., ...,t„)1 I K
and s.(t. , . . . ,t„) are the natural generalisations of r.(t.,tn) and 1 1 K l i e ;
Si ^ l ,^ 2 ^  j - - 0+1} t ^ t^ ^ t+1 (l ^ i ^ K) , and the values
of the and t^ can readily be determined from the difference equations 
for the p.g.f.'s; the first term needs to be slightly modified if
V "and ) indicate that when v = n = 0, and v = 0, 
the j sums range over (0,t-2) and (0,t-1) respectively; and the 
last term of (3*8) is non-zero only if u = n-1. The probabilities of 
emptiness are given by
Kt+n+1
P (Kt+n) = p  ^ / g(0,j,Kt+n+1) 0 ^ n ^ K-l, (3*9)
v=n+l
and we can find recurrence relations for the probabilities 
g(0,u,Kt+n) of first emptiness of the dam.
0 < u < n;
2.4 Stationary distributions
The stationary probabilities P^  (i) = P^(2t+l) and
P^Ci) = P (2t) exist, as the limits of (3-8) and (3*7); these 
are proper distributions if and only if the mean input is less than 
unity i.e. J(p +p2) < 1, where = A'(l) and p2 = B’(l ) . The first
terms of (3 .8) and (3 *7) converge to zero as t > and the remaining 
terms give _0  00 00
P1 (1) 'PoP2 ^  X S2j+H-i^,^ " q-oPl ^  X S2j + i ^ ^ -1 *^ 
j= l  j= l
(4.1)i > 0
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P2 (i) — P ^ C O ) ^  s2 .+Jj,j)-q.oP1(° ) ^ s 2 ._1+i(j,ö-1)
j= l j=l
i > 0,
sums
V 1 00 r  1 00
subject toy P^  (i) = y P2 (i) = 1. Determining the
1 i=o ‘— i i=o
of the infinite series of (4.1) and (4.2) is likely to be very
difficult, unless the series happen to converge quite rapidly when
good approximations may be made; we shall concentrate on a more
direct method.
We can obtain the p.g.f.'s
w  00
Q-, (s) =^T P-j (i)s1, Q2 (s) P2 (i)si s — 1
i=o i=o
(4.2)
of the stationary content distributions from a consideration of the 
initial difference equations which are of the same form as (l .2) and (l .3); 
after a few easy steps we obtain
P*0 -s)sPp (0)+q (l -s)A(s)P1 (0)
V s) =J2-----S--- 2-------—  (4.3)
A(s)B(s)-s2
Pn (T-s)B(s)PQ (0)+q (l -s)sP. (0)Qp(e) = -2------- §----2----- 2-- ■ (4.4)
A(s)B(s)-s2
where for the present P^  (0) and P2 (0) are unknown. However, we can 
find them from (4.3) and (4. 4) (c.f. Bailey (1954) and §1.2).
As s 1 - 0 we find that
p0p2(°)+9opi(0) = 2-p-rp2- (4-5)
We note that when the input distributions are identical (4.5) reduces
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to the relation P(0) = (l-p)p "* obtained, hy Moran (1956). The 
denominator C(s) = A(s)B(s)-s2 of (4.3) and (4.4) has one and only 
one zero at s = 1 , since p.j+p2 < "I • We have |A(-s) |^A(s ) and 
|b (-s)|-B(s) for s — 0. Suppose A(s) and B(s) exist and are finite 
for |s|<l+5 for some 5 > 0. For sufficiently small 6 > 0 we have 
I s |2>|a (s)b (s ) I on I s I = 1+6, as p^+p^< 1. Hence by Rouch6 1 s 
theorem C(s) = 0 has exactly two roots in |s|^ 1, namely s = 1 and 
s = s.| (I s ^ I < 1) which are distinct. For a proper p.g.f. Q (s) to 
exist, Q (s) must be finite for |s| = 1, so that there must be a zero 
at s = S-j of the numerator of (4.3) as well as a zero of the 
denominator, and so
PoS1P2 (0)+cioA(s1)P1 (0) = 0,
The equations (4.5), (4.6) are consistent as the determinant
P0l0(A(s1 )-s] ) f 0;
P 1 o o
posi
if A(s^) = s^  then B(s^) = s^  , which is not possible; for suppose 
P^  < 1 (if not then certainly P2 < 1 and we consider B(s)-s), then 
by Rouche's theorem A(s)-s has only the one root s = 1 in the region 
IsI — 1. Solving (4.5), (4.6) we obtain
-s (2-p -p )V0)-
P2 (0)
Afspfe-P-j-Pg) 
Pq(A(s1 )-s1)
(^•6)
(^ •7)
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We now have e x p l i c i t  e x p re s s io n s  f o r  th e  p . g . f . ' s  (s) and 
Q,^(s) which we wish t o  expand to  g ive  th e  s t a t i o n a r y  p r o b a b i l i t i e s .
In  g e n e r a l  t h i s  may be done by d e te rm in in g  th e  rem ain ing  r o o t s  o f  
C ( s ) ,  b re a k in g  up (s)  and ( ^ ( s )  i n t o  p a r t i a l  f r a c t i o n s  and expanding  
( c . f .  Prabhu (1958)) •
As an example we c o n s id e r  two geom etr ic  in p u t  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  
A (s) = a ( l  -b s )  \  B(s) = Cü (l -ß s )  \  0 < a  < 1 , 0 < a  < 1 b = 1- a ,  
ß = 1 -Ot, = ba \  p2 = ßa "* ; th e n
(s -1 )  (l -ß s )  {a(l -b s ) s P Q (0)+aaP (0)}
Q-, (s)  = ----- ------------------------------ ------------- ]-----
b ß s4- ( b + ß ) s3+s2 -aa
Q (s) ( s - l ) ( l - b s ) ( a a P 2 (0 ) - ta O -ß s )P 1 (0)}
b ß s 4- (b+ß)s3+s2 -a a
The denom inator o f  (s)  and Q ^ s )  has fo u r  r o o t s  s = 1, , s s ^
w ith  o n ly  |s^ |< 1, s ay .  From (4 .7 )  we have
P1 (0)
- s ^ ( l - b s ^ ) (2-ba  ^ -ß a  "*) 
afa - s^  ( l - b s ^ )}
P ( 0 ) = g -b  a ^ - ß q ' 1
P2 l0;  a - Sl ( 1 - b s p  '
We b reak  (4 .8) up i n t o  p a r t i a l  f r a c t i o n s  o f  th e  form 
Q1 (s) = aPgCO)-^ (s£ ) ( s - B g J ' h ^  ( s j )  ( s -S j )  1 
Qg(s) = aP1 (0)-N2 ( s2 ) ( s - s2 ) _1+H2 ( s j ) (s -Sj ) 1 ,
(4 .8 )
( M )
(4 .10)
where
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N1 (s) = [ {bß(s2+ s ^ ) - (b + ß -b ß s 1 ) }aP2 (0 ) s - a a ß P 1 (0 )
+ { (l - b s ] ) (l ~ßs-j ) -b ß s 2 s^) }aP2 (O) ] {bß ( s ^ - s 2 ) } _1
N2 (s ) = [ ( b ß ( s 2+ s ^ ) - (b + ß -b ß s 1 ) }o:P1 (0 )s-aD!bP2 (0 )
+ { (l - b s ] ) (l ~ßs-j ) -b ß s 2 s^}aP1 (O) ] ( b ß ( s ^ - s 2 ) }_1 .
We can now r e a d i l y  expand (4 . 10) t o  g ive
P.| ( i )  = n i (s2 ) s 2 ' 1" 1 (s j J s j ' 1 " 1
, i  > 0
P2 ( i )  = N2 ( s2 ) s2 " 1_ -N2 ( s5 ) s3 _1" .
As examples we p u t  ( i )  a = 0 . 5 , cn = 0 .6  ( i i )  a = 0 . 4 , a  = 0 . 6 . 
Then ( i )  Q’ ( l )  = 4 .3332, Q £(l)  = 4 . 0257, ( i i )  Q-| ( l ) = 8 . 1528,
Q2 ( l ) = 7 .4540  and
P, ( i ) p2 ( i )
i ( i ) ( i i ) ( i ) ( Ü )
0 0.2930 0.1891 0 .3150 0.2467
1 0.1138 0.0815 0.1136 O.0797
2 0.0965 0.0732 0 .0940 0.0678
3 0.0809 0.0658 0.0782 0 . 0 6 l 1
4 0.0679 0.0592 0.0653 0.0549
5 0.0567 0.0532 0.0546 0.0484y 0.2902 0.4780 O.2793 0 . 44o4
i=6
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It would be useful if we could find some simple approximations 
when, as is likely in practice, there are quite different wet and dry 
seasons. We could consider an input p.g.f. A(s)b (s) with possible 
releases of size two occurring only at the end of dry seasons i.e.
2t-0; however, this is not any simpler to deal with than the model we 
have used. A simpler model is one where there is an input p.g.f.
JL
(A(s)B(s)}2 with a possible unit release at the end of each interval. 
Although this has been solved by Moran (1956), Yeo (1961a) it is not 
very useful as the approximations have been found in the cases 
considered to be poor; in the examples considered above the stationary 
probabilities of emptiness are (i) 0 .3 0 4 3 and (ii) 0.2210, which are 
not very useful.
2 .5 A continuous analogue
We now consider a continuous analogue of our problem by allowing 
the units of measurement to tend to zero in a similar manner to that 
of Chapter 1 . We suppose for the discrete problem that there are K 
types of input occurring cyclically. There is a unit of A(> 0 ) so that 
content, time, input and release are measured in multiples of A. We put
1  1 jA
(a) = U  A(A.(iA)-A.((i-l)A)}
J J J
i = 0
i = 1,2,...
(b) i = xA \  t = rA \  u = UA \ (5 -1)
where x, t ; U are real and non-negative, A.(i ) (l ^  ^K) are
J
cumulative probabilities with A(iA) = 1, and such that in the
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limit as i + 00, A  >  0, iA >  x we have A . (iA) = C . (x) (0 ^ x < °°),
where C . (x) is a d.f.
J
Under the condition (5.1) the set of K equations of the type
(l .2) and (l .3) that we obtain for the discrete process tend as A  t  0
to the integro-differential equation
K x
|^W(x ,t) - W(x ,t ) = - X  ^ | w (x ,t) - J'W(x-v,T)dCj(x)^,
where W(x ,t ) (0 = x, t < °°) is the d.f. of the content for the 
continuous time process. We now have a process which is equivalent 
to the single server queueing system with arrivals occurring in K 
independent Poisson processes with service time distributions having 
a general form depending on the class of the customer. The inputs no 
longer occur cyclically, but independently; this is thus different from 
the problem of Gani and Pyke (1962) where inputs in a continuous time 
process do occur cyclically. We have reduced a set of K equations for 
the discrete problem to a single equation for the continuous analogue.
A solution of the equation (5-2) may be obtained from (3*6) by 
using the substitution (5*1) and taking the limit A  >  0, but it is 
simpler to solve (5*2) directly. This is of the form (1-3.2) with
V Kcapacity K = 00 and A,(t)F(x) = ) VCk(x), and can be solved by the 
same method as used in Chapter 1. The time-dependent solution is
V Kgiven by (l.3*5) to (l .3 • T) with A-(t)F(x) =) ^  X-^ C^ (x) and K(x ,t)
(5.2)
is such that its 1ST is
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-Ox , x - T | ( 0 ) e dK(x ,T j  = e
x=o
where
JV 00
1(0) = 2 ^  X . ( l - l . ( 0 ) ) ,  ^ ( e )  xdC .(x )
i= l o
When K = 1 K(x , t ) i s  g iv e n  by ( l .3*8) and when K = 2
0 ^ 0 .
00 n
K(x , t ) £  e - ( V X 2 ) T (“ ) x ^ - j  £  J c f ( x - y ) d C ^ - J ^ ( y ) .
n=o j - o y=o
p  00
The 1ST 34 (0 ) = / e ^dW (x) (R1 0 = 0) o f  th e  s ta t io n a r y  c o n te n t K J  o K K
(o r  w a it in g  tim e) d i s t r ib u t io n , ,  w hich e x i s t s  f o r  ) ^  < 1 ,
where p_^  = -Oh ' (0 ) ,  i s  from  (l .>9)
K
WK(e) ={i - £  x .P i }  /  {i - e-’tCe)}.
i=1
The mean w a it in g  tim e Yi = -34 ’ (0) i sK. K
L i = i V i " (0)
2(1 -  2^  i = i ^ i p i^
In  th e  c o n te x t o f queueing  th e o ry  d is c u s s e d  in  P a r t  2 ,  we can 
a l s o  c o n s id e r  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  th e  number o f  custom ers in  th e  queue,
r . z 
1=0 1in c lu d in g  th e  one b e in g  s e rv e d . The p . g . f .  r ^ ( z )  = ^
( IzI — l )  o f  th e  s ta t io n a r y  queue s iz e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  may be o b ta in e d  as
0 -Zi=ihpi^1-P|(W )
r K(z)
where V,
°*-VK VKZ '1
The 1ST A ^ S ) o e ' 6x dGK(x) (E l 0 S 0)
(5 -3 )
(5 -1*)
(5 -5 )
(5 -6 )
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of the distribution of the length of a busy period may be found 
as for K = 1 [Takäcs (1955)1 as the unique solution in real 0 > 0 
With ^  AK(e) = 0 of
Ve) =VK_1 5(Ve-VKVe))- (5-7)
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P A R T  2
SINGLE SERVER QUEUES
ko
CHAPTER 3
QUEUES WITH MODIFIED SERVICE MECHANISMS 
3.1 General remarks
The problems in the theory of dams described in Part I may be 
considered as particular examples of queueing theory; however, it has 
been found convenient to develop dam theory along slightly different 
lines, particularly for dams with a finite capacity. In this Part 
some problems of single server queueing systems are discussed, which 
have some similarity to the infinite dam problems of Part I, but 
which will be considered separately.
Work in queueing theory, which has been applied to many branches 
of science in the last half century, has been concerned mainly with 
(i) the properties of the process when it has settled down to 
statistical equilibrium, (ii) the busy period distribution and (iii) the 
time-dependent properties of waiting time and queue size. We are 
concerned in the next two chapters primarily with the first two 
problems, in contrast to Part I where the time-dependent problem 
for dams was studied in the most detail.
Queueing problems may be specified by the following three 
properties: (i) the inter-arrival time distribution, (ii) the service 
mechanism and (iii) the queue discipline. We shall consider only 
single server queues; in this chapter the queue discipline is first-
4i
come first-served, i.e. all customers are served strictly in the 
order of their arrival, while in Chapter 4 we shall discuss problems 
where some types of customer have precedence to service over other 
types of customer.
Throughout we suppose that the time intervals between the 
arrival of successive customers (or bunches of customers) are random 
variables which are independently and identically distributed. This 
distribution is in most cases taken to be negative exponential, so 
that customers arrive independently in a Poisson process.
We suppose that the service time of a customer is a random 
variable, whose distribution in the most general case may be 
dependent on (a) the waiting time in the queue when the customer 
arrives or (b) the queue size at this point. Although it is possible 
to write down equations for the waiting time and the joint waiting time- 
queue size distributions, it has not been found possible to obtain 
important results for the general case; however, it is possible to 
solve some special cases, one of which we are concerned with in this 
chapter. Here the service time of a customer may be different if he 
arrives at an empty or a non-empty queue.
3.2 Introduction
Let us consider the following generalisation of the queueing
system GI/g/i . In a single server system customers arrive at a counter
at the instants t.,t_,...,t ,... such that t = t -t (n  ^1), t = 0,1 9 2. ’ 7 n n n n-1 o
are independently distributed random variables with common d.f.'s A(x),
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p  00 p 00
finite means a = E(tn)=/ xdA(x) and IST's a*(0) = / e ^XdA(x)
(R1 0 = 0 ) .  If the n-th customer joins a non-empty queue, let his 
service time he s^, while if he joins an empty queue let it be r ;
(s^) and {rR} (n = 1) are sequences of independently and identically 
distributed random variables, which are independent of t^, with 
common d.f.'s B(x) and D(x) (0 ^ x < °°) respectively, finite but non-
p  oo p oo
zero means b = E(s ) = / xdB(x) and d = E(r ) = / xdD(x), and LoT's f°° n j o  n J o
^(0) = / e XdB(x) and £(0) = I e XdD(x) (R1 0 ^ 0 ) .  Let w^ be 
the time the n-th arrival waits before commencing service; then
f w + u : n n w + u >0, w > 0  n n n
w = ( cn+1 \ n c > 0, w = 0 n n
\ o otherwise, (2.1)
where u = s -t ,. and n n n+1 c = r -t ,.; {u } and {c } are independently n n n+1 n n J
distributed random variables with the d.f.'s
p  00 p  00
U(x) = / B(x+y)dA(y), C(x) = / D(x+y)dA(y), 
J o- J o-
-  00 <  X <  oo, (2 .2)
with means E(u^) = h-a, E(c^) = d--a respectively (E(|u |) < 
E(|cn|) < »)•
This queueing system may arise in several ways, such as when a 
machine is shut down when no items remain to be served, and the service 
mechanism is different for the first item of a group. It will be used 
in the priority queueing in Chapter 4, and in the traffic problems 
of Part 3•
Finch (1959) has considered a process which differs from ours 
only when the n-th arrival joins an empty queue; the customer then
waits a time v before commencing a service of length s , instead ofV Xreceiving an immediate service of r . If we put D(x) = / B(x-y)dV(y),n yj o
where V(x) is the d.f. of the v^ , then we can compare the results 
obtained for the two systems, as we do in §3-9*
3.3 The stationarity condition
For the GI/g/1 queueing system it has been shown by Lindley 
(1952) that a unique proper stationary waiting time distribution 
exists if and only if E(u) = b-a < 0. Finch (1959) has shown that 
this is the stationarity condition for his process, provided E(v) < °°, 
and we shall show that it is also a necessary and sufficient condition, 
provided only 0 < d < °°, for the existence of a proper stationary 
waiting time distribution for our process. The condition is independent 
of the service time distribution for a customer joining a non-empty 
queue; we may intuitively expect this, for regardless of the (non­
zero) finite size of the service time for a customer finding the 
queue empty on arrival, the waiting time must eventually reduce to 
zero again with probability unity if E(u) < 0, and may build up 
indefinitely if E(u) =0. We shall prove
Theorem 3-1• A sequence of non-negative random variables {w } 
is defined by (2.1) for n = 1,2,..., and wq is a given non-negative 
random variable with d.f. W (x) (0 ^ x < °°), where {u^} and{c^} 
are defined above in §2. Write W (x) = Pr{w^ - x) (n = 1,2,...), 
then W(x) = W (x) exists. If E(u) - 0 and d > 0 then W(x) = 0 
for all x = 0; if E(u) < 0 and 0 < d < °° then W(x) is the d.f. of
kk
a n o n -n e g a t iv e  random v a r i a b l e ,  W(x) i s  in d e p en d en t o f  W , and 
i s  th e  un ique d . f .  s o l u t i o n  o f  th e  i n t e g r a l  e q u a t io n
W(x) XJ  W(x-y)dU(y) - W (0){U (x)-C (x)}
x <  0
x ^ 0
P ro o f .  S ince  w = 0 we have Pr {w ^ x} = 0 f o r  x < 0 .  For x ^ 0 n n
Pr{w ^ x} = Pr{w +u ^ x ,  w > 0} + Pr{w = 0 , c ^ x} n+1 n n n n 7 n
= Pr{w +u ^ x ,  u ^ x} + Pr{w = 0 , c ^ x} n n n n n
- Pr{ w = 0 , u = x } . n n
Thus
r
o x < 0
V l (x) -xf  Wn (x-y) du ty )  - W jO) (U(x) - C(x)} x i  0
From (3*2) by i t e r a t i o n  we have
W , (x) = A (x) - L (x) n+1 n n
where L (x) = H (x) - G (x) and n n n
Vx)
H j x )
Rr{w +u +u. + . . • +u ^ x , u n + . . . + u  ^ x ,  . . . ,u  _+u ^ x . u  =o o l  n 7 1 n n - l n  n
n
) Pr{w. = 0 , u . + u . , ,  + . . .+u ^ x ,u .  ,, + . . .  +u ^ x , . . . , u  . +u ^x,  /  , l  l  l+l  n l+l  n n-1 n
i=l
n
) Pr{w. = 0}Pr{u .+u . + . . ,+u ^ x , u .  _ + . . .+u ^ x , . ./  I l  l  l +l  n l+l  n
. . , U  - + U  ^ X . U  —X }n-1 n 7 n
(3 -1)
(3-2)
(3 -3)
(3.*0
x)
u Sx} n
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= ^ ^ ^ n + l - i  = 0}Pr{u1+u2+. . •+un+1 _± x^, . . . jU-j+u^ x ,^ £x}
i=l
VG (x) = > Pr{w. = 0,c.+u. ,_ + ...+u —x .u. _+...+u ^x...n / , l 7 1 l+l n 7 l+l n 7
i=l
. . ,u _+u ^x.u x^} n-1 n n
n
= ) Pr{w. = 0}Pr{c.+u.,n + ...+u =x,u.,.,+...+u ^x,..(__j l l l+l n l+l n
i=l
. ., u ,+u =x,u =x} n-1 n n
n
= ) Pr{w . = 0)Pr{un+ . . .+u .+c . .ixv ./ , n+l-i 1 n-i n+1-l
i=l
) U-| +^2 ~x f U-J —X } j (5-5)
here we have used the fact that Pr{w_^  = 0} is independent of
{u., u. ,...,u } and {c., u. n,...,u }.1 l+l n 1 ' l+l 7 7 n
By defining a sequence of random variables {w^*} "by
w * +u w * + u > 0
w* = r n n n nn+l \ n = 1 ,2, . . .L 0 w * + u ^ 0n n
with w * = w , 0 o7 we obtain Pr{w* _ n+l ^ x] = A (x). Following Lindley"1 ■? m
(1952), we see that A(x) = ^00 ^n (x) exfsfsJ is independent of Wq (x ) ,
and if E(u) ^ 0 then A(x) = 0 and if E(u) < 0 then A(x) is a d.f.
Let us now consider E(u) ^ 0. This includes both E(u) > 0 and
E(u) = 0, which may be taken together if we make use of the results of
Lindley (1952), who employs the strong law of large numbers for
E(u) > 0 and a result of Chung and Fuchs (1951) for E(u) = 0.
We distinguish two cases: (i) C(0) - U(0) ^ 0 and (ii)
C(0) - U(0) > 0. In case (i) L (O) = 0 and therefore W (O) ^ A (0);n n n
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it follows from Lindley (1952) that W (O) = 0, and as a consequence
^fX!L W (x) = 0 for all x (0 ^ x < °°) . For case (ii) we have n>°° n
G (O) > H (0) . We write n n
no n
W (0) = A (0)+ / + /  Pr{w = 0}[Pr{u.+...+u n .=0,.. n+1 n L-j Z-_i i 1 n+1 -1
i=l i=n +1 o
. .,u]+u2^0,u1^0} - ErCu^.. -+un+cn+1 _±£0, ..
. .jU-j+u^OjU-^O}] (5-7)
for 1 < nQ < n. By a suitable choice of nQ for n sufficiently large 
we can show that W (O) = 0  and hence W (x) = 0  (0 ^ x < °°) .n>oo n ' n>oo n
The remainder of this section is concerned with the case E(u) < 0 
and 0 < d < 00. Let S he the event (w^ = 0); S is an aperiodic certain
I •
recurrent event [Lindley (1952), Feller (1957)]* The Pr{wn = 0}
exists, and is greater than zero (and  ^l), i.e. the mean recurrence
step number is finite. The mean recurrence step number of the event S
is not greater than the expectation of the number of steps to the first
zero of the sequence of random variables {w^} given by (5*6) with
w q being given in the following way: if r^  < s^  choose wq* = 0, and if
r. = s- choose w * = r, - s_ ; these define W (x). Since E(u) < 0 and 1 1  o i l  o
E(r) < 00 the required result follows from the theorem of Lindley (1952)•
We also have , Pr{w. = 0}> 0 for any finite value of n, so that 
Pr{w. = 0}> 0. It follows from the expression for L (x) that1 ^i<oo ± * n
L(x) = L (x) exists, is independent of w q and is given by
w here
i= l
tu (x) = Pr{u^ +U2+. . .+u^ > x^u^* • • -+u_^  ^ x ,  . .  . ,u .   ^ x}
g ^ x )  = PrCc-j+u^. . .-Hu > x,Ug+. • -Hu  ^ x ,  . . . ,u ±  ^ x } . 
This l a s t  fo l lo w s  as
Pr{u-I+u2 +. . .+u  ^ x ,u 2 + . . . + u i   ^ x ,  . . . , u ^  = x}
= PrCu -^t-. . .Hu  ^ x , . .  . ,tu  -  x} - Pr{u^ +u^ + . . .Hu > x,U£+ . .
. . +u.  = x , . . . ,u^  ^ x}
Pr{-t-u^-t-. . .+u  ^ x , U g + . . . H u   ^ x , . . . , u .   ^ x}
= PrCu^-H..Hu  ^ x , . . . , u   ^ x) - Prlc^H^-»-. . ,+u^ > x , U £ + . .
. . H   ^ X, . . . ,\1±  ^ x} .
From (3.^-) we have
n
-1 ^ L ^ x )  = ^  Pr{wn+1_ i  = 0} {g± (x) - h i (x )}  =§ 1 . 
i= l
Now i t  may he shown [ c . f .  F in c h  (1959) > P-319 "with v = 0 ]  t h a ts
n 00
I  ^ V m  = 0 ) h i (x) s  Z  h i (x) <
i= l i=1
an d  a s  a  r e s u l t  we can  show t h a t
n 00
^ “ Z  = 0 ) g i (x) S Z  Si (x) <  ” •
i= l  i= l
We have shown t h a t  W(x) e x i s t s  in d e p e n d e n tly  o f  w . The 
e x is t e n c e  o f  W(x) c o u ld  a l s o  he d educed  from  th e  r e s u l t  o f  F in c h  (1959)•
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For whatever the value of {r^} there exists a non-negative random variable
v with d.f. V(x) and mean v < 00 such that D(x) < B(x-y)dV(y)
thus our process is bounded above by that of Finch, for which W(x)
exists, so W(x) exists for our process as well.
Let us for the moment consider the problem in terms of a random
walk with an impenetrable barrier in which a particle starts at
the origin, so that w^  = 0 .  Following Lindley (1952) let the next
jump which meets the origin be the n^th, giving w r ^  =0 ,  and put
v . = w +u , so that v is the amount that the particle would n-j+1 n-| n-j n-]
have gone over the barrier if it had not been there. Let the next 
jump meeting the origin be the n^th, define v^ similarly, and so on.
We have
V 1 C1 + V ' vn +1 c + r i=n +1 r-i
so that
v ^,+v +...+v .n^+1 r^+l nr+l Cn +C0 + ...+c 1 2 r n n r . r (5.8)
V n I I I Iwhere U = ) . _ u. . Now v = u , and hence v , which is a n / ,i=l l 1 n +1 1 1 n 1 n— 1 r r r
random variable, has a finite mean E(v). The left hand side of (5*8)
tends, by the strong law of large numbers, to E(v) - E(c) + E(u);
U /n tends to E(u) (< 0), and thus n /r>{E(v)-E(c)+E(u) }/e(u) . n r rr
By the converse of the strong law of large numbers (n^-n^_1) is a
random variable with finite mean equal to {E(v) - E(c) + E(u )}/e (u ); 
this is the mean recurrence time. The theory of Feller (1957) shows 
that the mean recurrence time is (W(0)} \  and thus W(0)> 0.
We have shown that W(x) exists independently of wq; it remains
I •
to show that W(x) is a d.f. Since W(x) = . W (x) and the W (x)n>-°° n n
are non-decreasing functions of x, it is easily shown that W(x) is
a non-decreasing function of x. We require to show that W(x) = 1
The joint occurrence of w +u ^ x and c ^ x together imply w n ^ x, ° n n n n+1
so that
Pr{w ^ x} = Pr{w +u ^ x.c ^ x}; n+1 n n n
without loss of generality let us take w q = 0, then by iteration
Pr{w ,.^x} ^ Pr{w +u +u_+...+u ^x,C-+u_+...+u ^x,...c .+u ^xn+1 o o 1 n 1 E2 n n-1 n
c ^x} n
= Pr{un+...+u n+c ^x,...,u_+c0^x,c1^x}1 n-1 n 1 2 1
= Pr(V. = x all i in 1 ^ i ^ n]l
where = u^  +u^+ • • •+ui -j+cj_ (i = 1,2,...).
The events M (x) = [V. ^ x all i in 1 ^ i ^ n] are monotonic non n l
increasing functions of n and hence by the property of probability 
measure Pr{M^(x)} = Pr{M(x)}, where M(x) is the limit event 
[V . ^ x all i = 1 ]. Thusl
W(x) = Pr{M(x)}.
limIn order to prove that W(x) = 1 , it is sufficient to show that
^  Pr{M (x)} = 1 . This follows from the law of large numbers, since nr00 n
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E(u)< 0 and. -00 < E(c) < 00, "by the same type of argument used hy 
Lindley (1952) in the corresponding part of his theorem. Thus W(x) 
is a d.f.
The fact that W(x) is a solution to the integral equation (5*2) 
follows from (5*^) hy Lehesgue's dominated convergence theorem. If 
W*(x) is another solution of (5*2) which is a d.f., take W (x) = W*(x), 
then from (3*^) we have that W^(x) = W*(x) for each n and hence W*(x) = W(x). 
This completes the proof.
3.4 The time-dependent problem
We now briefly consider the time-dependent queueing problem, 
where the inter-arrival time distribution is assumed to be negative 
exponential, i.e. customers arrive in a “homogeneous Poisson process so 
that in a small interval of time 5t > 0 the probability of (i) no 
arrivals is 1 -X,5t+o(&t), (ii) one arrival is kSt+o(öt) and (iii) 
more than one arrival is o(öt). We define the d.f. W(u,x,t) = W(x,t) 
as the probability that at time t the waiting time in the queue is 
not greater than x, given that it was u at time zero. For x ^ 0 we 
have
-t-kbtW(o,t) (D(x) -B(x) }+o (5t) . (^ .i)
We have W(x,t) = 0 for all x < 0; W(x,t) is continuous for all x > 0, 
but has a discontinuity at x = 0, the concentration W(0,t) being the 
probability that the server is idle at time t. Let be a
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right derivative of W(x,t). From (4.1) by letting t>0 we obtain
x
dw(x,t) _ dw(x,t) =_xw(x,t)+X J W(x-y,t)dB(y)
y=o
+A,W(o,t)(D(x)-B(x )} x = 0. (4.2)
If we assume more generally that the service time d.f. B(x|y) 
is a function of the waiting time y at the point when a customer arrives 
then we would obtain
x
|^W(x,t) _ o^W(x,t) =_^W(x,t)+X J W(x-y,t)dB(y|x-y), (4.3)
y=o
which has (4.2) as a special case. However,, it has not been found 
possible to solve (4.3) explicitly, and we shall concentrate on the 
solution to (4.2). If B(x) = D(x) then (4.2) reduces to the integro- 
differential equation of Takacs (1955) and has the solution (l .3.4).
Taking transforms in (4.2) we obtain a differential equation for
p  00
the IßT ft(0,t) = / e ^XdW(x,t) (R1 0 ^ 0 )  of the waiting time d.f.
W(x,t) as
| = n(e,t){e-x.(i-i|r(e))}-w(o,t)(e+x(t(e) -£(e))},
which has the solution
fi(0,t) = e-0u+0t-A't(1-^ (0))_ j w (O,t ){0+X(\Jt(0)-^(0))
o
( t - T ) l e - x ( i - t ( e ) ) ) dT,
(h.k)
(^•5)
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where for the moment W(0,t) is unknown. This may he inverted in a 
similar manner to that used by Gani and Prabhu (l959a )• We write
K(x,t) e ^  (kt)nBn *(x) (nl)
n=o
x ^ 0
where Bn *(x) is the n-fold convolution of B(x) (B°*(x) = 1,x=0; 
When the derivative k(x,t) = K(x,t) exists we obtain
W(x,t) = K(x+t-u,t) - J' W(0,t-T){k(x+T^T)dT
T=0X
+k J' (dB(x-y)-cLD(x-y) }k(x+T,T)dT} x = u-t.
y=-T
= 0,x< 0) .
(4.6)
To complete the inversion of (4.5) it is necessary to show that the 
right hand side of (4.6) vanishes for x < max (0,u-t); this I have been 
unable to do, although from physical considerations this should be so.
p  00
Let ft*(0,s) = / e s^ft(0,t)dt (R1 s > 0) and W*(s) = 
e W(0,t)dt (R1 s > 0) be the transforms of ft(0,t) and W(0,t) 
respectively with respect to time. Then from (4.4) by taking transforms 
we obtain
\ _ Q(01O)-W*(s){0+^(0)-^(0))
U K U ’ S ) s-0+k-k\jr(0) " *
To find the unknown function W*(s) we argue as Benes (1957) Ras 
done for the m/g/i system. There is a unique solution T)(s) of
(4.7)
•n(s) = s+x-x,\|r(T](s)) (4.8)
in R1 (0) > 0  for R1 (s) > 0 .  In this region ß*(0,s) must converge so 
that the zeros of the denominator of (4.7) must coincide with zeros 
of the numerator of (4.7). Thus
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W*(s) - - e ‘
where u is the waiting time at time zero. When ^(0) = £(0) this has 
been inverted., and the probability of an empty queue at time t is 
given by (l .3*5) •
3.5 The stationary waiting time
We now return to the stationary properties of our process and 
consider the stationary waiting time distribution; we assume throughout 
the remainder of this chapter that the stationarity condition E(u) < 0 
and 0 < d < 00 holds. We prove the following
Theorem 3*2. If A(x) = 1-e ^X (0 ^ x < °°), then the L3T ti(Q) of the 
stationary waiting time distribution is given by
_ w(o){e+Mf(e)-x£(e)}
~ e - \ + \ y ( d )
where the probability W(0) that a customer arrives to find the 
server idle is
W(0) = (1-A,b) (1-X-b+M)"1 .
Proof (a). We shall prove this theorem by two slightly different
methods; the first is similar to Theorem 2 of Finch (1959)• For this
it is simpler to deal with characteristic functions (c.f.'s) rather
than IST's. We put s = -i0, and thus wish to show
r,/ \ W(0){is-X-t(s)+X.f;(s)}
.is+x.-\i|r(s)
■where W(0) is given "by (5-2).
(^•9)
(5-1)
(5-2)
(5-3)
5^
We require to find a solution to (3*1)• Following Lindley 
(1952) and Finch (1959) we define a function W* (x) by
x
W*(x) =j/" W(x-y)dU(y) < x < 00.
When x < 0 we have 
x
W*(x) =j^ W(x-y) J' dB(y+z)ke ^Zdz
y=-°° z=o
CX) CX)
: ^  W(y)A,e x^dydB(:
y=o z=o 
= C e^X
where
(5.^)
c = w*(0) = r  W(-y)dU(y).
—  00
For x = 0 we have from (3*1) and (5 .^ ) that
W*(x) = W(x) + W(0){U(x) - C(x)}, x z 0,
so that
W*(0) = W(0){1+U(0) - C(0)} = W(0){l+\lr(iA,) - £(i\)} 
From the definitions (2.2) of U(x) and C(x) we have
eis*dü(x) = g M  J  ei - dC(x)=^ ) .
Using these and taking Fourier transforms in (3.1 ) and (5 .^ -), and using 
(5ö), we obtain
00 X
J  e^SXdW*(x) = J' e^sx J' dW(x-y) dU(y)
x=-°° y=-<
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: A(A+is) \Jf(s)^(s) 
o 00■ J  e 1SXdW*(x) + J  e 1SXdW(x) - W(0)
- o o  o-
00 00
+ W(0) J  e 1SX dU(x)-W(0) J  e ls x dc(x )
o -
= A (k + is )_1W *(0)+ft(s)-W (0)
+ A,(X,+is)"1W (0){\)/(s)-^(s)-\l/(iA ,)+^(iA ,)}; 
e q u a tio n  (5*5) fo llo w s  from  th e s e  r e l a t i o n s  and (5*2) i s  o b ta in e d  from 
(5*5) by th e  l i m i t in g  p ro c e ss  s >  0 .
P roof (b) . We can prove (5 * l)  by s e v e r a l  d i f f e r e n t  ways, each  o f  which 
i s  r e l a t e d  to  th e  method due to  Takacs (1955) • As t  >  °° W (x ,t) >  0 
and from  (4 .2 )  we have
o-
x
| | ( x ) = \ W ( x ) - \  J W (x-y)dB(y)+AW (0)[B(x)-D(x)} x ^ 0
T aking  IS T 's  in  (5 -6 ) r e a d i ly  y ie ld s  (5 .1 )  and hence (5 * 2 ). A llow ing 
t  to  te n d  to  i n f i n i t y  in  (4 .5 )  a l s o  g iv e s  th e  r e s u l t ,  a s  does th e  
s f t* (0 ,s )  by u s in g  an e x te n s io n  o f  A b e l 's  theorem  [W idder (1946) 
C hap ter 5 ]•
The moments o f  th e  s t a t io n a r y  w a it in g  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  may be 
found from  (5 .1 )  by d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n ;  th e  mean i s
AE (r 2 ) -A,2bE (r 2 )+Xr dE(s2 )E(w) = (O) 2 (1 -kb) (1-Ab+Ad)
(5 .6 )
(5-7)
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The 1ST d(0) of the stationary distribution of the delay, i.e. 
the total time a customer spends waiting or being served, is the 
convolution of the distributions of waiting time and service time, 
so that
not necessary to introduce an artificial function such as W* (x) . 
However, each method is useful as we can use each procedure to find 
some further results; we have seen in §4 that the second method is 
used for the time-dependent case, while the first may be employed for 
an Erlangian inter-arrival time distribution. In this case we have
d(e) = fl(e){w(o)(;(e)+0-w(o)\Ke)}. (5-8)
The mean delay d is
d = E(w) + W(0)d + (l-W(O)b.
(1 -A,b) (X.E(r2 )+2d)+A,2dE(s2 ) .
2 (l -A-b) (l-Xb+M)
We may observe that proof (b) is simpler than proof (a) as it is
(5-9)
Theorem 3.3* When A(x) =
0 — x < 00) the c.f. ft(s) =
time distribution is given by
rk-2
+ is(A,+is)k  ^-1"%(s)+A^£(s) (X+is)k-A?S|/(s)
-1
y (5-10
where
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W(0) = Xk_1 (k-Xb)
rk-2
V  Ln n (-is )+*k-1-(k-l)rXk“2-Xk(b-d)
L-i mpn 4i=o
k-1
+ 7 nßn^
n=l
n-1 -1
and
k-2
\  = -^k (^(sn)-^(sn))-y{(k+isn)k"1 -(k+isn)m}ßm+isn(k+isn)k"1
m=o
( l I k r) n
ßn =  “T T -  ^  t+(axj-6(ix>}
k-1, k+1 , k-1
r (-D^Xk-1 !
n=o
(5.11)
L = (is) X II (is -is ) .n n / n mmpn
X  , k ,sn (0 ^ n  ^k-1) being the k roots of (X+is) -X \|r(s) = 0 in the upper 
half plane l(s) = 0. For this theorem we also suppose \)/(s) and 
£(s) are in the form of c.f.'s.
Proof. As in Theorem 3*2 we write 
x
W*(x) = / W(x-y)dU(y) - 00 < x < oo. (5.12)
From (5.12) and the definition of U(x) we have for x < 0 that
00 00
W*(x) = y7 J W(y)e~Xy J e"kz(z-x+y)k 1 dB(z)
7=o z=o
k-1
Xx V 15 L r
r=o
C (-x)r,
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where
00 00
Cr  = k T :  ) f  J W(y)e-A'y "Xz(z+y) k " 1 _ rdB(z)
y=o z=o
In  p a r t i c u l a r
o
CQ =W *(0) = J  W (-y)dU(y).
—  00
For x — 0
W*(x) = W(x) + W(0){U(x) - C(x ) } ,  
so t h a t
w*(o) =w(o){i+u(o) - c(o)} = w(o){i+k_1r},
where
u(o)
OO
j  ^7 -j , e "ky yk_1 B(y)dy
(-1 )k " ] ,d k “ ‘
k-1  : Kd X J \  1  J
r = k{u(o) - c(o)}.
We a l s o  have k-1
j ° e isX {dU(x)-dC ( x ) } = (^77—) { ^ ( s ) - t ( s ) }  (k+ is)  k ßr _,
o
where
r=o
k-1
er = (^ w (i / {f(iXK(iX)) - I  pr = r-
(5.13)
(5 -11*;
r=o
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T ak ing  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m s  i n  (5 . 12) y i e l d s
oo oo x
J '  e isX  dW*(x) = J  e i s X ^ T  dW (x-y)dU(y)
—  00 —  00 —  00
O oo
: J' e ^ SXdW*(x)+ J' e ^ SXdW(x) -W(0)
o -
oo
+ W(0) y  e l s x {du(x)-dc(x)}
k-1
k + is - i s
rkk
r!C
■\ ( k + is ) r+1
+ ß ( s )  - W(0)
k-1
+ W(0)
_(k+ is)
From t h e s e  r e l a t i o n s  we o b t a i n
k O ( s ) - ( ; ( s ) }  -  ^  ( x + i s ) r - k ß3
r=o
k-1
ft(s)  = [ i s  ^  r !  C_^(k+is)k  r +W(0 ) {i s  ( k + i s ) k ^ -k k\ |/(s)+kk £ (s)  
r= l
k-1 -1
-  ^  { ( k + i s ) k_1 - ( X + is ) r )ß r }] [ ( k + i s ) k -k k* ( s )  ] . (5 .1 5 )
r=o
To e l i m i n a t e  t h e  c o n s t a n t s  C_^(r = 0,1 , . . .  , k - l ) we make u se
o f  Lemma 1 o f  Ewens and  F in c h  (1962) w hich s t a t e s  t h a t  i f  t h e r e  e x i s t s
a 5 > 0 such  t h a t  t h e  c . f . \ |/(s) i s  a n a l y t i c  f o r  l ( s )  > -5  and  i f
k. kkb < k t h e n  th e  e q u a t i o n  ( k + i s )  = k \|/(s) h as  e x a c t l y  k-1 r o o t s  i n  t h e  
u p p e r  h a l f  p la n e  l ( s )  > 0 ;  i t  a l s o  h a s  a  r o o t  s = 0 a s  ^ ( 0 )  = 1.
6o
By w r i t i n g  B = (k-1 - r )  ! C ( r  = 0 , l , . . . , k - l )  e q u a t io nr  K.— I —r
(5 *15) "becomes
k -2
yft(s) = [ i s  ^  B^ (A,+is)r +W(0 ) {i s  (X +is)^  "* -A?V ( s )+ X ^  (s) 
r=o
T { ( k + i s ) k - (X +is)r }ß^}] [ (k + is )k -kk\)r(s) ]
r=o
k ,k ,Let th e  k-1 r o o t s  o f  (X+is) -X \|/(0) = 0 in  l ( s )  > 0 he
(5 -16)
s (n = 0,1 , . . . ,k -2 )  and p u t  z . = X+is . . S ince  I t i(s)  I = 1 f o r
n j  3 1 1
I ( s )  > 0 th e  s must a l s o  be r o o t s  o f  th e  num erator o f  (5 . 16) .  Then n
k -2 k -2
r=o r=o
W(0)X.,
J
where ^ . : 
J
= t ( s  ) ,  
J
k-2 k=2
=x h.
r=o 3 = 0
where k -2
H.
3
m=o
B z 1^  II ( z . - z  )
m J n h  J n
-1
w(o)x.
7— -t-4- n  ( z . - z  )
TV XT *3 J n
Thus
k -2 k -2
B zr  = W(0) /  - I I I  ( z -z  ) r-(z.-X) ^X.-i H ( z . - z  )
r /■ I Vj  0 jU  j n
r=o m—J
-1
^ 3
(5-17)
6i
As ß(0) = 1 we also have
k-1 k-2xp_1£ B/q.
r=l r=o
By substituting (i) z = A,+is and (ii) z = X in (5*17) we readily 
obtain (5-10) and (5.11)., which completes the proof.
kk_1 (k-A-b) w(o){kk_1-kk (b-d)-(k-i)r^k "2+ rß.
3.6 The stationary queue size
Let Q (n) (m = 0,1,...) be the probability that the n-th 
arrival finds m customers in the queue, and let R (n) (m = 0,1,2,... 
be the probability that when he departs there are m customers in 
the queue. We have
m=j
and
Q, (n) = Pr{w _+s n=t ,w _X}+Rr{r . X  ,w = 0} o n-1 n-1 n n-1 n-1 n n
Q (n) = Rr{w .+s .>t +t „+. . .+t ,w .X)}m n-j n-o n-j+1 n-j+2 n" n-j
+Pr{r .X . ,+t .,0+*»*+t — 0} j - 1,n-j n-j+1 n-j+2 n7 n-j
R (n) = Pr{w +s =t ,, ,w X}+Pr{r X  . ,w = 0} o n n n+1 n n n+1 n
R (n) = Pr{w +s >b .,+t +...+t .,w X )m n n n+1 n+2 n+j n
m=j
+ Pr{r X  . + ...+t , .,w = 0).n n+1 n+j n
(5.18)
(6.1)
ä » i (6.2)
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If w ,+s .>t . _ + ...+t and w .X> or r .>t . _+...+tn-j n-j n-j+1 n n-j n-j n-j+1 n
and wr = 0, then the (n-j)th customer has not departed when the
n-th customer arrives and the number of customers present on the
n-th arrival is not less than j; conversely, if this is true then
either w .X) and w .+s .>t . -+...+t or w . = 0 and r .>t .n-j . n-j n-j n-j+1 n n-j n-j n-j+1
. .+t . From the existence of a limiting distribution for w we have the n D n
existence of a limiting distribution Q^(n), and similarly
R = . R (n) exists. From (6.1) and (6.2) we see thatm m
R (n) = Q (n+1)
oo ooZ Rm (n) =Z Qm (n+J)'
m=j m=j
so that Q, = R (m = 0,1,2,...). m m
Let us now suppose that the inter-arrival time distribution is 
negative exponential so that A(x) = 1-e write k^ = J ^e ^X ^^ r^  dB(x),
k * = f e dD(x), k(z) =\' k zn = \i/ (X-Xz),n Jo n I Z_j n=° n
r— I oo
k*(z) = 2 Jn=o kn*zI1 = i(X-\z) (lzl s 0 -
It is readily seen that the limiting probabilities R^ satisfy
the difference equations
R = R ,k +R L  + ...+R1 +R k * n = 0,1,2,... (6.3)n n+1 o n !  1 n o n
We multiply (6.3) by z11, sum and obtain the p.g.f. r(z) =
r— 1 00
) R^z11 (lz l - 1 ) of the stationary queue size distribution as
/_\ _ (l -kb)(\l/(A,-kz)-z^ (k-kz)} /r n
rU; _ (l-Xb+Xd)(ilf(X-Xz)-z} * [ J
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The mean number of customers in the stationary queue may be 
obtained from (6.4) by differentiation as
, -  X(l-Xb)(>,E(rg)+2d}+X.3dE(s2)
1 ' 2(1 -\t>) (l-Vb+Xd) 6-5
= A,d,
where d is the mean delay given by (5.9)*
3-7 The busy period
A busy period is the time from the arrival of a customer at 
an empty queue until the next point in time that the server again 
becomes free. The queueing process consists of alternate busy 
periods and idle periods when the server is unoccupied. We are 
interested in the distribution of the length of busy periods and of 
the number of customers served in these periods. We consider in this 
sect'on only homogeneous Poisson arrivals.
If there is a waiting time of x > 0 in the queue at time zero 
then the d.f. F(x,t) to the time that the queue empties for the first 
time has the IßT O(x,0) found by Kendall (1957) as
0(x,e) = e-XTl(0)
00
=  f e"0XdxF(x,t) (7.1)
o
where rj (Ö) is the unique solution with 'q(O) = 0 of the functional 
equation [c.f. (4.8)]
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T) (0 ) = X + 0 - ^ ( ti(0)).
As a customer joining an empty queue has a service time with d.f. 
D(x) we find that the 1ST y(0) of the d.f. G(x) of the length of a 
busy period is
$(x,0)cLD(x)
x=o
(^t](0)).
This result (7*3) may also he obtained by a generalisation of
the method of Takäcs (1955)j by a similar generalisation we can show
Y"100
that the p.g.f. F(z) = y .  fLz^lzl - 1) of the probability f 
that j customers are served in a busy period is
F(z) = z£(£(z))
where |(z) is the unique solution with |(l) = 0 of the functional 
equation
t (z) = k-kz^ (I (z)) .
When £(0) = ^(0) the results (7*3) and (7*4) reduce to (47) 
and (67) of Takacs (1955)* The moments of y(0) and F(z) may be 
obtained by differentiation, e.g.
-r' (0) = d(i -Xb)'1
. E(r2 )-X.bE(r2 )+X,cffi(s2 ) 
r [0> (1-X.b)3 '
Let us now turn to the joint distribution of the length of a 
busy period and of the number of customers served in this period. In 
order to find this we first consider the related problem of zero
(7-2)
(7-5)
(7-1*)
(7-5)
(7-6)
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avoiding transition probabilities [c.f. Gaver (1959)]• Let T = 0 .o
(n = 1,2,...) be the sequence of departure times of customers from 
the system, and R(t) the number of customers in the system at time t, 
including the one being served; R(T^+0) = R(T^) is the number of 
customers left in the system immediately after the departure of the 
n-th customer. We define
p / n ^(t) = Rr{R(T ) = j; T R(t )X), 0^t<C |r (0) = 1}<] n n n
as the probability that the number of customers in the system passes
from one at time zero to j > 0  after the n-th departure, which occurs
prior to time t, without having been through the state zero. As
initial conditions we have
P j (n)(0-) = 0(nX))j p / 0 ) (t) = 8 ^  H*(t),
where H*(x) is the unit step function.
We have that R(T^+ ^) = j >  0 if R(Tn ) = j-i(> 0) and exactly
i+1 customers arrive in (T ,T .), so that by enumerationn n+1
P . ^ ( t )  = k.*(t) 
J J
= j  /  (t-T)dk.(T) n = 1 ,2, . . .,
i=o T—o
where
(t ) = e-A,t dB(t), dk *(t) = e~Xt dD(t) .n! n n:
(7-7)
(7-8)
We define the transforms
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oo 00
- I  /  ‘■'-“V " ’(t) Rl(0) ^0, IzI < 1 ,
n=o t=o
oo
p(0,z,x) a..(0,z)x^ x < 1
J=1
u u  0 0
H (0) = f  e"0tdk (t), H*(0) = r  e"0t dk * (t) R1 (0) ^ 0n J n n J n
o u
k (0,x ) = ^  ^n^0^ 31 = ^(^+8-A,x)
n=o
OO
k*(0,x ) = ^  H^*(0)xn = £(X,+0-A,x)
X < 1
X < 1 .
n=o
Taking transforms in (7-8) we find
a. (0,z)-8 = z / a. . (0,z) H.(0) + zH.*(0) - zH.(0),j i j L_j j-i+i i j j
i=o
from which we obtain
x+z{k*(0,x )-k (0,x )}-z a (0,z) H (0)
p(e’z>x) -------- i-zK(e',xT/x---------- —  •
We require to determine o: (0,z); it is known [Gaver (1959)1 
that for R1 (0) > 0  and 0 < z = 1 that there exists a unique root 
of the equation
x = z\|/ (k+0-kx) .
Now p(0,z,x) must he hounded for all x in 0 = x < 1 ; thus the zero 
of the denominator must coincide with a zero of the numerator, so that
zci^  (0,z) H (0) = x+zK* (0,x)-zk (6,x ) .
(7-9)
(7.10)
(7-n)
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We now return to the problem of the busy period: if t is them
length of a busy period in which exactly m customers are served and
F (t) = Pt{t ^ t} m m
then X»
Fm (t) =/  p1(m'l) (t-T)dko(r) m  = 1,2,...
T—O
Taking transforms in (7.13) yields
uu 00
r(ö,z) = ^T zmJ" e"0t dF (t) m
m=l t=o
= za1 (0,z) Eq (0)
=  X+ZK*(0,z)-ZK(0,z)
= z5(U0-Xx),
where x is defined by (7*11)• When 0 = 0  (7 .1 4) reduces to (7-4) and 
when z = 1 it reduces to (7*3)•
By extending the direct argument of Prabhu (i960) we can 
show that if G^(t) is the d.f. of the length of a busy period in 
which n customers are served then
n o t a n-1 , n-2 p
dG (t) = e ----rry / xdB . (t-x)dD(x)n n-1 : J n-1
When a busy period commences with n customers present the 
transform 7 (0,z) of the busy period distribution, counting the number
(7-U)
(7-1*0
(7-15)
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of customers served, is not equal to (y(0,z))n, as only the first 
customer to be served has the service time d.f. D(x), which is 
different from the other n-1 initial customers.
3.8 Cases of server absenteeism
We now consider another generalisation of the m/g/i queueing 
system which for stationary distributions may be classed as a special 
case of our previous problem. Whenever a departing customer leaves 
the queue empty the server departs from the counter for a time which 
is a random variable with d.f. G^  (x) (0 = x < °°), mean < 00 and
IßT ^  (0) . When the server returns to find at least one customer 
waiting he commences serving immediately; when he returns to find the 
counter still free he departs again for a time which is a random 
variable with d.f. G^ (x), mean g^ < 00 and IßT , and he continues to
come and go until he finds at least one customer waiting. The server's 
n-th successive absentee period is a random variable with d.f. G (x), 
mean g < 00 and IßT i (0)  . From the time the server is first occupied 
customers have a service time d.f. B ( x )  with mean b < 00 and IßT \ | r (0) .
If we were to consider service beginning only when the server actually 
commences to serve a customer then we would make use of the result 
of Finch (1959) [see Chapter 4]. However, we suppose a customer 
commences 'service' immediately he reaches the head of the queue. This 
is similar to the queueing problem used in Part 3 for road traffic
theory.
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We require to find the 1ST X(0) of the d.f. L(x) of the time
from the arrival of a customer at an empty queue to the return of the
server. When the process is in statistical equilibrium we can integrate
over the possible times of arrival of a customer after the departure
of the last customer of the previous busy period. Considering only
the first server absentee period we obtain the 1ST of the (improper)
distribution of the time to the return of the server as 
00 00
X1 (0) = J J A,e_Xye‘0 X^"y ^dG1 (x)dy
x=o y=o
= 5£r«i<0>-*i<x» (8-1}
which has X (0) = 1-i (X) = 1 -g]*, g] * being the probability that no 
customers arrive while the server is absent. For following server 
absentee periods the problem is similar and we obtain
g.*)xn(e) (8.2)
= ^ U n(e)-|n(X))'
where g^* =  !L(X) is the probability that no customers arrive during
the server’s i-th successive absentee period. As special cases we
suppose (i) G (x) = G(x) (n = 1,2,...) and (ii) G] (x) = G(x),
G (x) = 1  (x ^ 0, n =2,3...). In the first case
, X{| (0)-| (X)}
X(0) = ^  X-, (0) = (X,-0) (1-^ (X)) ' (8.3)
while in the second
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uAe)-etA\)
x ( e )  = x ^ e j + g *  = (8 .4 )
Once th e  s e rv e r  a c tu a l ly  b eg in s  s e rv in g  th e  tim e to  com ple tion  
h as  th e  same d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  a l l  cu s to m ers , a lth o u g h  t h i s  may be 
g e n e r a l i s e d  a s  i s  done fo r  some t r a f f i c  models in  Part 3 ; th u s
may be ta k e n  a s  th e  s e rv ic e  tim e 1ST f o r  custom ers a r r iv i n g  a t  an 
empty q u e u e . The s t a t io n a r y  w a it in g  tim e and queue s iz e  d i s t r i b u t io n s  
may now be o b ta in e d  from  th e  r e s u l t s  o f  th e  p re v io u s  s e c t i o n s .
3 -9  Com parison w ith  F inch  (1939)
where V(x) i s  th e  d . f .  o f a n o n -n e g a tiv e  random v a r ia b le  v .  The
d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  R (Q ) i s  i d e n t i c a l  to  t h a t  in  F inch  (1959)> "but n n
th e  w a it in g  tim e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  d i f f e r s ,  a s  F inch  c o n s id e rs  v  a s  p a r t  
o f  th e  w a it in g  tim e  w h ile  we have ta k e n  i t  a s  p a r t  o f a s e rv ic e  tim e . 
However, th e  d e la y  cau sed , i . e .  w a it in g  tim e p lu s  s e rv ic e  tim e , i s  
th e  same in  b o th  c a s e s .
w a it in g  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  w hich e x i s t s  f o r  kb < 1 and v < °°, i s  
g iven  by
5(0) = 'Ke)x(e) (8.5)
As a s p e c ia l  case  o f  ou r
(R1 0 ^ O) o f  th e  s ta t io n a r y
, s _ W (0)( (9 -X )9(e )+ \) 
e-x+xa(e)
where th e  p r o b a b i l i t y  W(0) t h a t  th e  s e rv e r  i s  id l e  i s
(9 . 1)
W(0) = (l -Xb) (l +Xv)_1 (9 -2 )
r 00 -Qyi _
and 3(0) = / e dV(x) with v = -3'(o). The stationary queue size 
and busy period distributions are given by (6.4) and (7.3) with
£ ( e )  =  1 r ( e ) 3 ( e ) -
As an example suppose A(x) = l-e~^x, B(x) = 1-e 
V(x) = 1-e V ^  so that
D(x) = l-(p-v)"1 (ne"^ X-Ve'Vx)
We obtain by inverting (5.1) that
TT/ \ , -(p-X)x , A.(p-\) -VxWM  = ^ e + Xv+x)(v;x-n) e
with W(0) = V[j- ' (i-i-X)f v+t) b  while Finch obtains
w(x) - 1 - m r w ) e • mU+v-mT e
-\xx
x ^ 0.
x ^
x ^ 0.
3*10 Batch arrivals
In the traffic model of Chapter 6 we shall be concerned with 
vehicles in a minor road arriving at an intersection in bunches. 
Batch arrivals for the m/g/i process have been discussed by Gaver 
(1959) and Foster (1961), and we shall extend these results to our 
generalised problem.
At instants t (n = 1.2,;..) a bunch of I customers arrives n
at a counter with a single server; I is a random variable with 
probabilities Pr{l = i] = b^ (i = 1,2,...), which has p.g.f.
r— 1 00 _ r— 1 00
b*(z) = ) b^z (I z I ^ l) and mean g = ) ^  lfcu < The times
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t  = t - t _ ( n = l ) , T  = 0  betw een th e  a r r i v a l  o f  bunches o fn n n-1 o
custom ers a re  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  random v a r ia b le s  w ith  common 
-A-xd . f . ' s  A(x) = 1-e  . I f  a  bunch o f  custom ers a r r iv e s  a t  a c o u n te r  
when th e  s e rv e r  i s  busy th e n  th e  s e rv ic e  tim es  o f  th e  custom ers a re  
i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  random v a r ia b le s  w ith  d . f . ' s  B(x) (0 ^ x < °°)
(as in  § 3 . 2 ) .  I f  th e  bunch o f  custom ers a r r iv e s  to  f in d  th e  s e rv e r  
i d l e  th e n  th e  f i r s t  custom er o f  t h i s  bunch ( th e  custom ers may be o rd e re d  
f o r  s e rv ic e )  to  be se rv ed  has a s e rv ic e  tim e which i s  a random v a r ia b le  w ith  
d . f .  D(x) (O ^ x < 00) ,  w h ile  th e  o th e r  custom ers o f  th e  bunch have 
s e rv ic e  tim es  which a re  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  random v a r ia b le s  w ith  
th e  d . f . B ( x ) .
The argum ents u sed  f o r  th e  p a r t i c u l a r  case  o f  a l l  bunches b e in g  
o f  s iz e  one c a r ry  th ro u g h  f o r  ou r more g e n e ra l  c a se . The s t a t i o n a r i t y  
c o n d i t io n  i s  A/bg < 1 p ro v id ed  0 <  d < °°. The e q u a tio n  (4 .2 )  becomes
00 X
d w ( x , t ) 
o t
i=l  L y=o
x
( 1 0 . 1 )
y=0
00
The IßT 0,(9) = / e ^XdW(x) (R1 0 = 0) o f  th e  s ta t io n a r y  w a it in g(
tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  may be found u s in g  th e  m ethods o f  §3*4 as
( 1 0 . 2 )
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W(0) = (l-A.bg) (l-A-b+Xd)"1 ; 
i t s  mean E(w) i s
E(w) = X [ ' f " ( 0 ) ( g - l + X d g ) + C " ( 0 ) ( l - \ b g ) - 2 b ( b - d ) ( g - l ) ( l  -X.bg)
-b 2b*" ( l ) (l -Ab+Ad) ] [2 (1 -A.bg) (1 -Ab+Ad) ] _1 , 
a n d  t h e  mean d e la y  i s
d = [ Ailr" (0) (g-1+Adg)+(l -A.bg) (A£n (0)+2d)
+b (1 -Ab+Ad) {2 (1 -A.bg) ( g - 1 ) -Ab2b * n ( l ) ]
2 (l -A.bg) (l -Ab+Ad)
The s t a t i o n a r y  p . g . f .  r ( z )  o f  t h e  queue s i z e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
i s  g iv e n  by
/ \  =  W(0){\|/(A(1 -z))-z£  (A (l - z ) )  )b*(\|f(A.(l - z ) ) )
^Z'  \K A .( l-z )  ) { b * ( \ K A ( l - z ) ) ) -z}
The 1ST r ( 0 )  o f  t h e  l e n g t h  o f  a  busy  p e r i o d  i s  g iv e n  by
r(e) = ^(,n(0))b*(\if(Ti(0)))/\KT](0))
w here q (Q) i s  t h e  s o l u t i o n  w i th  t, (0) = 0 o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n a l  e q u a t i o n
(1 0 .3 )
(1 0 .4 )
(1 0 . 5 )
( 1 0 . 6 ) 
(1 0 . 7 )
q(e) = x+e-xb*(>KTi(e))). ( io .8)
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CHAPTER 4 
PRIORITY QUEUES
4.1 Introduction
We now turn to some queueing problems where certain classes of 
customers have priority to service over other classes of customers.
We consider a priority queueing system where there are K classes 1,2,...,K 
of customers arriving at a counter with a single server. Within each 
class there is a first-come first-served queue discipline, but between 
classes there is a relative priority of service such that a class i 
customer is always served in preference to a class j customer whenever
i < J.
When a class j customer is being served and a class i(< j) customer 
arrives there are four possibilities we may consider. The first three 
of these are preemptive, i.e. the service of the class j customer ceases 
immediately in favour of the class i customer, and it resumes only when 
the queueing system is next cleared of all customers of all classes 
l , 2 , . . . , j - l .  When a preempted customer returns to actual service there 
are three different cases we may discuss. A preemptive priority resume 
policy allows the customer to re-enter service at the point at which 
it was preempted; thus the service may be carried out in sections. In 
a preemptive priority repeat identical policy the class j customer
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has to begin service again with the same service time as that from 
which it was preempted; with a preemptive priority repeat different 
policy the customer commences service again from the beginning but 
with a new service time which, however, has the same distribution as 
that from which it was preempted (some of our results may be extended 
to the case where the new service time requirement may have a distribution 
different from that of the preempted one). In these two cases the 
service is completed when a service time requirement is finished without 
interruption. The fourth case is the head-of-the-line priority policy; 
here the class j customer completes service without interruption, but 
the class i customer is placed ahead of all customers of lower classes.
This case will not be discussed in detail, although some of the similarities 
with the preemptive priority resume policy will be discussed, since these two 
policies yield several very similar results.
We assume that class i (l ^ i ^ K) customers arrive independently 
in a Poisson process with parameter and independently of customers 
in other classes. Class i customers have a service time requirement 
(total time for a head-of-the-line or preemptive resume policy and 
uninterrupted time for a preemptive repeat policy), which is a random
variable with d.f. F^(x)
(R1 0 — 0) and finite mean p  ^= -Oh ' (0) < °°; as a special case we take 
F (x) = 1 for x ^ b^ (= 0) and F^(x) = 0 for x < b^.
Pi = “ 1 ~ K )‘
We write
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If customers may arrive in batches rather than singly the results 
of this chapter can be extended to this more general case as in §3-10.
When there are only two classes of customers, i.e. K = 2 , then class 
1 customers are called priority and class 2 non-priority.
For the head-of-the-line priority policy, results have been obtained 
by Cobham (195*0 , Holley (1954), Miller (i960), Jaiswal (1962) and 
others. For K = 2 the time-dependent joint distribution of the number 
of customers in the queue has been found by Jaiswal (1962) and as a 
consequence the stationary distribution, which is different from that 
obtained by Miller (i960) from an imbedded Markov chain. Thus the 
stationary queue length probabilities for complex queues obtained from 
the imbedded Markov chain method may not be the same as those obtained 
from the limit of the time-dependent solution. Miller (i960) has found 
the stationary waiting time distribution for the K-th priority class 
and the busy period distribution for the system.
Preemptive priority queueing systems have been discussed by Barry 
(1956), White and Christie (1958); Stephan (1958), Heathcote (1 9 5 9* 
i960), Miller (i960), Gaver (1962, 1963) and several others. For the 
non-exponential queue these authors are primarily concerned with a 
preemptive priority resume policy. The early papers oonsider the 
equilibrium behaviour of the exponential queue for K = 2 , while Heathcote 
has determined the temporal queue size distribution. Miller (i960) has 
obtained the waiting time distribution for class j (j = 1 ,2 ,...,K) 
customers and the busy period distribution for the system, while Gaver
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(1962) has found the stationary queue size distribution for non­
priority customers when K = 2 for each of the four priority policies 
discussed in this chapter. Before Gaver's work (1962) little was 
known about preemptive repeat policies; most of the work of this chapter 
was done at about the same time but independently of Gaver's.
We are primarily concerned with the stationary waiting time, queue 
size, and busy period distributions for the various classes of customers. 
We shall first consider the case K = 2 and then extend the results to 
K = 2 . To do this we make use of several of the formulae derived in 
the previous chapter.
4.2 Waiting time distributions for K = 2
We are here concerned with the waiting time distributions for 
priority and for non-priority customers. For priority customers waiting 
time is defined as the time from arrival in the queue to reaching the 
counter for the first time. For non-priority customers we distinguish 
two possibilities: waiting time is the length of time a non-priority 
customer spends from the time of arrival to the time (a) it reaches the 
counter for the first time and (b) it reaches the head of the non­
priority queue. Once a customer has commenced service for the first 
time it is no longer waiting, even if it has been preempted, but is 
regarded as being 'in service'. A service time, which we call completion 
time to distinguish it from service times in isolation, is the time 
a customer spends from first reaching the head of the queue to its final
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departure from the system. This is slightly modified in one case for 
a head-of-the-line priority policy.
For a preemptive policy the behaviour of priority customers is 
independent of the non-priority customers, and the priority system is 
fully described by the m/g/i process, which has been discussed in 
§1.3 and §2 .5. The time-dependent waiting time distribution is given 
by (l .3*^) with X(t ) = ^  , F(x) = F^  (x) . The transforms ^  (0), (z)
and A(0) = cp^ (0) of the stationary waiting time, stationary queue size 
and the busy period distributions are for values p = |~i^ < 1,
assumed throughout this chapter,
Jf, (e) = 0-P1)d-e'1x1 0-a1 (e))}"1
0 -P-,) (1 -z)a] (X1 z)
R1 ^  z) -z
91 (0) = (X1+0-X1cp1 (0)),
limwhere cp (0) = 0. The moments of these distributions may be 
obtained by differentiation; for example
h1 ■ (0)
Y V ' (° )
2 ( 1 - P  )
(0)+2p1 0 - p p  
20-pp
q>1 = -tp., '(o) = (i-pp-1
<P1 "(0 ) = a 1"(0)(l-p1)'5 .
(2 . 1 )
(2.2)
( 2 . 3 )
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Before proceeding to the completion times for the various priority 
policies, we obtain the following result which is common to all cases.
A non-priority customer may arrive to find the queue free of other non­
priority customers, but not of priority customers, so that it is kept 
away from the server until the priority stream has cleared. This delay 
is zero if there are no priority customers in the queue, and lasts until 
the end of the priority busy period if there is at least one priority 
customer in the queue when the non-priority customer arrives. This 
depends on the length of time since the departure of the last non­
priority customer (or end of completion time), and is similar to the 
problem of server absenteeism discussed in §3-8; its solution being 
obtained by the same method. From the point of view of non-priority 
customers the server appears to be alternately present, for a length 
of time which has a negative exponential distribution with mean  ^,
and absent, for a length of time which has the busy period d.f. (x)
of priority customers. We suppose that £(0) of (3*8.3) is the busy 
period IßT of the priority customers so that £(0) = cp (0); the probability 
that a non-priority customer arrives while the server is 'present’ 
is ^(A^+k^)  ^• The IßT 3^ (0) of the delay for a non-priority customer 
to reach the counter for the first time, when it arrives at a queue free 
of other non-priority customers, is using (3-8.3)
(^ 2~0)
\  (cpi (0)-cpi (\2))
'}/{
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= A,2(A-2-0+X1cpi (0)-^1cp] (X2)}
(x2-e; (v2-^ 1cp1 (\2)) '
where V2 = X +^A-2 . The probability is g = X^v2 "*CP] (^2 ) that a non­
priority customer does not arrive during a server ’present-absent' 
period. The first two moments of this distribution are
(2.4)
v2 = -32 ' (0)
0+^9-,) 1
v2(l-g1) " Ig
32 "(0)
X1cp1" (0) 2(1+*.^)
Vgtl -g^ ■ X.2Vg(l-g1)
(2.5)
(2 .6)
We shall now obtain the completion time distributions for each of 
the four priority policies in turn; we begin with the preemptive repeat 
policies as less has previously been discovered for these than for 
the other two under consideration.
(i) The preemptive priority repeat identical policy
We suppose initially that a non-priority customer requires 
uninterrupted occupation of the server for a fixed time b (> 0) before 
being able to depart from the system; we later generalise this service 
time requirement.
Suppose a priority customer arrives at time zero at a counter free 
of other priority customers, but not necessarily free of non-priority
e dL,(x,b) (R1 0 ^ 0) of the x=o 1
r ” _0Xcustomers. The 1ST X^(0,b) = / 
d.f. (x,b) (O — x < 00) of the time until the first gap of at least b,
including b, appears in the priority stream is the continuous analogue
8l
of a generalisation of the success run problem of Feller (1957, p.299); 
it may be obtained by renewal theory methods or as follows:
00 . . 00 00
r f -(^ +0)b-0z n -X y n
x-,(0^) = J  dG1 (z)j^ e + J X^e J dG^z^y^
z=o yl=° zl=yl
-(xp0)b-0(z+z^) p _^iy2 
e + I X^e
\ 0°f  ,  ^2 d y 2fdG2 (z2-y2)
y2=o Z2 ^ 2
- (X +0)b-0(z+z +z^
(x1+0)cp1 (s)e
-(A„ +0)b
-U,+0)b *
X p 0 - X ^  (0)+x191 (0 )e
(2.7)
When a non-priority customer reaches the counter for the first 
time it has a completion time of length b if no priority customers 
arrive in this period; otherwise it is delayed until the server is first 
free of priority customers for a least time b. The 1ST ^  (0, b ) =
I e UV, (x,b) (R1 0 ^ O) of the d.f. (x,b) of the time a non­
priority customer spends from arrival at the counter to departure 
from the system is
~(X +0)b n -X p -0z
^2(0'b) = e J dy J e dLj (z-y,b)
y=o z=y
-(X +0)b
-(Xp0)b \]X] (0,b){l-e }
+0
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- (A, +0)b
(X +0)e
- (X_+0)Td * (2.8)
xi+e-x]cp1 (e)+x]cp1 (e)e
The IßT of the distribution of the time a non-priority customer actually 
occupies the server is given by (2.8) with cp^(0) = 1, i.e. the time 
priority customers are being served is neglected.
For a non-priority customer joining an empty non-priority queue 
we have for definition (b) of the waiting time that the 1ST
'while for definition (a) of the waiting time the 1ST of the completion 
time distribution is \|r (0,b) and the customer has a wait with the 
IßT 32 (0).
From (2.8) and (2.9) the first two moments of the completion time 
distributions are
(HI 0 = 0) of the d.f. (x,b) (0 ^ x < °°)
of the completion time is
i 2 (8,*>) = tg(0,h)32(6), (2.9)
*2 (h) = -t2 ’(0,h) = \1'1(l+l1cp.])(e 1 -1)
I2(h) = -£2'(0,b) = ?2(t)+72
1 h 0 _ U
t2"(0,b) =cpi"(0)(e -l)+211'c:(l+l1<p1)[ (e -1)
X..b
C(l+x <p )e -X q^ -^ bJ-Vjb]
52 "(0,b) = t2 "(0,h)+2v2 t2 (b)+32 ”(0). (2 .10)
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We now suppose that non-priority customers require an 
uninterrupted service with d.f. (x) having IßT a (0) =
oo/ -0x
I e dF^x), which exists and is finite for all real 0 ^ -R^,
where >  0; this is equivalent to the d.f. F (x) having an analytic
r 00 -Gycharacteristic function. The IßT's = / e dB~(x) andpc» 2 Jo 2 W
/ _0x= Jo e dD^ (x) (R1 0 = 0) of the d.f. (x) and (x) (0 ^ x < °°) 
respectively of the completion times for non-priority customers are 
given by
uu uu uuJ ^2(e,x)dF2 (x) =J J e 6y dB2 (y,x)dF2 (x)
x=o x=o y=o
uu ooJ e'Sy J dB2(y,x)aF2(x)
y^ O x=o
UUf e"eydB2(y)
y=°
t2(e)
UU
(S) = y' C2(0,x)<iF2 (x)
x=o
= *2(e)3£(e), (2.ii)
where the inversion of the order of integration may be justified by 
Fubini1s theorem (see Lukäcs (i960)). Thus we have
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V2 (e)
00
x=o
-(X  +0)x
(X1+6 )e
F - (x +0 j 
X 1 + e - X ] cp1 ( 0 K  l - e
dP2 (x) ( 2 .1 2 )
^ ( 0 )  = t 2 (e )3£ (e ) ;  (2 . 13)
(2 .1 2 ) has a l s o  been  o b ta in e d  as  ( 4 . l8 )  o f  Gaver (1962) .
E xcept in  some s p e c ia l  ca se s  th e  i n t e g r a l  in  (2 .1 2 ) canno t be 
evalua ted , e x p l i c i t l y ;  how ever, i t s  moments may he fo u n d . I f  R  ^ -  ^  
we have
\  =  _ ^ 2 T( 0 ) =  X l _1 ( 1+ ^ i ^ 1 ) ^ a 2 (2 .1  b )
X 2  = -^2 ' ( 0 ) = +  X 2 ,
and f o r  R  ^ -  2X.
*2 " (0 )  = cpi " ( o ) ( a 2 (-X 1 )- l)+ 2 X 1 ' 2 (l+X 1^1 )[( l+ X 1? 1 ){a2 (-2X 1 )
-Og (-X] ) ) -X ] cp1 (a 2 (-X1) -1 J + X ^ g ' (-X1) ]
£2 "(0) = tlr2 ”(0)+272t 2+32 "(0) , (2 .15)
where a £ ' (-X1) = a 2 ' (0 ) .
( i i )  The p reem p tiv e  p r i o r i t y  re p e a t  d i f f e r e n t  p o l ic y
Suppose t h a t  th e  f i r s t  tim e a  n o n - p r io r i ty  custom er o ccu p ies  th e  
s e rv e r ,  i t  r e q u ir e s  u n in te r r u p te d  s e rv ic e  o f  tim e b ^ ; i f  preem pted b e fo re  
t h i s  tim e e la p s e s  th e n  i t  r e q u ir e s  u n in te r ru p te d  s e r v ic e  o f  tim e t >2
when i t  r e tu r n s  to  a c t u a l  s e r v ic e ;  a f t e r  t h i s  i t  r e q u i r e s  s e rv ic e  tim es
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b-,, b^ _, . . . etc until there is a completed service, when it leaves 
the system. The IST (ö,h] ,bg , . . .) =  J x = 0 e ~ ° X (x,b] ,bg , . . .)
(RI 0 ^ 0) of the d.f. (x,b ,b^,•••) of the time a non-priority 
customer spends from reaching the counter to completing service is
'V,(e)rV"1 ^  ^1 ^  ^ -(A, +0)b n -(A, +0)b.
t2 (0,b! ,b2 , . ..) =2^ (x +0)n e n+ n (1_e J) (2 .16)
where we define
00V-1
= z
n=o
o 1
n n
j=2
1
c_j. it 1 . When non-priority customers have a
general service time requirement, i.e. all the b^(i = 1,2,...) are 
random variables with identical d.f.'s (x) (0 = x < °°) and 1ST 
0^(0) (R1 0 — O), then (2.16) reduces to
oo oo
^2 =f J • • Jr2 (0 ' x l >x2> * ‘ • ) dF2 (X1 ^ 2 ^ 2 ^  * * ‘
x!=° x2=o
(A. +0ke2 (A.p0)
A-^ +0-A,^  cp^ (0 ){1 (A^ +0 )}
For definition (b) of the waiting time the 1ST ^(0) of the 
completion time distribution for a non-priority customer arriving at 
a queue free of other non-priority customers is given by
tg(e) =  t 2 (e)32 (e).
The first two moments of ^p(0) and £ (0) are
( l + V , ^  ) ( i - a 2 ( \ 1 ))
(2.17)
(2.18)
t2 + v2
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+2 "(o) = [X12a2 (X1 )<P1,,(0){1-C^(X1 )}4fi(l+X191 ){1-C^(X1 )}
{l+X191-X1cp1Q2 (X1 ))+2X1 (l+X1cp1 )a^’(X1 )][X12C^(X1 f ] " 1
^ " ( 0 ) = *2 "(0)+27gt2+32 "(0) (2 .1 9 )
The two preemptive repeat policies may exhshit some rather 
different characteristics. For a repeat identical policy, long 
service requirements tend to he interrupted often; however, if a repeat 
different policy is operative then a long service requirement may he 
replaced after preemption hy a shorter one, thus reducing the completion 
time. In fact ^  for a repeat identical policy is never less than for 
a repeat different policy with the same inter-arrival and service time 
distributions. From inspection of ^  from (2.14) and (2.1Ö) this is so 
if (-1^ )a (X. ) ^ 1, which can he proved from the properties of a 
symmetric distribution on (-00,00). Further both of these policies yield 
a completion time distribution whose mean is never less than for a fixed 
service time requirement with the same mean; this is intuitively obvious 
as a long service time requirement may delay several customers, while 
a short service time requirement is not likely to save much time for 
other customers.
(iii) The preemptive priority resume policy
This problem is dealt with by the same method as for the previous 
policies (i) and (ii); however the problem is now rather simpler, as 
the inherent difficulties are not as great as before. If non-priority
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cus tom ers  r e q u i r e  a c t u a l  s e r v i c e  f o r  a t o t a l  tim e b th e n  th e  IßT 
^2  (0 ,b )  o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  th e  tim e a n o n - p r i o r i t y  custom er spends 
i n  th e  system a f t e r  r e a c h in g  th e  c o u n te r  f o r  th e  f i r s t  tim e i s
b 00 / \ / \(A,-|+0Nb r  r  -X, (b -y  ) - 0 ( z  -y  +b)
y e ,b )  = e ' V U J  d y   ^ J( z , - y ,  ){e  1 1  1 1
*1~° Zl ^ l
r .  - Xl y2 . r - r  f -(X.1+e )(b -y  -y2 ) - e ( z  +z2 )+ J V  dy2J G^1(z1-y2){e
y2=° Z2=y2
+
-{X^+0-X,^cp^ (0 )  }b
= e
From t h i s  we r e a d i l y  o b ta in  f o r  a g e n e r a l  d . f .  F^(x) w i th  IßT 
OJ (0) o f  th e  tim e a  n o n - p r i o r i t y  occu p ies  th e  s e r v e r  t h a t
( 2 .2 0 )
*2 (0) = a 2 (X1+0 "Xi q>1(0 ) )  (2 ,21)
s2 (0) = V 0 ) V 0 ) * ( 2 *22)
The IßT \|f (0 ) has a l s o  been  found by M i l l e r  (i960) and Gaver (1962).
The f i r s t  two moments o f  th e  com ple tion  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n s  a r e
= ( l+ ^ c p - j ) ^
♦2 " (° )  = ^ 1M-2cP1,'(0)+(l+X 1cp1 )a2 ” (0)
X2 = ^ 2+V2
£2 m(0) = ^ ” (0)+2v2 ^2+32 ” (0 ) . (2 .2 3 )
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(iv) The head-of-the-line priority policy
Once a customer has reached the server there is no preemption so 
that the actual time in service of priority and non-priority customers 
has the IST's (0) and 0^(0) respectively. However we are also interested 
in the time from the commencement of service of one non-priority customer 
to the point where the server is next available to serve another non­
priority customer. This completion time is identical with that for a 
preemptive resume policy, so that its 1ST ^(0) is given by (2.21); 
similarly for 4_>(0). These completion times are the same for the two 
policies, as the order of service is irrelevant to the total time that 
the server is occupied; for this reason the busy period distributions 
are identical.
The waiting time distribution for priority customers is no longer 
independent of the non-priority customers as the latter may now delay 
the service of the priority customers; this is not possible for a 
preemptive priority policy.
Considering only the Markov chain imbedded at points of departure 
of customers Miller (i960) has shown that the stationary waiting time 
distribution at these points has the 1ST 34^  (0) given by 
(l-P1P2)0+k2-A,2o:2 (0)^ (0) (0) (2.24)
and the p.g.f. (z) of the stationary priority queue size distribution
at these points of departure may be found from (2.18) of Miller as
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(z)
(l  -P^ - P^ ) ("I ~z ) ^ - j ( ^ - j  - ^ i  z ) +^'2Q:i “ ^-j 2 ) “  V>zQ!2 ( ^  “ ^ i  z )
V lo^ U-]-^ -| z)-z)
(2.25)
The joint p.g.f. of the stationary number of priority and non­
priority customers at arbitrary times has been obtained as the limit 
of the time-dependent solution by Jaiswal (1962). After a slight correction 
to his equation (4l ) we find that the p.g.f. R (z) of the stationary 
priority queue size distribution is
r (z) ■ ^ t 11i°~z)(1'q'pg)+T  (1 W V » }
which is different from (2 .25); this indicates that in this case the 
result for an imbedded process is not sufficient to give the result 
for arbitrary points in time.
We now find the stationary waiting time distribution for priority 
customers by using the formula (3.9*1) due to Finch (1959)* The 
probability Pq q that the server is idle is Pqq = 1-p^-P2 and from (2 .26) 
the probability that there are no priority customers in the queue is
R1 (0) = l-P1-P2+j^ - (l-OgCXp).
If a priority customer arrives to find the queue free of other priority
customers it may not be able to obtain service immediately owing to the
presence of non-priority customers. If it arrives to find a non-priority
customer being served, its wait has the IST X (0) given by
-X y -0(x-y)
°° x X, e ‘ e
x (0) =/ /  dyaV x>
x=o y=o
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\  ia2(e)-a2(\^)}
-0)n -a2 ( ^ ) j *
Thus the 1ST 3^  (0) of the wait of a priority customer arriving at a 
queue free of other priority customers is
1 -P] -p2+A,2{«2 (0) -a2 (X1)} { -  0) (1 -a2 ))}
—
-1
3 (0)
1 - P -] " p 2 + ^ 2 ^ 1  ' 0  ~a 2  ^ 1  ^
Substitution in (3•9•T) shows the 1ST ® (0) of the stationary waiting
time distribution to be identical with «14 (0) given by (2.24). The
stationarity condition shows that a stationary distribution exists
(2.27)
whenever 0 -1 ^P1 + P2 - ^2^1" ^ ‘ a2 < 1 > i,e* pi < 1 and v] < 00*
It is seen below that a proper stationary distribution exists for non­
priority customers when p^  + P2 < 1 . When p^  + P2 -  ^0 “  ^  ^
< 1 ^ p^  + P2 a proper stationary distribution exists for priority 
customers but not for non-priority customers.
A slightly more general model is obtained by supposing that 
instead of there being priority customers there are interruptions of a 
general type to the service of non-priority customers. We suppose 
that the interruptions have a general distribution, which is not 
restricted to being that of a busy period, and the time between the 
end of one interruption and the commencement of the next has a negative 
exponential distribution. This problem may be dealt with by exactly the 
same method used for the priority non-priority queueing model, and we 
may consider each of the four types of priority policy discussed above;
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th e  IßT ^2 (0) o f  th e  co m p le tio n  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s  g iv e n  by (2 .1 2 ) ,
(2 . 17) ,  (2 .2 1 ) depend ing  on th e  p r i o r i t y  p o l ic y  r e q u ir e d ,  where cp^  (0 ) 
i s  th e  LST o f  th e  i n t e r r u p t io n  tim e  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  The IßT 3^(0 ) o f  
th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  d e la y  up to  th e  commencement o f  s e rv ic e  when a 
custom er a r r iv e s  a t  a queue f r e e  o f  o th e r  custom ers i s  g iv en  by ( 2 . 4 ) .
I f  i n t e r r u p t io n s ,  o r  breakdowns t o  th e  s e r v e r ,  can o ccu r o n ly  when 
a  custom er i s  p r e s e n t ,  th e  problem  i s  s im i la r  to  th e  above e x c e p t t h a t  
now a busy p e r io d  can b e g in  on ly  w ith  th e  a r r i v a l  o f  a custom er and no t 
w ith  th e  s t a r t  o f  an  in t e r r u p t io n ;  th u s  3^(0 ) = 1 •
We now make u se  o f  th e  fo rm ulae  o f  C hap ter and th e  co m p le tio n  
tim e d i s t r i b u t io n s  found  above to  o b ta in  th e  s t a t io n a r y  w a it in g  tim e and 
queue s iz e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  f o r  n o n - p r io r i ty  cu sto m ers. The fo u r  p r i o r i t y  
p o l i c i e s  may h e re  be d is c u s s e d  to g e th e r  i f  we ta k e  ^ ( 0 ) and £ (0 ) 
a p p r o p r ia te ly ,  i . e .  \|r (0 ) i s  g iven  by (2 . 12) f o r  a p reem p tiv e  p r i o r i t y  
r e p e a t  i d e n t i c a l  p o l i c y ,  by (2 . 17) f o r  a p reem ptive  p r i o r i t y  r e p e a t  
d i f f e r e n t  p o l ic y  and by (2 .21) f o r  th e  rem a in in g  two p o l i c i e s . Then fo r  
d e f in i t i o n s  (a) and (b) o f  th e  w a it in g  tim e th e  I ß T ' s  $,p(0) and 4->(0) 
r e s p e c t iv e ly  o f  th e  s t a t io n a r y  w a it in g  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n s ,  w hich e x i s t  as 
p ro p er d i s t r i b u t i o n s  when ^  3 a re  § iven ^
(1-XJ  ) { \  - ( X -0)3  (0)}
4 ( 0 ) =  ------ Z - Z -----£----- - -------- -----  (2 .28 )
(1+X2v2 ){ 0 -X2+X2t 2 (0 )}
(i - x t ')(e+x j r  (e) (1 -a  (0 ) ) )
Q(g) _ £ £_____ £ £_______ £
2 ( i+ x 2? 2 ){ 0 -x 2 +x2i 2 (0 )}
(2 .2 9 )
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For the three preemptive policies the p.g.f. r^(z) of the 
stationary queue size distribution is given by (3.6.4) as
(1 -V 2 ) * 2 (^ 2 -^2z) (1 -z 32 O^-^z)}
r (z) = -----=---------------- --------- (2 .3 0)
(■|+^ 2V2^^2
This last result is invalid for a head-of-the-line policy as a non­
priority customer may depart from the system before its completion time 
is concluded. The p.g.f. r^(z) has been found by Gaver (1962) as
(1 - ^ 2^ 2 )c^2 (^2 - ^ 2 z) {1 -zG^  (^ «2 ~^2 z)}
r (z) = -----—--------------------------  . (2.3T)
(1+^2V2^^2 (A'2-A'2Z ^“Z ^
Some of these results have been obtained by other authors. Miller 
(i960, (3 .2 3) and (3 .11)) has found ^(ö) for a preemptive resume and a 
head-of-the-line priority policy. Heathcote (1959) has obtained r^(z) 
for the exponential queue where C L (0) = (p^+0) "* and 0^(0) = \i^ (\i^ +Q) \
while recently Gaver (1962) has found r^(z) for all four priority policies.
For priority policies (iii) and (iv) we may also consider the 
total service time in the system at a particular instant, i.e. we neglect 
the effect of all later arrivals, which may upset the order of service 
of customers. We have already noted that for these policies the order 
of service is irrelevant to the total service time in the system; thus 
this is identical for these two policies. We use the results of Takdcs 
(1955) in the form (2.5*4) with K = 2; the 1ST ^ (0) of the distribution 
of the total service time in the system, including that of the customer 
being served, is given by
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3*2 (0)
(1-P1-P2 )0
0-v2+X1a1 (0)+^2q;2(0) ' (2.32)
which has also been obtained by Miller (i960, (3.18) and (3.24)).
4.3 Busy period distributions for K = 2
We begin by considering the busy period distribution of the priority 
non-priority system for a preemptive priority resume and a head-of-the- 
line priority policy. The length of a busy period has an identical 
distribution in both cases, as we have noted previously. The following 
method is not applicable to a preemptive repeat policy as the time a 
non-priority customer occupies the server now depends on later arrivals 
of priority customers.
The IßT cp2 (0) = J0 e"0X dG2 (x) (R1 0 * 0) of the d.f Gg (x)
(O = x < 00) of the length of a busy period may be determined from (2 .5 . 
with K = 2 as
7)
9 2(0) 3  V2"1 “ l ('V2+0 *V2<P2 (8 ) ) +X2V2 ° 2  ^V2 + 8~ V2^2 ^ 9 ^  ' (5.1)
This has been obtained by Miller (i960) and by Heathcote (1959) for 
negative exponential service time distributions and a resume policy. 
The mean length of a busy period is
-<p2 ' (0) Pl+P2VgO-P-j-pg) (3-2)
We now provide a method where the busy period distributions for all
four priority policies may be considered together, if we take the completion
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■time d i s t r i b u t io n s  a p p r o p r ia te ly  from  § 4 .2 . A busy p e r io d  may commence 
-with e i t h e r  a p r i o r i t y  o r a n o n - p r io r i ty  custom er, and we s e p a ra te  th e
0 e " 0XdG2 2 (x)tw o c a se s . In  th e  l a t t e r  case  th e  1ST cp2 2 (0) ~ J c 
(R l 0 = 0) o f  th e  d . f .  G22 (x) (0 ^ x < °°) o f th e  le n g th  o f  a busy 
p e r io d  i s  th e  s o lu t io n  w ith  cp^ 2 (0) = 0 o f
UU OÜ o o
*22 ^  = f
y=o n=o x=o
-*-2y ( \ y ) n-e(y+x)
dB2 (y)dG22IP (x)
t 2U2+e-A.2cpg2(e)), (3 -3 )
w hich has been  o b ta in e d  in d e p e n d e n tly  by Gaver (1 9 6 2 , (9 * 1 ))•  The
“ T V e ) “ / c  ' 9 xe dG^2 (x) (R l 0 = O) o f a busy p e r io d  d i s t r i b u t i o n
s t a r t i n g  w ith  a p r i o r i t y  custom er i s  s im i la r ly  found as
( K y ) n
v e) - / I  / -A,2y v '2‘ - 0 (y+x)n l e dG1 (y)dG22 (x)
y=o n=o x=o
b  ( \ + 9-\< 922(9 (3 - V
The 1ST cp2 ( 0 ) cf th e  busy p e r io d  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  th e  p r i o r i t y  non­
p r i o r i t y  system  i s  th u s  g iv e n  by
cp2 (e) = x1v2 ‘ 1cp12 (s)+^2v2 ‘ 1cp2 2 ( s ) ) (3 -5)
w hich i s  e q u iv a le n t to  (3 -1) f o r  a p reem ptive  p r i o r i t y  resume and a 
h e a d - o f - th e - l in e  p r i o r i t y  p o l ic y .  The mean le n g th  o f  a busy p e r io d  
i s  from  (3-5)
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p 1+x2 ( i - p 1 )^ 2
(3.6)
The above properties of the busy period distributions are sufficient 
to extend our results to K(= 2) classes; however, for non-priority 
customers let us consider the more general problem of the joint d.f.
G2 (n,t) of the length t of a busy period and the number n of non­
priority customers served in this period. Here a busy period starts 
with the arrival of a non-priority customer at a counter free of other
where x is the unique solution in 0 < z ^ 1, R1 0 > 0, of
x = z ^2 (^2+0-A,2x ) .
4.4 The general case K ^ 2
In this section we generalise the results of §4.2 and §4.3 to the 
case where there are K ^ 2 priority classes of customers. From the point 
of view of class j customers (2 ^ j ^ K, with j = K only for a head-of- 
the-line priority policy), the server appears to be alternately present for 
a time which has a negative exponential distribution with mean V  ^ "* , 
and absent for a time which is the busy period distribution for the first 
j-1 classes of customers. Thus the problem is similar to that for just 
two classes of customers; we employ the same methods as before, but do
non-priority customers.
(0 = z = 1 , R1 0 = 0) is given by (3.7*^) as
T’g (0,z) = z3s (A-g+S-XgxH'g (>-„+0->v,x), (3-7)
not give as many details as previously.
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The IßT  3t, ( ö ) o f  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  th e  tim e  from  th e  a r r i v a l  o f  
a  c l a s s  K c u s to m e r i n  t h e  queue when i t  i s  f r e e  o f  o th e r  c l a s s  K 
c u s to m e rs  (and  a f t e r  t h e  end  o f  th e  l a s t  c l a s s  K c o m p le tio n  t im e )  t o  
i t s  r e a c h in g  th e  s e r v e r  f o r  th e  f i r s t  t im e  i s
V e >
v I K-1
x  [ x  -e+) x  ( tp ( e ) - c p  ( x  ) } ]
K K ^ 1-1 1 iK-1 iK-1 K
vk ^ k ' 0 ^ 1' s k- 9
w here cp. . (0) (l ^ i  ^ j  ^ K) i s  th e  IßT of a  b u sy  p e r io d  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
f o r  th e  f i r s t  j  p r i o r i t y  c l a s s e s  i n  i s o l a t i o n  g iv e n  t h a t  i t  commences 
w ith  a  c l a s s  i  c u s to m e r , and  a r e  o b ta in e d  b e lo w , and
K-1
-1
9K-1
T h is  h a s  mean
i= l
X cp (X ) . 
1 iK-1 K
1 (1+VK i 'Pk 1
-V (o) = -^k + F r r i — rK K V 1_gK - l J
o  00
/ -0XWe now p ro c e e d  t o  th e  Iß T ’s ^ „ (0 )  = / e dB ^(x) andXV JO  Jv
p  0° w
t,K(0) = / e XdDK(x) (R1 0 ^ 0) o f  th e  c o m p le tio n  tim e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  
f o r  c l a s s  K c u s to m e rs  f o r  ea ch  o f  th e  f o u r  p r i o r i t y  p o l i c i e s .  I n  a l l  
c a s e s  we have
(0 ) = ®k(0 )^k (0 ) •
( i )  The p re e m p tiv e  p r i o r i t y  r e p e a t  i d e n t i c a l  p o l ic y
Suppose i n i t i a l l y  t h a t  c l a s s  K r e q u i r e  u n i n t e r r u p t e d  s e r v i c e  o f  
t im e  b (> 0 ) ,  w h ile  th e  f i r s t  K-1 c l a s s e s  have g e n e r a l  s e r v i c e  t im e  
d . f . ' s  F ^ (x )  (l ^ i  ^ K -1 , 0 ^ x <  °°) . Then th e  IßT ^^.(0 ,b )  o f  th e
(4.1)
( 4 . 2 )
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d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  th e  tim e from  a c la s s  K custom er re a c h in g  th e  s e rv e r  f o r  
th e  f i r s t  tim e to  h i s  d e p a r tu re  from  th e  system  i s
= e
- ( v K_1+0 )h K-l oo
+ ) I X_^ e 
i=1 y=o 
K-l
Z f xi e K" i y  dy/  dGi K - l (x)
x=o
e ' ( vK -i+ e )b "ex+" y  x / y vK -iy iZ h / e K’ iy i  dyi /  dGi K- i (xr V
i=l y ] =o x l ^ l
- (vK_1+ 0 ) b - 0 ( x + x 1 )
! ”  +
- ( VK -l+ 0)b
r K-l
T 1' f "" (Vpr i +0)bl’-.Z I (4 .3 )
u i= l
I f  c la s s  K custom ers r e q u ir e  an u n in te r ru p te d  s e rv ic e  -which has a
r 00 a
d . f .  F (x) (0 ^ x < oo) w ith  IßT OL_(0) = /  e " ÖX dF^(x) (R1 0 * 0 ) ,  th e n
K iS. J  O ix
th e  co m p le tio n  tim e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  has IßT \|r (0) g iv e n  by
XV
V e)
-(VK--|+e)x
x=o *- i=l
-1
dFK(x)
(4 .4)
The f i r s t  two moments a re  f o r  RT_ = \>Tyr and RT^ ^ 2v  r e s p e c t iv e ly
XV X V -  I XV X V -  I
V < ° >  VK-1 ^ +VK-lCPK - l ^ a K^ ":VK - l ^ '1^ (4 .5)
-2
V (0) = V l " ( 0 ) ( a K(- VK - l ) - l)+2VK . r  (1+VK-1 V l >
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*■ (1+VK-1CPK-1 ^ aK('_2VK-l ^ K ^ K - l  ^ ^+VK-iaK’ ^ "VK-1 ^ 
"VK-1^ K-1 ^ K^~VK-1 ^ _1 ^  '
The same method may he used for the other priority policies; we simply 
quote the following results.
(ii) The preemptive priority repeat different policy
V 0) aK (VK-l+e)(VK-l+0)
VK-1+S- Ii=1 h h K - l  (9)(,V V 1+0))
K-1
"v a (v YK-l K v K-r
^ K - l  a K^VK-l ^ K - l  (°)  ^1- a K^VK-l ) ) +2 (1+vK. 1cPK- i )
^ “^ K^K-l ^ ^ K - l ^ K - l  _VK-lCPK-iaK^VK-l ^ ^ 
+2VK-1 ^ V l V l ^ K ’ ^ VK-1 ^ ^ VK-iaK^VK-l ^
(iii) - (iv) The preemptive priority resume policy and the head-of-
the-line priority policy
K-l
V S) = a K (VK-l+0- I  XlhK-l(0))
i=l
(4-5)
(4-7)
(4.8)
C^-9)
(4.io)
(4.11)
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V (0) =VK .l?K .l,,(0)t(ltVK - l \ A ”(0) (4-12)
S u b s t i tu t io n  o f  (0) and £ (0) in  (3 -9 * l)  and (3*5 .1) now g iv e s
IV
th e  s ta t io n a r y  w a it in g  tim e d i s t r i b u t io n s  ( fo r  d e f in i t i o n s  (a) and (b) 
r e s p e c t iv e ly )  f o r  c la s s  K custom ers as
Ve)
0 -x K*K)U K-(xK-e)3K(e)}
(i*Ä)(®-VW9)}
fiK( e )
( i - y KH 0+v K( 0 ) ( 1 -®K(0 }] 1
(1+V k){0- W k(0)}
(4 .13 )
(4 .14 )
For p r i o r i t y  p o l i c i e s  ( i i i )  and ( iv )  $ (0) has been found by M il le r  
( i 960) .  These a re  p ro p e r  d i s t r i b u t io n s  f o r  X, i|r„ < 1. The p . g . f .  
r ^( z )  o f  th e  s t a t io n a r y  queue s iz e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  c la s s  K custom ers 
f o r  p reem ptive  and h e a d - o f - th e - l in e  p r i o r i t y  p o l i c i e s  a re  r e s p e c t iv e ly
r 2 (z)
o - y K)y  y y )  n - *y y y )  >
( l A f t >* K(4f;->-Kz ) - z )
/ , ( l ' XK V a K(XK‘ XKz ) t l "Z®K^K'XKZ^r „ ( z )  = ------------—-----------------------------------------
(1+V k)^ k(W )-z
(4 .15 )
(4 .1 6 )
We have used  th e  busy  p e r io d  d i s t r i b u t io n s  f o r  th e  f i r s t  K-l 
c la s s e s  in  i s o l a t i o n  to  f in d  th e  com ple tion  tim e d i s t r i b u t io n s  f o r  c la s s  
K cu s to m ers; we now o b ta in  th e  busy p e r io d  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  f o r  th e  system  
o f K c l a s s e s .
As in  §4.3 we may use  (2 . 5 . 7 ) "bo f in d  th e  1ST cp (0) f o r  th e  busy
IY
p e r io d  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  p r i o r i t y  p o l i c i e s  ( i i i )  and ( iv )  o f  th e  system
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a s  th e  s o lu t io n  w ith  cp^.(0) = 0 o f
cp (0 ) =  v "** > \  oc (v + 0 - v  cp ( 0 ) )
'  K i i '  K K*KV n
i= l
In  g e n e ra l  a busy p e r io d  may commence w ith  a custom er from any
p  00
c la s s  i  (1 ^ i  ^ K ). The IßT cp (0) = / e "0X d G ^ x )  (R1 0 ^ 0 )  
o f  a busy p e r io d  d i s t r i b u t i o n  s t a r t i n g  w ith  a c la s s  K custom er i s
oo 00 00
V 0) = /  X  /  e V  e ' Ö(y+X)dGKKn* (x)dBI (y)
y=o n=o x=o
+KV e-VKK(0))
F or a busy p e r io d  b eg in n in g  w ith  a c la s s  K-l custom er th e  IßT
cp (0) o f  i t s  d u ra tio n  i s  K- I K
CPK-lK(e )  = f  I f *  ^  S T e ' 6 (y+X)dGK-l K - l (y)dGKKn* (x)
y=o n=o x=o
= ^K-l K-l ^ K ^ V ’W 0 ^  
and in  g e n e ra l  we o b ta in
tpi K (e) =Cpi i (VK - V e - l
j= i+ l
1 * i  * K-l .
Thus th e  IßT cp (0) o f  th e  busy  p e r io d  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  th e  system  o f  K
c la s s e s  i s  g iv en  by 
K
V 9) = VK
-1
X * iK (0) ’
i= l
(4 .1 7 )
(4.18)
(4.19)
(4 .2 0 )
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which is equivalent to (4.17) for a preemptive priority resume and a 
head-of-the-line priority policy. The mean duration of a busy period is
-V(0) =1\ -1- ( 4 . 2 1 )
We see that from the solutions obtained for the completion time 
and busy period distributions, we can find the completion time distributions 
for the j-th priority class in terms of the busy period distributions for 
the (j-l)th class in isolation. We may then obtain the busy period 
distributions for the j-th class from the completion time distributions 
for the j-th class. Thus the completion time distributions, and hence 
the waiting time, and busy period distributions can be constructed by 
iteration from one class to the next.
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P A R T  3
ROAD TR A FFIC  THEORY
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CHAPTER 5
DELAY AT AH INTERSECTION: DISCRETE TIME 
5•1 General remarks
Mathematical problems related, to road traffic theory have recently 
been receiving a large amount of attention; this is hardly surprising 
as road transport now plays an important part in the structure of any 
mechanised economy. For example, Tanner (1961a) points out that in 
Britain it absorbs 10 to 15 percent of the total national expenditure, 
further, it is estimated that in 1956 over four hundred million 
vehicle hours were lost in delays arising from road and traffic 
conditions, and this is increasing rapidly every year.
Several types of traffic problems, such as the formation of 
traffic on roads and delays at junctions and in networks, have been 
considered by a number of different methods: kinematics, hydrodynamics, 
network theory, percolation processes and queueing theory, each having 
been applied to some extent. The Operations Research bibliography on 
road traffic theory (1961) gives a detailed bibliography of all phases 
of mathematical applications to road traffic up to i960.
In this Bart 3 of the thesis we are concerned only with the 
application of queueing theory to problems of delay at junctions 
and on long, uninterrupted roads. Early work on the delay at an
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intersection, with and without traffic lights, was carried out by 
Adams (1936) and Garwood (19^0), and has been continued by Tanner (1951, 
1953, 196la,b, 1962), Raff (1951), Newell (1955), Winsten (1956) and 
others. In the earlier works it was usually assumed that vehicles on 
both roads acted independently of each other and that the time between 
any two successive vehicles had a negative exponential distribution, 
so that the passage of vehicles past a point formed of homogeneous 
Poisson process. This has been found to be a reasonable approximation 
for low densities of vehicles, but is unsatisfactory for medium or high 
densities when the interaction between vehicles tends to be greater.
For the latter case some more complicated formations of traffic, where 
bunching may take place, have been used; for example Tanner (1953,
196la, 1962) has made use of the Borel-Tanner distribution, and the 
random queues model of A. Miller (1961, 1962a) is of a similar form. 
Winsten (1 9 5 6) has described a discrete time model for intersection 
delay.
In the next two chapters we discuss two problems, one in discrete 
and the other in continuous time, which represent two different ways 
of looking at intersection problems. The first discrete time model 
considers a comparatively simple construction of traffic flow, which 
may be applied to quite a wide range of conditions, such as a two-way 
major road; the second, which gives a more highly sophisticated 
formation of traffic, may be applied to only a comparatively narrow 
range of practical situations. In most practical cases there are
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several lanes of traffic, each of which may have considerable internal 
interaction, and it is necessary to make a decision as to which aspect 
is the more important. We do not discuss the comparative importance 
of these two approaches, but will restrict ourselves to describing 
an example of each.
5.2 Introduction
We suppose a one-lane one-way minor road intersects with either 
a one-way one-lane or a two-way one-lane major road; the traffic in 
the major road has absolute right of way over that in the minor road. 
Except in §5-6 there are no traffic lights or policemen controlling 
the junction, but there may be a stop sign in the minor road; the gap 
acceptance time distributions described below depend on the presence 
or absence of such a sign, but we do not explicitly differentiate 
between them. Arrivals of vehicles at the junction in both major and 
minor roads occur at discrete points of time t = 0,1,2,... (in an 
arbitrary unit). In the minor road, vehicles arrive at the junction 
with a geometric inter-arrival time distribution, such times having 
the probabilities bd^ "* (0 < b < 1, d = 1-b; j = 1,2,...).
In the major road it is desirable to allow some degree of dependence 
between vehicles close to each other; an account of this dependence 
is given in Chapter 6. For a one-way major road we can find the 
stationary waiting time distribution for a quite general formation of 
road traffic; however, it has not been found possible to extend this
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to a two-way major road in any general form, and we consider only 
some special cases. In a simple case where dependence between 
successive vehicles is allowed, we may suppose there is a Markov 
chain relation between them. We call a time point in a major road 
lane green (G) if there is not a vehicle there, and red (R) if there 
is. Let us consider the first major road stream encountered by minor 
road vehicles, this being the only stream for a one-way major road.
We suppose that the presence or absence of vehicles at successive 
time points in this lane is governed by a Markov chain relation with 
the transition matrix
(2 .1)
where 0 < a < 1 , c = l -a, 0 < cx < 1, y = 1 -a; thus the probability 
that a green point is followed by another green point is a, and so on. 
When there is a two-way major road we define the traffic in the second 
major road stream in a similar manner; the transition matrix B 
governing this second stream is
B =
where 0 ^ x ^ 1 ,
G R> r _
G x y
R ß 6
y = 1-x, 0 - ß ^ 1 , S 1-ß. In the special case
(2.2)
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■where vehicles in each stream are independent of each other we have 
a = cc and x = ß .
A minor road vehicle may arrive at the intersection to find that
there is a queue of minor road vehicles waiting to enter the intersection,
or that there are no other minor road vehicles waiting so that it
proceeds immediately to the head of the 'queue'. We formulate slightly
different rules for each of these two cases. If a minor road vehicle
arrives at an empty queue it waits until a critical gap of at least w
green time points appears in the major road (or roads if there is
two-way traffic), where w is a random variable with probabilities
r ~ i00
Pr{w = i] = t,± (i = 1,2,...), and p.g.f. £(s) = ^  i=] i isX (| s | ^  l), 
the mean t = £'(l) being finite; it enters the junction at the w-th 
time point of this gap. A vehicle joining a non-empty queue waits 
until all the vehicles ahead of it have departed. If there are at 
least v more green points, where v is a random variable with probabilities
V~"I 00
Pr{v = i} = X^ (i = 1,2,...), p.g.f. X(s) = y ^  X^s1 ( |s 1 ) and 
finite mean X, then it enters the junction at the v-th of these time 
points. However, if these v time points are not all green, then it 
waits until the first gap of at least w appears and enters the junction 
at the w-th of these.
We wish to obtain the stationary waiting time and delay distributions. 
Winsten (1956) has considered a general model for major road traffic 
when there is one-way traffic and rules for entering the intersection
which are rather more restricted than ours; however, it has not been
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possible to extend Winsten’s results to a two-way major road, except 
in the special case of independent traffic with a geometric distribution 
between successive vehicles.
5 .3 The service time
Throughout this Part 3 we make use of the queueing terminology 
employed in Part 2. Waiting time is defined as the time a vehicle 
spends from joining the minor road queue to reaching the head of the 
queue while the service time lasts from this instant until the vehicle 
enters the junction. The delay is the total time a vehicle spends at 
the junction, which is just the sum of the waiting and service times.
The service time distributions depend on whether a vehicle arrives at 
an empty or a non-empty queue, so that formulae of the type discussed 
in Chapter 3 are appropriate.
We begin by considering a one-way major road. As an indication 
of the increase in difficulty which follows when there is dependence 
between vehicles, we consider the simple case where major road 
vehicles are independent, i.e. a = cc, c = y, and then extend our 
argument to the more general case. We suppose initially that a minor 
road vehicle requires critical gap acceptance times of w and v, and 
later generalise this case.
If a minor road vehicle arrives at the junction when there are no 
other minor road vehicles waiting, its service time distribution is 
identical with the distribution of the recurrence time for a success
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run of length w in a sequence of Bernoulli trials, each having the 
probability of success a. The p.g.f. g(s,w) =) ^  g^(w)s (|s| = l) 
of the probabilities g^(w) (i = 1,2,...) of this distribution has been 
obtained by Feller (1957.» P*299) as
, \ aWsW (l-as)e(s'w) =:--- T^V+1 •1-s+ca s
A vehicle joining a non-empty queue has a service time v if there 
are v further green points when it reaches the head of the queue; 
otherwise it waits for a gap of size w. The p.g.f. f(s,v,w) of the 
service time distribution in this case is thus
Y 00
f(s,v,w) = aV sV + ^  a^ c ^  g^(w)s*+^
j=l i=l
v v (l-aVsV ) g(s,w)d o < r1 - as
/n \ v v , w w+1 U-s;a s + ca s
. w w+11 - s + ca s
When the gap acceptance times are random variables we obtain 
from (3.1) and (3*2) that
«(.) = y  g(s,i)!.=y a V ( i :a -3 5
f-L hi 1 -s+ca si=l i=l
00 00 00 00-z z -X I v3
i=l j=l i=l j=l
(3-1)
(3 -2)
(3 -3)
(3-1!)
no
Except for some special cases it is not possible to evaluate these 
summations explicitly; however, moments of the service time distributions 
may be found by differentiation. This is similar to a discrete analogue 
of the completion time distributions for a preemptive priority repeat 
identical system discussed in the previous chapter. We suppose i(s) 
has a radius of convergence S ^ 1. In our case the means of the service
time distributions are finite if a "* ^ S and the second moments are
_ o
finite if a  ^S. We obtain from (3*3) and (3 .^-) that 
g 10) = c 1U  (a 1)-l)
f'(l) = c"' £ (a-1) {1 -X(a)} (3-5)
g" (l) = 2c 2[ £ (a-2) - (2-a)£ (a 1)+aci'(a”1 )+c]
f"(l) = 2c”2[(l-X(a)){S (a 2)-c£(a-1)+ac£'(a 1)}-acX' (a)i(a 1)]. (3*6)
Let us now extend the above example to the case where the major 
road vehicles are no longer independent of each other, but are related 
by the Markov chain relation (2.1). We must modify our previous 
argument, as the service time distribution for a minor road vehicle 
arriving at an empty queue depends on the length of time since the 
departure of the last minor road vehicle. Let us consider the 
probabilities
G22(i) = PrCtime point i is G|time point 0 is G)
G^i (i) = Er{time point i is R|time point 0 is G}.
Obviously G22(i)+G21 (i) =1, G22(0) = 1, Ggl(0) = 0, and the following
relations hold:
in
G22(i+1) = aG22(i)-w:G21 (i)
G21 (i+1) = cG22(i)+TG21 (i), (3.7)
from which we obtain the generating functions
g22*(s) = y  g22(i)si
i=o
1 - as
(l -s) (1 - (a-a)s)
G21*(s) G21 (i)s' as(l-s) (1 -(a-a)s) (3.8)
i=o
We wish to determine the p.g.f. H^(s,w) = H(s,w) = ^  j_--| Hi(w)si
(IsI — l) of the distribution EL(w) (i = w,w+1,...) of the time from a
red point at zero to the first gap of at least w green points in the
major road traffic; we call this a w block. The method of Winsten
(1958, p.38) for the special case a = OL, c = Y, may be generalised
to find this distribution. If a given time point is red the probability
w-1that it is the last red point of the w block is aa = L, and the
probability"t. that the block continues with the arrival of a vehicle J
within the next w time points is
(l-L)-td
r
a caJ-2
j = 1
j = 2,3,••
which has the p.g.f.
w
- I  V j - { ’■■* i- " ’1‘"'V'-1-» •
i=l
(3-9)
(3.10)
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The p r o b a b i l i t y  t h a t  a b lo ck  has i  v e h i c le s  in  i t  i s  L ( l-L )  
( i  = 1 , 2 , . . . ) ,  so t h a t  w ith  (3 .10) we o b ta in
i-1
00
H(s,w) L C1 - L ) 1-1 L(s , w) i-1  w s
i= l
l - ( l - L ) L ( s ,w )
/n s w-1 w (1- a s ;  a  s a (3-n)
1 - (a+y) s+(ay-cnc) s 2+aca s 
As in  (3*2) th e  p . g . f .  f ( s , v , w )  f o r  a v e h i c le  j o i n in g  a  non­
empty queue i s
f ( s ,v , w )  = aVsV + CSf l~ g  ,S '  ^ H (s ,w ).  (3-12)
I f  a veh i c l e  j o i n s  an empty queue we average  over th e  tim e 
s in c e  th e  d e p a r tu r e  o f  th e  l a s t  m inor road  v e h i c l e  t o  o b ta in  
00
g(s ,w )  bd1" 1 {G22 ( i ) f  (s ,w ,w ) + G21 ( i ) H ( s ,w ) )
i= l
_ ( l -y d -b c ) f ( s ,w ,w )+ c H (s , w)
1-yd+cd
Thus we o b ta in  f o r  g e n e ra l  gap acc ep tan c e  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n s  t h a t
(3-13)
uu
6(8 )  =^T  g ( s , i ) £
i= l
00 00
f ( s ) f  ( s ,  J
(3 . 1 4)
(5-15)
1=1 j=l
from which we d e r iv e  by d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n
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g ’O) (c+a) , / -1s _ a (c+q) c(q-a) o:c ' qc q(i -yd+cd)
f'O) = I (a-1) tl -X(a)} (3.16)
- 2 (c-kx) a t 2 n , 2a2 (c-+q)t, ,„-1 N , 2{cq+a(l-yd-bc)} 
' 1 ‘ ~  a 2 ca ' ~  5 (a ) + ac(1.rd+cd)
2a{((c+q)2a+qc)(l -yd-bc)+qc(2c+q) ) ^ a~l ) 
q2c2 (l -yd+cd)
f"(l) = —  [{l-X(a)}{a(q+c)2i(a-c:)-qc^(a"1 )
(qc)2
-2 -1
+a(a+c)ac£ 1 (a ^)}-(q+c)aqcX’(a)|(a 1 )]-1 (3.17)
We now turn to a two-way major road with the minor road vehicles
requiring to cross both major road streams. We suppose that a minor
road vehicle requires gaps of at least w(and v) in both major road
streams before being able to enter the intersection. A time point
in the major road may be red in both streams, red in the first and
green in the second, green in the first and red in the second, or
green in both; we denote these respectively by RR, RG, GR, GG or
1,2,3,4. These are the four states of a Markov chain with the
transition matrix C = (c ):
ij
X
1 2 3 4
1 r& rß ab qß
2 ry rx qy ax
rqIIol cb cß aö aß
cy4 cx ay ax ( 3 . 1 8 )
We define
G. .(k) = Pr{time point k is j|time point 0 is i) i, j = 1,2,3,4
and.
G. ,*(s) ,ij Lj ij
k=o
G . .(k)s s 1 ,
■with Cr(s) as the ( 4 x 4 )  matrix whose elements are G *(s). Formingij
difference equations for the G. . (k) and summing we obtain
J
g(s ) = I + C s G(s )
= (I - C s)'1, 
from which we obtain
G..*(s) = |K,.(s)|
|l - C s\’
where K. .(s) is similar to the matrix (_I - Cs) with the j-th column J
replaced by the i-th column of I; evaluation of the determinants in
(3-19) yields the solutions for G. ,*(s).J .j
(3.19)
We wish to determine the p.g.f. Eh(s,w) h^(j,w)s
(IsI — 1j i = 1,2,3) of the distribution of the time from a type i time 
point to the first instant at which there are w consecutive time points 
which are green in both streams . Any type of time point other than 
green in both streams is regarded by a minor road vehicle as a red point, 
so a w block ends when there are w successive GG points. The p.g.f. 
H(s,w) of a block is readily seen to be
f 1 c4iH(s,w)
i=l 1"c44 1
H.(s,w). (3 .20)
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If a time point is of type i (i = 1,2,3), a "block ends w points later
v-1with probability P_^ = c ^  and continues with another vehicle
arriving at point k(l ^ k ^ w) with probability
v °
>-* • •
k-2
c±kckk c4j
with w
Lij(s'w) = Z-tij(k)i
k=l
c. .s + ij
2/t w -1 w -1
ci4c4js (l~c44 s
k = 1
k = 2,3, • • .,w,
1 -°44s
We write H' = (h .j(s ,w ), ^ ( s w^ ), H (s ,w )), P' = (P-j , P2 , P^) and
L(s ) = (L. .(s ,w )); then we can extend the argument used for (3*11 )J
to obtain
H = P sW + L(s)H
= (i - L(s))-1 P sW ,
so that
w-1 w 3Hi(s’w)=TT^ )lX
0=1
where L. .* is the determinant of the cofactor of (ö. . - L. .(s)) in 10 10 10
(i - l (s )). 11 - L(s)| is a (3 X 3) determinant and the L. .* are
( 2 X 2 )  determinants, so that (5*22) is easily evaluated. H(s,w) is 
found from (3.20) and (3*22).
(3.21 )
(3 .22)
n  6
I f  a  minor ro a d  v e h i c l e  jo i n s  a non-empty queue th e r e  a r e  g reen
p o in t s  in  b o th  m ajor road  s tream s when i t  r eac h es  th e  head o f  th e
minor road  q u e u e . I f  t h e r e  a r e  a f u r t h e r  v g reen  (GG) p o in t s  th e
v e h ic le  has a s e r v i c e  tim e o f  v ;  o th e rw ise  t h e r e  i s  a d e la y  u n t i l  a
gap o f  s iz e  w ap p e a rs  f o r  th e  f i r s t  t im e .  The p . g . f .  f ( s , v , w )  o f  th e
s e r v ic e  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  a v d i i c l e  j o i n in g  a non-empty queue i s
v v
/  \  V  Vf l s , v , w j  = Cj^ s +
s ( l - c ^  s 
1- c k k s
)
0 )  h ( b , w) . (3 -25 )
I f  a v e h i c l e  a r r i v e s  a t  an empty queue th e  s e r v ic e  tim e 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  has th e  p . g . f .
X
g (s ,w )  = ^  bd1" 1 j ^ ^ G ^ ( i ) H ^ ( s , w )  + G ^ ( i ) f ( s , w , w ) j -  . (3*24)
i= l j= l
We f i n a l l y  o b ta in  th e  s e r v ic e  tim e p . g . f . ' s  f o r  g e n e ra l  gap 
accep tance  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n s  as
00
g ( s )  = ^  g ( s , i )  i.
i=l
and
00 00
f  ( s ) f ( s , j , i )  t ± X .
i= l j= l
(3 -25 )
(3.26)
5 .4  The s t a t i o n a r y  w a i t in g  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n
This  problem i s  a s p e c i a l  case  o f  a d i s c r e t e  tim e queueing  (o r  dam) 
model where custom ers a r r i v e  in d e p e n d e n t ly  in  a b in o m ia l  p ro c e ss  w ith  
pa ram ete r  b ,  and th e  s e r v ic e  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  depends on w hether o r  no t
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there are any other customers in the queue when a customer arrives. 
This is a discrete analogue of the problem discussed in Chapter 3*
In the discrete case the waiting time Z (=0,1,2,...; t = 0,1,2,...)
L>
is subject to a discrete jump when a customer (vehicle) arrives, this
being the service time for the customer, and decreases uniformly with
time unless the queue is empty. When a customer arrives at an empty
queue its service time distribution is g^ (i = 1,2,...) with p.g.f.
g(s) = ) g^s ( |s|^ 1 ) and mean g'(l) < 00 while if the customer
joins a non-empty queue its service time distribution is f . (i = 1,2,
00
with p.g.f. f(s) = )  ^ f ^s1 ( |s 1 ) and mean f ’ (l ) < °°. Z^ _ is a
Markov chain with a countable infinity of states.
limThe stationary probabilities P. , . Pr{Z, = i] of the waiting t+°° t
time, which constitute a proper distribution only if bf'(l) < 1 and
g'(l) < 00, satisfy the difference equations
P = (d+bgn )P +dP. o 1 o 1
/ bf.j, .P.+bg.,..P dP . l 7_j i+1 -j j &i+l o l+l
j=l
By multiplying the i-th relation of (4.1) by s1 and summing both
sides we obtain the p.g.f. P(s) = ) P^s (|s |^  l) as
P {(s-1)d+bg(s)-bf(s)} 
p(s) = s-d-bf(s) *
The probability P that the queue is empty is found from (4.2) by
(4.1)
(4.2)
ising the condition P(l ) = 1 so that
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= 1 -~bf' (1 )
o d+bg’ (1 ) - b f '(1 )*
The moments o f  th e  s t a t io n a r y  w a it in g  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  may be
o b ta in e d  from  (4 .3 )  by d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n ;  th e  mean i s
b P g " ( l ) + b ( l - P  ) f " ( l )
P' ( l - )  = -----^-----------------------2---------
2 { l - b f ’ ( l )}
The d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  d e la y  may be found from  t h a t  o f  th e  w a it in g  
tim e by c o n v o lu tin g  th e  w a it in g  and th e  s e rv ic e  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  
The mean d e la y  d i s
d = P ’ (l  ) + P g ' ( l )  + ( l - P  ) f  ’ (1 ) o o
= ( l - b f ' Q  ) ) { b s " ( l  ) + 2 g ' ( l )  - 2 b f ' ( l ) }  + b ( s ' ( l )  - 1 ) f " ( l )_
2(1 - b g '(1  ) ) ( d +b g ’ ( l ) - b f ' ( 1 ) }
The s t a t i o n a r y  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  w a it in g  tim e and d e la y  f o r  our 
t r a f f i c  models a re  o b ta in e d  by s u b s t i t u t i n g  th e  a p p ro p r ia te  fo rm ulae 
o f  §5-3 in  th o s e  o f  t h i s  s e c t io n .
5 *5 The c o n tin u o u s  analogue
As in  C h ap te r 1 we may pass from  th e  d i s c r e t e  tim e model to  one 
in  co n tin u o u s  tim e  by ta k in g  our u n i t  o f  m easurem ent as  A (>  0) and 
l e t t i n g  A >  0 in  an  a p p ro p r ia te  m anner. As we ta k e  t h i s  l i m i t  th e  
dependence betw een  v e h ic le s  in  th e  d i s c r e t e  case  i s  l o s t ,  f o r  as  
A •> 0 , th e  dependence i s  a llo w ed  o n ly  over an i n f i n i t e s i m a l  tim e .
For a  one-way m ajo r ro ad  we pu t 
a  = XA + 0(A ), b = |jA + o(A) 
w = w/A, v  = v /A  ,
(^•3 )
(^•5 )
(5 -1 )
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in such a way that as w ■> %  v ■> 00, A -> 0, wA > W, vA -> V; we have 
w v~-i v
limZ  j=l  ^jA = 11111 ) j=i XjA = G(V ) (° - v > w < “)> where F(W)
and g (v ) are d.f.'s on (O,00)* As A > 0 the duration between arrivals at 
the intersection in both major and minor roads has a negative exponential 
distribution with mean p  ^ and A- respectively; thus vehicles in both 
streams arrive at the intersection in Poisson processes.
n oo p  oo
The IST's £(e) = / e"0X dD(x) and \|r(0) = / e <1B(x ) (Rl G > 0)
of the service time distributions of vehicles joining empty and non­
empty queues respectively are determined from those in discrete time 
using (5.1 ) and the limit A > 0 as
£(e) lim / -0AvAK) g e (\+G)\+0e (A+0 )xdF(x) (5.2)
♦(e) limA>»0 f(e-Ss)
00 00
-/ / p'“ ’1
x=o y=o
x , - ^ - (x+9)y
x+0e(X+0)x dG(y)cLF(x)
(5-3)
In the special case where G(x-w ) is the unit step function,
0"W£(0)e has been obtained by Tanner (1951) for the delay to pedestrians 
wishing to cross a road.
The stationary waiting time distribution may be obtained by 
substituting (5*2) and (5*5) in or "by the limiting process
above from the discrete result (4.2).
5.6 Traffic lights
Winsten (1956) has considered the delay to a stream of traffic 
at a set of fixed interval traffic lights. Let us suppose that vehicles
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arrive at a traffic light intersection independently in a binomial 
process with parameter b (O < b < 1). There are alternate red periods 
of integral time R( = l), when vehicles cannot cross the intersection,
and green periods of integral time G(= 1 ) when vehicles can enter the 
intersection. The periods R and G are arranged so that at most G 
vehicles can enter the intersection in a red and green period; G may 
not represent the actual green period, since there may be vehicles which 
are waiting at the end of a red period taking time to accelerate. For 
this model Winsten (1956) has shown that the expected delay to vehicles 
is given by
d 2bd(R+G) ^ R+1 + 2s) (6 .1 )
where g is the expected delay at the end of a green period; the times t. 
are regeneration points of the process. Considering only these times t. 
the process is identical with that for an infinite dam in discrete 
time with maximum release G and with input distribution
/R+G\, i ,R+G-i . n .Pi = { ± )b d 1=0,1,...,R+G
which has been discussed in §1 .2. We must have p = (R+G)b < G for
a stationary distribution to exist. The probabilities P^ represent
the number of vehicles in the queue at the end of a green period; the
mean number of vehicles P T(l ) is given by (l.2.14) with
p(z) = (bz+d) and G = m. The mean delay g at these points is given
by p  ^ P'(l) as vehicles must depart at the same rate as they arrive.
The G roots of z - p(z) = 0 in |zp 1 may be obtained, and thus also
P , P ,...,P . and P'(l), so that we can obtain d.O I G- I
(6.2)
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A similar expression may be found for the delay in the other 
stream, where vehicles arrive independently in a binomial process with 
parameter b. The red and green intervals now last R^  and G^  respectively. 
R] and G^  may be different from G and R due to the period taken up by 
the amber light and the possibly artificial definition of G and G^  to 
allow for the acceleration times of vehicles having to stop at the 
intersection. We have R^  + G^  = R + G. The traffic lights should 
normally be set to minimise the total delay to traffic at the intersection.
For an uncontrolled intersection, delay is caused only in the 
minor road. It is useful to compare the mean delay in this case with 
the total mean delay for an optimum setting of traffic lights. For 
low traffic densities it is to be expected that there will be less 
delay at an uncontrolled intersection than at one using traffic lights; 
for high traffic densities the delay will be greater. A comparison 
of the delays in the two cases would allow an estimate to be made as 
to when traffic lights should be installed.
5.7 Further problems
For a two-way major road some minor road vehicles may wish to turn 
into the first major road traffic stream, and so require gaps in only 
one stream. In this case the gap acceptance times are likely to be less 
than for the crossing of both streams; we can readily define these 
gap acceptance times for each case. The main difficulty in this 
problem is when we consider a vehicle wishing to cross both streams 
after a vehicle has turned into the first stream; here we do not have
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a starting point for determining whether a point in the second stream 
is red or green, hut we may make some approximations. If the dependence 
between vehicles is not very great in the second major road stream 
we may reasonably take the point where a minor road vehicle reaches the 
heed of the queue from behind a left turning vehicle as red or green 
according to the stationary probabilities independent of the initial 
condition. We can then find the service time distributions, and hence 
the stationary delay. In some cases it may be reasonable to suppose 
that the vehicles in the second major road stream are independent of 
each other; here there is a light density of traffic in the second 
stream, which is possible on a main road leading to or from a city 
centre.
When we consider more complex junctions, such as a two-way minor 
road and several lanes in the major road streams, we can obtain results 
only by making more restrictive assumptions about the interaction of the 
various streams of traffic. If we assume that there is a negligible 
degree of interference between the streams in a two-way minor road 
(eg. virtually no right turning) we can extend our previous results to 
corer this case. When there is more than one lane in a major road 
stream we may approximate by lumping these lanes into a single one.
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CHAPTER 6
DELAY AT AH INTERSECTION: CONTINUOUS TIME 
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we described some discrete time traffic 
models in which there was limited or no interaction between vehicles in 
the major road. In the continuous analogue, the vehicles in all streams 
travelled past a point in a homogeneous Poisson process. This assumption 
is reasonable only for low densities of traffic, and breaks down when 
the traffic densities become at all heavy; we would then expect an 
increasing degree of interaction between vehicles. The traffic density 
in the major road is likely to be greater than that in the minor, so 
that the description of traffic in the major road should be of a more 
general form than that in the minor road.
We consider two one-way one lane roads, where traffic in the minor 
road yields absolute right of way to that in the major road; some other 
cases are discussed in §6.4-§6.6. There are no traffic lights but there 
may be a stop sign on the minor road; it is possible to adapt our model 
to a case where a stop sign is either present or absent. Vehicles 
in the minor road wish to cross the major road; they must wait for 
sufficiently large gaps in the major road traffic before they are able
to do so.
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Our rules for minor road vehicles entering the intersection 
are of a form similar to, hut more general than for the discrete 
model in Chapter 5 • A minor road vehicle may arrive at the inter­
section to find that there are or there are not other minor road 
vehicles in a queue waiting to enter the intersection. In the former 
case the vehicle waits until all those ahead of it have departed. If 
there is then a further free period of at least ß (the first gap 
acceptance time) in the major road stream, then the vehicle enters the 
intersection a time ß after the previous minor road vehicle; ß is a 
random variable with d.f. b(x) (0 ^ b ^  x ^ bg), IßT ß(0) =
period ß is not free then a major road vehicle must arrive at the 
junction in this time. The minor road vehicle then waits until a first 
period of at least a (the second gap acceptance time) free of vehicles 
appears in the major road traffic, where a is a random variable with
finite mean (X =  -ex' (o) < the minor road vehicle enters the inter­
section at time (X after the commencement of this last free period.
When a minor road vehicle arrives at the intersection to find no 
other minor road vehicles waiting, we distinguish three different sets 
of rules for the entrance of the minor road vehicle into the intersection, 
(i) If at the moment the vehicle arrives there is a free period of at 
least y in the major road traffic, then the vehicle enters the inter­
section after a delay of time y; y is a random variable with d.f. c(x)
(R1 0 — O) and finite mean ß = -ß' (0) < °o. If the
d.f. a(x) (R1 0 ^ 0 )  and
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(CD ^ ^ x ^ c2 ) , 1ST y (0 ) = 2 e ÖXdc(x ) (R1 0 ^ 0 )  and f i n i t e  mean
T = - f ' ( o )  < 00. I f  t h i s  p e r io d  y i s  n o t f r e e ,  th e  v e h ic le  w a its  u n t i l  
tfcie re x t tim e th e r e  i s  a f r e e  tim e a t  a t  l e a s t  05, d e f in e d  as above, 
a n d  e a te rs  th e  in t e r s e c t i o n  05 a f t e r  th e  b e g in n in g  o f  t h i s  l a s t  f r e e  
p e r i o l .  ( i i )  We may s im p lify  th e  problem  by ta k in g  r  = 05. T his seems 
re a so n a b le  when th e r e  i s  a s to p  s ig n  in  th e  m inor ro a d . ( i i i )  We 
suppose a m inor ro ad  v e h ic le  has f i r s t  and second gap acc ep tan c e  tim es  
ß and 05 d e f in e d  a s  above. T his v e h ic le  canno t e n te r  th e  i n t e r s e c t i o n  
w ith i .i  a tim e ß o f  th e  p re v io u s  m inor ro ad  v e h ic le  o r  w ith in  oc o f  a 
m a jo r ro ad  v e h ic le  p a ss in g  th e  i n t e r s e c t i o n .  S u b je c t t o  th e se  two 
r e s t r i c t i o n s  a m inor ro ad  v e h ic le  i s  d e lay ed  by a  tim e y , as above, 
i f “ th e re  i s  a f r e e  tim e o f  a t  l e a s t  y in  th e  m ajo r ro ad  t r a f f i c  j u s t  
when th e  m inor ro ad  v e h ic le  a r r iv e s  a t  th e  ju n c t io n .  O therw ise i t  
w a its  f o r  th e  f i r s t  f r e e  tim e o f  a t  l e a s t  05. As a  s p e c ia l  case  o f  t h i s  
we may ta k e  y = 0 , and use  t h i s  l a s t  model to  compare o u r r e s u l t s  w ith  
T a n n e r’ s (196Tb, 1962) ,  where th e  m ajor ro ad  t r a f f i c  h a s  a B o re l-T anner 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  and th e re  a re  f ix e d  gap acc ep tan c e  t im e s .
The p ro c e s s  o f m inor ro ad  v e h i c l e s ' e n te r in g  th e  in t e r s e c t i o n  i s  
re m in is c e n t o f th e  s e rv ic e  o f  n o n - p r io r i ty  custom ers u n d er a p reem ptive 
p r i o r i t y  r e p e a t  i d e n t i c a l  p o l ic y ;  th e  p r i o r i t y  busy  p e r io d  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
is  r e p la c e d  by th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  a bunch o f v e h ic le s  (d e sc r ib e d  below) 
le s s  th a n  tim e  c a p a r t ,  where c = min (a ^ ,c ^ )  i s  th e  sm a lle r  o f  a ^ , c ^ , 
fo r  r u l e  ( i )  and c = a^ f o r  r u le s  ( i i )  and ( i i i ) . We have assumed 
th a t  th e r e  may be v a r i a t i o n  in  gap a cc ep tan c e  tim e s  betw een v e h ic le s ,
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but that the second gap acceptance time a  for a particular vehicle 
does not alter every time a decision entering the intersection is made. 
An alternative formulation, analogous to a preemptive priority repeat 
different policy, assumes that each time there is a decision on 
entering the intersection, it is made with the same distribution, 
independently of the particular vehicle making the decision. We 
suppose that a minor road vehicle has in the first instance a second 
gap acceptance time C£ ; if this is larger than the first free time 
greater than c in the major road, the gap acceptance time is replaced 
by Q^, then 05^ , C£^,.. . until there is a gap sufficiently large for the 
minor road vehicle to enter the intersection. All the a. have thel
same d.f. Pr{ok ^ x} = a(x) (a^  ^ x = a^). The further problem of the 
impatience of drivers, who may accept smaller gaps after a long wait, 
is discussed in §6.4.
Let us now consider the formation of traffic in the major road; 
this description is similar to that in the next chapter. We would 
expect some interaction between vehicles or groups of vehicles which are 
relatively close together, and we wish to allow for this in a general 
manner. We suppose that the major road traffic passes the intersection 
in alternate bunches and gaps. The gaps have a negative exponential 
distribution with mean \± ^, so that the time from the rear of one bunch 
to the front of the next follows this distribution. The time length 
of a bunch is a random variable with the d.f. F (x) (a ^ x < °°), 1ST
clp  00
£ (0) = / e dF (x) (R1 0 = 0) and finite mean f = -£ ' (0) < a j o  a a
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A "bunch is measured from the front of the first vehicle to time a 
behind the rear of the last vehicle of the bunch, so that the terminal 
time a of a bunch is actually free of vehicles. Thus the time from 
the rear of the last vehicle of a bunch to the commencement of the next 
bunch is a + X where X follows a negative exponential distribution. We 
may give a practical interpretation of the major road traffic model in 
the following way. A bunch consists of a group of one or more vehicles 
less than time a apart, the last vehicle in the bunch being that 
followed by a time-gap greater than a to the next vehicle in the stream. 
Vehicles less than time a apart may be dependent on each other; this 
dependence decreases as successive vehicles become further apart and 
ceases altogether when they are separated by a time-gap larger than a.
It would be desirable to determine a entirely from the conditions in 
the major road; however, it must also satisfy certain conditions for 
the minor road traffic. For example, we must not allow a minor road 
vehicle to enter the intersection during a major road bunch.
The shortest time between two major road vehicles allowing a minor 
road vehicle to enter the intersection is c = min (a^, c^) for rule (i) 
and c = a^  for rules (ii) and (iii). We might therefore define a bunch 
in the major road as a group of one or more vehicles less than c apart, 
and we have a = c. On two lane roads interaction appears to cease for 
a free period of about 6-8 seconds (Miller (1961)), although it is 
quite small in the last few seconds of this interval. From data 
collected by the School of Traffic Engineering at the University of
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fev South Wales it has been found at several junctions that (second) 
gaj acceptance times at the end of bunches are of the order of 4-5 
seconds on average but vary over a much wider range. Thus c may be as 
low as 2-3 seconds; major road vehicles are likely to travel at about 
15-20 yards per second so that the amount of interference allowed in 
this formulation is rather less than may actually occur in practice.
We have not made any estimate of the errors caused by reducing the 
interaction between major road vehicles in the above manner, but our 
model still seems more general than any previously formulated for 
similar problems.
We may describe the occurrence of bunches and gaps in terms of the 
minor road vehicles if we are considering a repeat identical type 
policy; such a formulation is inapplicable for a repeat different 
policy. It is intrinsically undesirable to introduce factors external 
to the major road stream in defining the bunches and gaps, but it does 
in some cases allow of a greater degree of interaction between the 
major road vehicles. From the point of view of a minor road vehicle 
with gap acceptance times cc, ß and y waiting to enter the intersection, 
the major road traffic appears to consist of alternate gaps and blocks, 
where the blocks have a connotation differing slightly from the bunches 
we have already described. A y block (y - c) is defined as the time 
from the front of a bunch until the first appearance of a free time of 
at least y; the block ends a period y after the rear of the last vehicle 
of the block. If the vehicle arrives at an empty queue there needs to
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be i free time of at least y before it can enter the intersection; 
if it joins a non-empty queue or has to wait while some major road 
vehicles pass the junction then there must be a free time of at least 
OL between two major road vehicles. For rules (ii) and (iii) the free 
time must be at least 0L} and our present formulation is most readily 
appLied to these two examples. Here we may consider a block to be made 
up of a group of vehicles less than OL apart, and ending OL after the 
las-: vehicle of the block. This is a formulation more general than 
tha~ for the bunches discussed above, and allows a greater amount of 
interference between major road vehicles, e.g. OL varies from 4-5 
seconds and possibly over a wider range of perhaps 5-10 seconds. In 
case (i) we must consider vehicles less than y apart (if y < ol) if 
a minor road vehicle joins an empty queue.
Although the previous two formulations of major road traffic 
are physically different, they may be considered together mathematically. 
Given the first formulation, the time from the beginning of a bunch 
to the first free time of at least y(= c) is given by the same
argument as for (4.2.1); the IST £y(0) = J c e"0X dF (x) (R1 0 = 0 )  o y
of this distribution is
(n+e)6c (e) g-^+e)(y-c)
ly(6) = n+e-ns (e){i-e- ^ +6)(y- c ) }
C
A block concluding with a free time of y(^ c) may be physically 
considered as arising from either of the two major road traffic
formulations we have described.
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We must finally describe the process of arrival of minor road 
vehicles at the intersection. We should like to have a general process 
similar to that for the major road traffic, hut we are here restricted 
hy the mathematical techniques at our disposal. Let us suppose that 
vehicles travel towards the intersection in hunches with gaps, these 
having a negative exponential distribution with mean V  ^. We define 
a hunch as consisting of a group of vehicles less than 
h(0 ^ h ^ min (a^  , b^  , c^)) apart when measured front to front; a 
hunch length (in time) is a random variable with d.f. h(x) (h ^ x < °o),
vehicle's following behind another vehicle at a gap larger than the 
minimum gap acceptance time (although this may he generalised as in 
the second formulation of major road traffic).
Unfortunately the generality of this model makes its solution 
difficult, and it becomes necessary to provide some further simplifying 
assumptions . We know that the time between the front of two successive 
hunches is the length of the first hunch plus a time with a negative 
exponential distribution; we would like this total time to have a 
negative exponential distribution, so we must modify the formation of 
the hunches . We suppose that the number of vehicles in a hunch is a 
discrete random variable with probabilities g^(i = 1,2,...), p.g.f.
(R1 0 — O) and mean h < °°. We choose 
h ^ min (a^, b , c^) as we do not wish to allow the possibility of a
g±si (IsI — l) and finite mean
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actual mean (time) length of a hunch is h. We assume that hunches of 
vehicles, of size i with probability g_^ , arrive at the intersection 
i.i a time homogeneous Poisson process with parameter X = (v  ^+h)  ^; 
tius hunches are considered mathematically to he of zero length, and 
tie time between any two successive hunches now has a negative exponential 
distribution. We have chosen X independently of the number of vehicles 
in a particular hunch, hut if this were not so, we should not have an 
independent inter-arrival time distribution. A special case of this 
formulation is that for which vehicles arrive singly, i.e. g., =1, in a 
Poisson process; this has been used by Tanner (1962) and others.
It has been shown by Miller (1961) that the Borel-Tanner 
distribution gives a good fit to some traffic models. If we assume 
the minor road traffic to be of this type we have
-ir
1 /. s i -1 /. , \ -1e (ir.) (1!) 1,2 ,...,i ' 1
where r^  = ^  h) being the effective time length of a vehicle.
A bunch has mean size g = (l-ij)  ^ (ij < 1 ) and mean length h = ^ t(l-rj) ,
so that X  ^ = v l+£(l-r) 1 .
With rule (iii) for minor road vehicles entering the intersection 
our model is a generalisation of Tanner's (1962), who considers Poisson 
minor road traffic, a Borel-Tanner distribution in the major road and 
constant gap acceptance times. Tanner obtains the mean delay to minor 
road vehicles using a regeneration point method; our method is more 
general in that we obtain the transforms of the stationary waiting time
-1 -1
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distribution, and from it that of the delay, so that their higher 
moments may be found.
Herman and Weiss (1961) and Weiss and Maradudin (1962) have 
considered an alternative formulation of the major road traffic in 
terms of headway distributions. Here the time between the front of 
two successive vehicles is a random variable with a general distribution, 
so that the position of a vehicle is affected only by the nearest 
vehicle in front of it. In our model we do not make this restriction 
but we assume that the distribution of time from one vehicle to the 
next has a negative exponential tail. The delay to a single minor 
road vehicle arriving at random at the intersection is discussed in the 
last two papers; however, this formulation of major road traffic makes 
it very difficult to consider the delay for a flow of minor road vehicles. 
When a vehicle reaches the head of the queue, the distribution of time 
to the end of the major road gap is dependent on the previous minor 
road vehicles which have entered the intersection during the same gap, 
so that the service time distribution for vehicles joining a non-empty 
queue is not identical for all vehicles. Consequently little progress 
has been made using this model.
Our problem is a special case of that described in §3*10; the service 
time distribution depends on whether a vehicle joins an empty or a non­
empty queue. Thus, we have to find the service time distributions for 
each of these two possibilities; if a bunch arrives at an empty queue 
all vehicles of the bunch except the first are regarded as joining a
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non-empty queue. Once we have found the service time distributions, 
we can substitute these in the formulae of §3.10 to obtain stationary 
results for our process.
6.2 The service time
We wish to find the service time distributions for minor road 
vehicles, namely the time taken from their reaching the head of the 
queue to entering the intersection. This is very similar to finding 
the completion time distributions for a preemptive priority repeat 
identical queueing system, although there are now additional difficulties 
for a vehicle joining an empty queue. Particular values CL, ß and y of 
the gap acceptance times are considered, and appropriate integration 
yields the results for the general case.
When a minor road vehicle joins a non-empty queue there must still 
be a gap in progress on its reaching the head of the queue, otherwise 
the previous vehicle could not have entered the intersection. If there 
is a further gap of at least ß its service time is ß; otherwise service 
continues until the first free time of at least 0L appears in the major 
road traffic: Thus the d.f. B _(x) (0 ^ x < 00) of this service timeOLp
distribution is
min (x,ß)
Baß(x) = e"^H(x-ß) + J qe“M'yFQ:(x-y)dy,
y=o
where H(x) is the unit step function. This has 1ST
r 00 aV e) =Jx=o e' X dV (x) E1 e 8 0
= e-(^ e)ß + ^ ) (1_e-fc+e)p}_ (2.-
Integration over the distribution of OL and ß yields 
b0 a2 2 oo
^(0) =J J \|/Q;p(0)da(a)db(ß) =J e“0x dB(x)
ß=b a=a^ x=o
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= p(ji+e) + { i_ß( | i+e)} ,  (2.2)
where a^
S(0) = [  £ (e)da(y). (2.3)
w  »7
Differentiation of (2 .2) yields the first two moments of the service 
time distribution:
\|/ = -\|rT (0) = p”1 0  +M-P ) (T —ß(|JL)) (2.4)
¥"(0) = 1 -ß(n)) + h i l H £ ) tl-ß(u)+nß*(u.)} (2 .5)
la2
where p = -|’(o), o2 = £"(o) and ß'(p) = — ■ ß(0). Comparison with
(4.2.1 4) and (4.2.15) shows that p < °° if a(-p) < oo and a2 < °° if
a (-2p) < oo.
We now turn to the service time distribution for the first vehicle 
of a bunch which arrives at the intersection when there are no other vehicle 
waiting. The problem is similar to those described in §3*8 and §4.2,
where we integrated out over the time since the departure of the
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previous customer. We consider in turn each of the three rules for 
vehicles entering the intersection after arriving at an empty queue, 
in the first instance for particular values d ß and y of the gap 
acceptance times.
(i) A minor road vehicle m joining an empty queue is delayed hy a 
time y if there is a free time of at least X in major road traffic 
at the moment of m's arrival. Otherwise m waits for the next free time 
of at least Oi in the major road traffic. We split up the major road 
traffic into parts, one part being the time from the end of one bunch 
to the end of the next. We can enumerate the possible points of arrival 
of any m during a single part, and the service time distribution is 
obtained by combining all the parts. During the first part we may have 
(a) m arrives before the gap is completed and the gap continues at 
least a further X, (b) the gap lasts less than y and m arrives at least 
c before the end of the bunch, (c) the gap lasts more than y and m 
arrives between the gap time less y, and gap plus block time less c,
(d) m arrives in the last c of the bunch, and (e) m does not arrive 
during the part. Enumerating the possibilities we have that the 1ST 
^1ay(0) of the (improper) service time distribution for the first part is
y °° z-c °° °° z-c
y=o z=y x=o y=^ f z=y x=y-y
lAe-^dy dFc (z-y)e-X'x-e(z-x) {e‘^ +0) (“ 'c)
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a-c oo
+ J J M-e tJ'U dFa (v-u)e °Y du}
u=o v=u
oo oo 2
+ /  /  /  W y dydPc(2-y )e-Xx-0(z-x) 
y=o z=y x=z-c
y-z+x oo
je-(p.+e)(r-z+x) + J  u-sv dudpa(v.u)| 
u=o v=u
Xrfa(S) Xe-(^ +0)r f ^ a (0) 1
U-0HP+0) + x+[i \  1" n+e' J
(X)c
p+A,
^ a (9)(\-e)(n+e) +  0 -
p!L,(0) r — ( ij.h-0 )a+(x+|j. )c
p+0 ) x - e
Q- ( \± + d ) r ^ e { \+ i± )c _ 1 ^
A,+p (2 .6)
where 1 ^(0) = 1 - m-£c Ml(h+^), gQ(c) = h£cP)/(h+>0 being the
probability that no minor road vehicles arrive during the first part.
The service time distribution is identical for m arriving during later
parts, so that the 1ST t (0) of the service time distribution for anyocy
m with gap acceptance times X and a , arriving at an empty queue is
W (6) = W 9) t1+S0(c)+S0(c)2+...)
= ^lar(0)/(l-go(c))
x^ a (0) \e-(^ +0)r f ^ a (0) 1
(l-0)(p+0) + X+[i ' p+0 J
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, y  ° > « ( U | l ) e  r , _ ^ a ( e )
( 1 -g  ( c ) ) q+0
- (q+0 ) r  -(1-1+0 )a
q+A. x-e  J  * ( 2 . 7 )
When t h e  gap a c c e p ta n c e  t im e s  y and. oc have d . f . ' s  c ( x )  and  a ( x )  
r e s p e c t i v e l y  w i t h  I ß T 's  lf (0 )  an d  cc(0) t h e  IßT £ (0 )  o f  t h e  s e r v i c e  
t im e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  any  m j o i n i n g  an  empty queue i s  
a 2 C2
£ (0 )  - J  J  ^x y ( 0 ) d c ( y ) d a ( x )
x=?a 1 y = c ]
s (e )  M p+0) f _ p i ( 0 )
—0 ) ( q + 0 ) A/+P q+0
A+4(0
TX
A-gQ( c ) e (A,+q)(
T T - g ~ ( c ))
rimf) h _ Eil®))
q+A, q+0 /
where
a (q + Q ) ( ,  _ qA(0 ) \  
A.-0 V 1 q+0 J
A (0 ) 1a ( q + 0 ) i (0 )e  ^ xd a ( x ) .  x
1
( 2 . 8 )
( 2 . 9 )
( i i )  When X — OL t h e  1ST £ (0 )  o f  t h e  s e r v i c e  t im e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  
any m w i t h  se co n d  gap  a c c e p ta n c e  t im e  Oi, a r r i v i n g  a t  an  empty queue i s  
g iv e n  by  ( 2 . 2 )  w i t h  X = 05 . In  t h e  g e n e r a l  c a se  we t h e n  o b t a i n
£ ( e )
£ 4 4 (0 )  ______
( A.-0 ) (q+0 ) ^ q+A,
A£*(q+0) J  _ |jA ( 0 ) 
q+0
A-g ( c ) e  
o
(^ )ca ( |i+ e )
( 1 - g Q( c ) )
1J_____
q+A, A,—0 1 -
n A ( 9 )
q+0+ (2 . 1 0 )
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(iii) Unless a minor road vehicle m with gap acceptance times Cn, ß 
and y arriving at an empty queue enters the intersection during the 
same gap as the previous minor road vehicle the minimum free time 
required for m to enter the intersection is a. As in (i) we break up 
the major road traffic into parts. Instead of considering one part as 
the time of a gap and a bunch we could take a part as the time from the 
commencement of a gap (or end of an Oi block) to the end of the next OL 
block; this gives us an alternative way of looking at the major road 
traffic in terms of the minor road vehicles.
The service time distribution depends on whether y is greater than 
or less than ß; we first consider the case y < ß, and also suppose 
y < oc which is quite reasonable. From the time of departure of the 
last minor road vehicle until the end of the next a  block a minor road 
vehicle until the end of the next a block a minor road vehicle m will 
be confronted with one of the following possibilities: (a) m arrives 
before ß-y has elapsed and the gap continues at least ß, (b) m arrives 
after ß-y has elapsed and the gap continues for at least this time and 
also a further y, (c) the gap continues less than ß and m arrives before 
the gap plus block time less y has elapsed, (d) the gap continues at 
least ß and m arrives in the interval between gap time less y and gap 
plus block time less y, (e) m arrives in the last y of the gap plus 
block time, (f) no vehicles arrive during this first part.
From the first five of these cases we can find the IßT 
of the (improper) service time distribution of a minor road vehicle m
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w ith  gap a c c e p ta n c e  tim es  a y ß and T > w hich a r r iv e  d u rin g  th e  f i r s t  
gap and b lo c k  p e r io d  s in c e  th e  d e p a r tu re  o f th e  p re v io u s  m inor road  
v e h ic le  as
ß - r
i
Xe-x.x-nß-e(ß-x)dx + Xe-^ y-^ (y+ r)-erdy
x=o y=ß-r
y=o z=y x=o y=ß z=y x=y-y
j^M-e ^y d y d la (z -y )
-A,x-0(z e }
oo oo z
+ /  /  /  W 1*  dydPa ( z - y ) e - ^ - e ( z - x) 
y=o z=y x = z -r
y-z+ x  oo
f - ( n + e ) ( r - z + x )  + J y ' n e - n u ^ - ö v  I
u=o v=u
A-e f  A, A, \  -(p+A,)ß+(A,-0)y
A.-0 + \A,+|j. x-e) 6 + A.-0
1-e -(i i+0)ß - ( [ i+k)ß+(k-0)r
i-H-0 |j.+k
A'^a(A')
(li + \ ) ( \ - 9 ) ' r < ß,
( 2 . n )
where - , ( ^ , ( 0 )  = 1 - y-^(A*)/ (M-+A- ) , gQ(a) = M-£a ftO/(y+A*) b e in g  th e  
p r o b a b i l i t y  t h a t  no m inor ro ad  v e h ic le s  a r r iv e  d u rin g  a gap and an Oi 
b lo c k . When y -  ß and Oi ^ y th e  IßT 2 ^ aß y (0 ) s e rv i ce tim e
d i s t r i b u t i o n  may be o b ta in e d  in  a s im i la r  manner as  above:
i4o
= x^ g ( e ) f 1- e- ( ^+ e ) r  e- ( |i+ e ) r
2 W  X+lJ .  +  X-0 (  [ i + Q  + )j.+X
x + iS Jx )
(p+A )(A -0) T ~ (2 *12)
•with 2 ^ a ß r ^  = "* ” So^a ^* ExceP’t  d u r in g  th e  f i r s t  p a r t ,  th e  s e rv ic e  
tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  th e  m inor ro ad  v e h ic le  .is o f  th e  form  (2 .12 ) as 
i t  i s  n o t p o s s ib le  to  fo llo w  d i r e c t l y  b eh in d  a n o th e r  m inor ro ad  v e h ic le  
so t h a t  0 = ß ^ T«
By sim ply  en u m era tin g  th e  p o s s ib le  p o in ts  o f a r r i v a l  we f in d  th a t  
th e  IßT L  (0) o f  th e  s e rv ic e  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  a m inor ro ad  v e h ic le ,  
w ith  gap acc e p ta n c e  tim e s  OL, ß and y , jo in in g  an  empty queue i s
W 0) i^aßr^0  ^ + 6o ^ ^ W r ^ ^  + so ^  2 ^ a ß y ^  + 
i ^ a ß y ^  + go ^ 2 ^ a ß r ^ 0 ^  ^  “go^a ^  t < ß
2 ^ a ß r^ 0 ^ ^
r  z ß,
so  t h a t
^ a ß y ^
a - (p + e )ß  ( x x \  -(p+A )ß+(A -0)y
X-Q
( 2 l-  _ _ M
hl p+A X-QJ X-Q
1_e-(p + 0 )ß  e-(p + A )ß+ (A -0 )r ^ gQ(a )
—  J + T -sn («)P+0 p+A
/_x____ x_\ (x-e)r + ^ sq |6)
\A+p A—0 (x-e)(ii+x) r  < ß
(2 .1 3 )
(2 .1 4 )
and
£aßy(e) _ x _  -(n+e)r Xt4 a(e) r i - e ~ (^+ 8 ) r  e~ (^+ e ) r  ]A-+M- X-Q |~i+0 + [J.+A- J
A-g (o;)([i+0) r
+ "l"-ge (a )  i 1
From ( l .1) we have th a t
^ q (e) 1 fe- ^ +9)r _ j _
M-+0 J X + \ i  X —0 (2 .15 )
g (a) u l  M e  c)
l - g 0 (a) [ i + X - \ i ^ X )
gQ(c )e (p.+A/) i
1-g 0 (c)
-  (|J.+A,)CK
(2.16)
The IßT £(0)  o f  th e  s e rv ic e  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  a  v e h ic le  jo in in g  
an  empty queue i s  g iv e n  from  (2.1 k )  and (2 . 15) "by in t e g r a t i n g  over th e  
range  o f  v a lu e s  o f  a ,  ß and y , so t h a t
d  d  d
£(0) =J J  J  ^xyZ^  d c (z )d h (y )d a (x )  . (2.17)
x=a] y=b] z=c]
In  g e n e ra l  t h i s  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to  in te g r a te  e x p l i c i t l y ,  h u t may he done 
in  some s p e c ia l  c a s e s . I t  seems re a so n a b le  to  suppose t h a t  y i s  sm a ll 
com pared w ith  cc so t h a t  we can n e g le c t  th e  p a r t s  o f  y where y > a^ . A lso  
we m ight ex p ec t t h a t  y i s  a fu n c t io n  o f ß f o r  i f  one gap accep tan ce  tim e 
i s  la rg e  th e n  th e  o th e r  sh o u ld  a l s o  he co m p a ra tiv e ly  l a r g e ,  and v ic e - v e r s a .  
We th u s  p u t y = f ( ß ) ;  i f  y = d  ^ß + d^ < ß th e n  we o b ta in  from  (2 .14 ) and 
(2 . 17) t h a t
£(e) Aß(|j.+0) / Xx-e U+n
(A-0)cL
e ß (|i+X,-A,d^  -0d^)
tixi(e) fi-p(n+e) e d^2p(n+x-\d1-edi)  l
^  l ^+e " ------ Jh 3C-----------  J
X(d+9)g (c)e^+A'^c r (X-eJdg
(1-g (c))(n+A.}(A.+e) ) |e ß (Xd1 -0d1)
üE(e)
|J.+0
where
a
e (0)=5Thz)f  e'(u+x)xy 0)daw -
x=a.
When v = 0 then (2.18 ) reduces to
!«•> - ^  - ct) ««> * w ’ * “ Sr’
Xgo(c)e^M'+?t^ c (|H-0) r
~  0-"go(c))(n+\)(\-e) a(lI+x) V
nE(e) 1
n+e J
The first two moments of the service time distribution in this
case (t = 0) are found by differentiating (2.20):
r - _ c.(0) - -Vx + d^P) ^ ^
5"(0) = ^  {g(d+X)o2 + DE"(0)}
+ Ä ) (l +
(2.18)
(2 . 1 9 )
}
(2 .20)
last
(2 .2 1)
(2 .22)
where
g0 ( c ) e ^ +X)c (X )e( ^ )ca ( ^ X )
D _ i - g o (c) a(|1+x) “  n+X -nlc (X)
a2
E = -E '(O ) = - f  e " ^ +>^ x £x ' (0 )d a (x ) /a (p + k )
x=a.
d
E "(0 ) = J  e‘ (^ )x | x " (0 )  d a(x )/a (n + X )
x=a_
B efore com p le tin g  t h i s  s e c t io n  l e t  us c o n s id e r  th e  s e rv ic e  tim e 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  when th e  e q u iv a le n t  o f  a  p reem p tiv e  p r i o r i t y  re p e a t  
d i f f e r e n t  p o l ic y  o p e r a t e s . By th e  same ty p e  o f argum ents a s  u sed  in  
§ 4 .2  we can show t h a t  th e  1ST \|r*(0) o f  th e  s e rv ic e  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  
a custom er jo in in g  a non-em pty queue i s
t* (e ) = ß(n+e) + t iM i)  n  -  ß(n+e)},
where
t * ( e )
(n+e)i (S )a ( ti + e ) e ^ +0 c^
________ C
p+0-[j.£ ( Q) {1 - a ( p + 0 )e ^  ^c }
(2 .2 3 )
(2 .24)
When a v e h ic le  a r r iv e s  a t  an empty queue we ta k e  as an  example
r u le  ( i i i )  w ith  T  = 0 ; o th e r  cases  may be d e a l t  w ith  in  a s im i la r  m anner.
In  p la c e  o f  E(0)  we have
a2 a2
E(e) = öftST) /  /  ®‘ (^ )Xt e ( x )  l*y (e )da(y)
x==a1 y=a1
i * { 9 ) .
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We o b t a i n  t h e  LST £*(0 ) o f  t h e  s e r v i c e  t im e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  a  m ino r  r o a d  
v e h i c l e  j o i n i n g  a t  empty queue  a s
£*(0 )  = ^x-e
Xg ( c ) e  o
A,+q - * i € r ,{ , - Ef e £ ) * ^  }
( M-+^  ) 1:( q + e )
, - Q )  \ a ^ +A' ) ~ q+0 J  *( l  - g  ( c ) ) ( q + l ) ( l
F i n a l l y ,  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  o f  (2 .2 3 ) a nd  ( 2 . 2 5 )  y i e l d s
(2 .2 5 :
= —\|r* ’ (O) = p " 1 (1 +M-P*) (1 -ß ( b ) )
\|r*" ( 0 )  = <x*2 ( i  - ß ( n ) ) + 2 -(i+m'p* ) { l - ß ( n ) + | l ß ' ( n ) ) ( 2 . 2 6
r* ■ -t*'(o) - - 1 <■ ( '« * ){  ^  * % r  } . 
S"<°> ■ B r  o w )  * ^ n “ 11
(1  - r ) ( l - ß ( n ) )  + ß ' ( n )  -‘q X X( i i+X)
where
( l + q |  )e M'° ,
P* = - | * ' ( o )  = ------ — -------- ' y
t * " (o )
qÖ(q)
I " ( 0 ) e _C|J 2(1 +q F  )2 e " 2cM' 2 ( l + q l  )e~C[1c c c
a ( b ) q2a ( q ) ; q2a ( q ) ;
( 2 . 2 7
q a ' ( q )  -  a ( q ) ( l + q i c- q c )  [  . ( 2 .2 8 ;
6.3 The stationary distributions
We are now in a position to find, the stationary distributions for 
the waiting time, delay, queue size and busy period. We substitute 
\|/(0) from (2 .3 ) and the required version of £(0) ((2 .17)., (2.l8) or 
(2.20) in the formulae (3*10.2), (3*10.3) and (3*10.4) to obtain the 
IßT ü(0) of the stationary waiting time distribution and its mean, 
while the mean delay is given by (3*10.5)* As an example let us take 
rule (iii) with X - 0, so that £(0) is given by (2.20), and g = 1 
so that minor road vehicles arrive in a Poisson process; then the mean 
delay is
d = [M.3a2{ß(q+X)+D} + kq2D(l+i-ip)(l-ß(M.))(E,,(0)-a2 )
+ 2k(l+pp){l-ß(p)+pß'(p)}{(l+pp)ß(p+A,) + (1 +pE )D} ]
[ 2|u {|u—X (1 +pp )(l-ß(p))}{(l +M-P )ß(p.+A,)+(1 +pE )D} ] 1 . (3*1)
The stationary queue size distribution is given by (3*10.6) and the 
mean queue size by A- d g. In the special case where the gap acceptance 
times oc and ß are constant, i.e. cc(0) = e , ß(0) = e p , (3*1 ) 
reduces to
-  _ l^cf2 + 2X(l+qp)2 (l-ß(|-L) + q ß ' ( q ) } , x
2p(1+PP ) lp~M 1+pp)(1-ß(q))}
which is of the same form as Tanner's (1962) equation (l7) for a 
Borel-Tanner distribution of major road traffic; we see that his 
result holds for general major road traffic conditions and constant gap
acceptance times.
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A sufficient condition that (j.l ) should reduce to the form (3 -2 ) 
is that E = p and E"(o) = a2 . In general this is not true, although 
it does of course hold for constant gap acceptance times.
Under the alternative formulation of gap acceptance times, 
analogous to a preemptive priority repeat different policy, and with 
rule (iii) with T — 0 we find that the mean delay d* is
-  _  p ^ * 2 + 2A,g( 1 + p p * ) {1 —ß ( M- ) + p ß 1 ( p ) }
2 p (1 + p p * ) [p -A ,g ( l+ p p * ) ( l  - ß ( p ) )}
+ [ A .p ( l+ p p * ) ( l - ß ( p )  )ß (p+A,) (2(g - l  )(l-X\Jr*g)-A,\l/*2 g " ( l  )}
-2  ( p+A,) ( g - 1 ) (1 -AA|r*g) {1 - ß ( p  )+pß ' ( p ) } ] [ 2 p 2 (l  -AA|r*g)
C ß ( M.+X.) + D)]'1, (3.3)
where p* and a*2 are given by (2 .28). When g = 1 this reduces to
- *  _  p3 q*2+ 2 A , ( l+ p p * ){ l -ß (p )+ p ß '  ( p ) } , , v
2 p ( l + p p * ) { p - A , U + p p * ) 0 - ß ( p ) )} 9 )
which is also of the form (3 -2 ) similar to Tanner's (1962) result.
We see that this result may be directly generalised for a repeat
different policy but not for a repeat identical policy.
The IßT y(ö) of the busy period distribution for minor road vehicles 
(a busy period is in progress whenever there is at least one vehicle in 
the queue at the intersection) is given by substitution of the 
appropriate values of ^(ö) and £(0) (or \|r*(0) and £*(0)) in (3.10.7); 
this distribution is proper if and only if X \|rg< 1 (or A,\|/*g< 1 ). The 
mean length of a busy period is

accepted. We suppose that in the first instance a minor road vehicle
has a second gap acceptance time Q!^ ; if the first gap is less than -c 
the gap acceptance time is replaced by ( = c), then oc^, ... until 
a gap is finally accepted. The 1ST |(0|a^ Q^,...) of the distribution 
of the time from the commencement of a bunch to the first time an 
acceptable gap appears in the major road traffic (c.f. (4.2 .1 6 )) is 
given by
£(0 |0| .. .) =Je 0Z’1dFc(z1)^i
-py2-0z2
-(|i+0)(a -c)
Zl=o
a  -c
+ J J "e
y2=° Z2=y2
-(p+0)(a2~c)
^ c(^2-y2 )
00 00 -py -0z
! di'c(z3-y3)
y3=° z5=3fj
-(p+0)(a -c) 
e 3 + ...
00
n=l
n-1,. )(o' -c) n-1 -(p+0)(a -c)
^ e H (1-e J
(n+0)n_1 ('o
where we define =1 .  For these fixed values of {a.} the IST's 
■v|r (0 |a , a2 , ...) and ^(0|a^ a2 ,...) of the service time distributions 
may readily be found as before. We now wish to integrate i(0|o:^, • •
over the distributions of the {cc.} (i = 1,  2 ,  ...). When Qh = 05 and
then
.1 )
•)
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r 2Pr {<3.^ x} = a (x )  th e n  S(ö) = |( 0 |c iL ,  Oi: , . .  . )d a (a )  i s  g iven  by
1  yj  I C.
(l .1 ) and (2 .3 )^  and when th e  a r e  in d e p e n d e n t ly  and i d e n t i c a l l y  
d i s t r i b u t e d  £ (0) i s  g iv en  by ( 2 .2 4 ) .  I f  we ta k e  accoun t o f  d r iv e r  
im p a tien ce  we would ex p ec t  t h a t  C£ i s  dependen t on o;^ in  some manner
and th u s  on Oi ; we p u t a . = f  .05 = f  .a , where 0 < f  ^ f . ^ 1. f a  = c
1 J 0 J 1 0
( i n  p r a c t i c e  th e  f .  would be n o n - in c r e a s in g  f u n c t io n s  o f  j )  and 
J
Pr{a ^ x] = a (x ) (a ^  = x ^ fa^ 1 c ) .  From (4.1 ) we o b ta in
a 2^
1(0) = J  1 ( 0 1 « ^  a 2 , . . . ) d a ( a )
a=a.
t  > * > " "
n=l a=o
- ( p + 0 ) ( a f  - c )  n-1 - ( p + 0 ) ( a f . - c )
: n n  (1 -e
j=1
■da (a )  
( 4 .2 )
which i s  n o t  in  a v e ry  u s e f u l  form. We c o n s id e r  one sim ple case
where we p u t  f . = 1 f o r  j  = N a r e  f . = f ( 0  < f  ^ 1) f o r  j  > N so t h a t
<3
a
f05
3
j  ^ N 
j  > N.
In  t h i s  case
*2 - ( n + 6 ) ( x - c ) f  r 6c ( 9 ) / - ( n + 8 ) ( x - e ) )) l da (x )
i(0) = i c(e)/ I_____4 4+l„.________
x=a
1 - ^  ( l - e - (^ e ) ( x - 0 ) )
+ ( ^ _ ) N' 4  ( e ) K r 2 e - (4+9)(fX - c ) ( l - e - (^+ e ) (x - c ) W a ( x )
C  j  M  £  ( a  1
x—a ^ C ( 0 ) fl _ - ( n + e ) ( f x - c ) 1 
1 1 - (1 ' e > ( ^ • 5 )
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Moments of this distribution, and hence of the service time distributions, 
may be found explicitly by differentiating (4.5), although this becomes 
very complicated if N is large (e.g. N = 5)*
6.5 A two way major road
Consider a two way major road with one lane in each direction. The 
minor road vehicles have to pass through both streams of traffic in order 
to cross the intersection; we suppose that the gap acceptance times 
for minor road vehicles are as above, except that now free times must 
exist in both streams before a vehicle can accept a gap. We assume that 
the traffic in th first major road stream encountered by minor road 
vehicles consists of alternate bunches and gaps exactly as for a one 
way major road. In the second major road stream we also assume that the 
traffic consists of alternate bunches and gaps; each gap has a negative 
exponential distribution with mean V ^(< °°), and each bunch is made up 
of a group of vehicles not greater than c(^ min (a^, c^  ) for rule (i) and 
^ a^  for rules (ii) and (iii))apart. A bunch is measured from the front 
of the first vehicle to c behind the rear of the last vehicle, and its 
length is a random variable with d.f. G (x) (O ^ x < °°), IßT Xc(0)
p  00
= / e_0XdG (x) (RI 0 ^ 0 )  and mean X = -X’ (o) < «>. The two major J x=o c c c
road streams flow independently of each other.
From the point of view of minor road vehicles the major road traffic 
may be condensed into a single lane of traffic consisting of alternate
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gaps and bunches; there is a gap when there are gaps in both major 
road streams and a bunch everywhere else. As the two gap distributions 
are independent negative exponentials the gap distribution of the 
combined process is negative exponential with mean rj  ^ = (p+v)  ^. If
r  00 _ 0 X
we could find the d.f H (x)(0 ^ x < °°), with 1ST 0 (0) = / e dH (x)c f c J o c
(RI 0 = 0), of the combined bunch distribution then we could derive 
the service time and hence the stationary delay distribution for minor 
road vehicles. However, this is a difficult problem and has previously 
been solved only in the special case of homogeneous Poisson traffic in 
both streams; in this case all vehicles are of zero length and 
independent of each other, $ (0) = 1 and an OL block has the IßT
- (Tj+0 )a
<D (0) OL '
(n+Q)<- ( t]+0 )a (5-1 )0+T]e
In order to obtain the mean delay to minor road vehicles it is
sufficient to determine the first two moments, $c = -01 (0) and (0), 
of the combined bunch distribution. We can find the mean by a simple 
averaging argument, which unfortunately cannot be applied for higher 
moments. The probabilities that at a random instant of time there are 
gaps in progress in the first and second major road streams are
-1
Pr{gap in first stream}
Pr{gap in second stream}
1
p_1+i l+p!L c c
-1 1
v“]+x l+vxc c
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As th e  two s tream s a re  in dependen t th e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f a j o i n t  gap i s
gg
Pr{gap in  b o th  s tream s)
( l + l 4 j ( l + v X  ) c c
and th e  p r o b a b i l i t y  t h a t  a t  a random in s t a n t  th e r e  i s  a bunch in  th e
combined s tream s i s  1 - P . The mean le n g th  o f  a gap i s  (p+v)  ^ so
gg
t h a t
0 c P
gg
1 ( i +l4 c ) ( i +vxc ) - i
p+V p+v ( 5 . 2 )
An a l t e r n a t i v e  method i s  n e c e s sa ry  to  o b ta in  0 "(o). Each m ajor
ro ad  s tream  and th e  combined s tream  c o n s is t s  o f  an a l t e r n a t i v e  sequence
o f  gaps and bu n ch es, f o r  w hich th e  end o r  b e g in n in g  o f  bunches
a re  r e g e n e ra t io n  p o in ts  o f  th e  p a r t i c u l a r  p r o c e s s . In  each  s tream  th e
tim es  betw een su c c e s s iv e  r e g e n e ra t io n  p o in ts  a re  in d e p e n d e n tly  and
i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  random v a r ia b le s  X , Y and Z (n = 1 , 2 . . . . ) »J n n n
where X , Y and Z a re  th e  sum o f a  gap and a bunch tim e in  th e  f i r s t ,  n n n
second and combined s tream s r e s p e c t iv e ly .  The IS T 's  o f  th e s e  
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  a re  g iv en  by
r e. nt.(e)
a * (0 )  =J e d Rr{Xn S x) = 
x=o
r fl vx (e)
ß*(S ) =J e '  x a Er(Yn S x} = V°Q
x=o
00
r * ( e ) = /  e ’0x a P r{zn s  x ) = h i ^ ® c(e). (5-3)
x=o
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Over a long period L we have approximately that
L = X +. . .+X — Yn +. ..+Yd = Z +. . .+Z (n = m,^ = m ).
We write p^ as the probability that given n regeneration points in the
first stream in time L there are m(= n) regeneration points in the
combined stream; this probability is also a function of the second minor
road stream. Over the period L we can approximately equate the IßT's
of the distribution in the various streams, so that 
n
(a*(e))n = Y  p” (r*(e))m = Pn(r*(e)), (5-4)
m=l
n
where p (0) = / pm0m ( 10 I ). If we could find pm (or pm ) we *n / , n 11 n n>°° n
m=l
could obtain T*(ö), and hence 0 (0), from (5-^)- However, it has not
mbeen found possible to determine p^, although some approximations 
may be made. If m n tends to a limit such that p^n = 1,
^  p" = 0, i ^ p  (o < q. < 1 ) then
a*(e) = r*(6 )l (5-5)
and using (5 *2 ) we have 
p+Vq. = -----3 - .
p(l+vX ) c
The approximations for 0 M(o) in this case are not always very useful, 
even in a few simple cases which have been computed (c.f.(5 »l))• If we 
suppose that as n > 00 pm tends to a more general distribution, such as
a normal or a Gamma(for which we have to estimate a second parameter), 
then some useful results may be obtained, although these have not been 
checked against practical data.
We now consider our problem in terms of renewal and queueing theory. 
The gaps in a stream are equivalent to the idle periods and the bunches 
are similar (but not identical) to the busy period in a single server 
queueing system with Poisson arrivals. We suppose that (i = 1,2,3) 
is the time to the end of the current bunch and Z^ = 0 during a gap; 
we define
Wi(x,y,t) = Pr{Z^ ^ y|z^ = x} (i = 1,2)
W(x,y,z,t) = Pr{Z^ ^ z\z] =x, Z^ = y} u u o
as the d.f. of the time to the end of a bunch at time t for first and 
second major road streams, and the combined stream respectively. The 
probability that there is a gap in the i-th (i = 1,2,3) stream at time t 
is W_Xx,0,t) (i = 1,2) and w(x,y,0,t); we have by definition that 
W_^(x,0,t) = Wi(0,0,t-x) (t ^ x, i = 1,2) (W^(x,0,t) = 0 for t < x).
We also define
V(x,y,t) = Pr{Z^ = 0 for some t < t; 7?  >0, 0 < v < t |z  ^ = x,Z^ = y] t v o o
as the probability that a bunch in the combined stream ends by time t
given that at time zero, x and y remain of bunches in the first and
second streams respectively. We have by analogy with emptiness in a
15^
queueing system that
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w(x, y,0,t) =J w(0,0,0,t-T)d^_v(x,y,t ).
t=o
(5-6)
We define the IST's
uu
H (x,0) = J  e ^ W i(x,0,t)
t=o
uu
H(x,y,0) = J e 0t dtW(x,y,0,t)
t=o
uu
0(x,y,0) =jT e 0t dtV(x,y,t)
R1 0 ^ 0
R1 0 = 0
R1 0 = 0.
i = 1,2
t=o
It may be shown from equations similar to (5 .6) for the two major 
road streams in isolation, or by renewal theory, that
0e-9x
n+e-^e (e)
0e
c
-0y
V+0-VX (0) 9
and by inverting these that 
00 t-x
Wl(x,0, t ) = ^  J e-^(t-x-u)(n(t-x-u)r ^ (a).
n=o u=o
t-00 t - y
(y,0,t) = £  /  e-v(t-^ -u) ( I n p l I 11 dG“*(u).
n=o u=o
Taking transforms in (5*6) yields
(5-7)
(5-8)
(5-9)
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As the two major road streams are independent and there is a gap 
in the combined stream only if there is a gap in both streams it follows 
that
w(x,y,0,t) = (x,0,t)W2(y,0,t). (5-10)
As a bunch in the combined stream may commence with a bunch in either 
single major road stream we have from (5»9)and (5*10) that
uu uu
(p+v)$c(e) = |~i J'0(x,O,0)dlc(x)+V J ©(OJ,y,0)dGc(y)
x=o y=o
00 00Y f f e ’ S t  dt[w1(0,0,t-x)w;2 (0,0,t)]cLFo(x)
x=o t=x
+ vjf e'9t dt[W1(0,0,t)W2(0,0,t-y)]dGc(y)| 
y=0 t=y
ly' e'St dt[W1(0,0,t)Wg(0,0,t)]| . (5-11)
t=o
This gives a formal solution to our problem; however, I have been unable 
to evaluate the integrals in (5*ll)> and have not found any useful 
expression for $ "(O). If the expressions on the right hand side of 
(5-8) converge fairly rapidly a reasonable approximation for $c"(o) 
may possibly be obtained by numerical methods.
If some minor road vehicles wish to turn left into the first major 
road stream, then for a vehicle wishing to cross both streams after a
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vehicle has turned left we do not know if there is a gap in progress 
in the second major road stream. Some further simplifications or 
approximations must thus he made, as was necessary in §5-6
6.6 Some other problems
The methods used in the previous sections may be extended to some 
more complex road situations. If the major road has more than one lane, 
its traffic may still be viewed from the minor road as an alternate 
sequence of blocks and gaps, although the block distribution may be 
more complicated than for a single lane. However, when there is more 
than one lane of traffic in the major road, it becomes possible to 
pass slow vehicles and the traffic may not tend to bunch up so heavily.
If some minor road vehicles wish to turn left and others wish to 
cross a one lane major road then these two groups of vehicles may require 
gap acceptance times with different distributions. Knowing the probability 
of a vehicle turning left and the gap acceptance times for this 
manoeuvre, we can readily extend our formulae to cover this situation.
If the major road has more than one lane and vehicles turning left 
require a gap in only the left lane of the major road, then the problem 
is complicated by our not being able to consider the major road as 
condensed into one lane (as with a two way major road); also there may 
be a block in the second major road lane immediately after a vehicle has 
turned left into the major road. Some further assumptions have to be 
made in this case, but it is possible to use approximations.
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It -would, be useful if we could find the total mean delay to 
vehicles in both major and minor roads if the intersection were 
controlled by fixed interval traffic lights, given the previous 
formulation of the major and minor road traffic streams. We could 
then compare the mean delay for the two systems and, subject to some 
other economic considerations, an estimate could be made as to when 
traffic lights should be installed at the intersection. However, the 
problem is much more complex when there are traffic lights, and it has 
not been found possible to obtain an expression for the delay for the 
general arrival time distributions considered in the previous sections.
An estimate of delay may be made by Monte Carlo methods; several values 
of the length of the 'red' and 'green' intervals would then need to 
be taken to obtain the mean delay for an optimum setting of the lights.
For one stream the intersection is alternately clear and blocked 
for fixed intervals. This is similar to a preemptive repeat identical 
queueing system where priority customers have a constant inter-arrival 
time, thus being the length of a red plus a green interval, and a 
constant service time which is the length of a red interval. For an 
uncontrolled intersection the time between the end of one bunch and the 
commencement of the next has a negative exponential distribution. The 
latter case is easier to handle as all vehicles which have to queue up 
before entering the intersection have the same service time distribution; 
this is not true when there are traffic lights, as the service time of a 
vehicle joining a non-empty queue depends on the number of vehicles which
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have been served in the green period during which the vehicle reaches 
the head of the queue.
If we consider the end of green periods as regeneration points, 
it is possible to write down a set of difference equations for the 
distribution of the number of vehicles waiting in a stream. In general, 
however, it has not been found possible to solve these equations, except 
for some simple cases; under quite restrictive conditions the problem 
may be reduced to that of an infinite dam in discrete time with maximum 
release m(> 1) (c.f. §1.2 and §5.6).
6.7 Numerical results
A series of calculations have been carried out on the Australian 
National University's I.B.M. l620 computer. The main purpose of these 
has been to compare results for variable gap acceptance times with 
those of Tanner (1961b) for constant gap acceptance times. We assume 
that (a) the one way major road traffic forms a Borel-Tanner distribution 
with c = 0 and the distribution of bunches has the 1ST
(i(e)-i)r-9l
ic(e) = £o(0) = e , (7.1)
where ^ is the effective length of a major road vehicle and r = p.-'t < 1 ;
(b) rule (iii) holds for minor road vehicles entering the intersection 
with T = 0 and g = 1; and (c) the gap acceptance times have truncated 
Erlangian distributions with
16o
db(x)
-(x-b )/b ^ ( \m-l: (x-bn )
m-1
bm (m-l )' H 1 T r=oe
-(bg-b^/b (bg-b^1 - x ~ b2
rib (7-2)
cLa(x)
-(x-a )/a ,
; (x-a^ )m dx
r r 11"1 -(a -a )/a (a -a )r'|
r=o e }
a ^ x ^ a2 )
(7-3)
where b and a (different from that in §6.1 ) are so chosen as to make
r\ ELq  r\ bg
the mean gap acceptance times G = j a x da(x)and H = J ^ x db(x) close 
to the o: and ß of Tanner (1961b). Blunden, Clissold and Fisher (1962) 
have shown that in several practical examples the Erlangian distribution 
gives a good fit for the gap acceptance times, so that (7*2) and (7*5) 
should fit many practical cases • Initially we take a^ = b^ = °°j this 
considerably simplifies the calculations and readily enables us to set 
G = CC and H = ß; in this case 
G = ma + a.1 a
H = mb + b^  = ß
so that we chose a and b as
a = (a - a1 )/m, b = (ß - b^ )/m. (7**0
The first two moments of the bunches of the Borel-Tanner distribution 
(7•1) are
£ = -L(l - r) 1o
eo"(0) = l 2( 1 - r)'5 (7-5)
l6i
From (7*5), (2 .3) and (l.l) we obtain
_ _ a(-iQe 
P n(l-r)
[e"^ a(-2n) + n(l-r)o:'(-|i)
H2(l-r)2
+ { o - r) - a(~p) 1 • (7-6)
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
stationary distribution is that X, \|r = p a(-|j.)e  ^ (l -ß(i_i) )/(l -r) < 1 .
When G = oc and H = ß saturation point is reached sooner for variable 
gap acceptance times than for constant gap acceptance times as 
a(-n) * e^.
When a^ = b^ = 00 the mean delay d given by (3.1 ) has been computed 
for ( m ^ ^ )  = (l ,0,0), (3,0,0), (1,1,1), (3,1,1), (7,0,0), (7,1,1), 
(7,3,2 ), l  = 0,1,2, G = 4,6,8,10, H = 1,3,5,7, X = 0.02 (o.o4) 0.50
and p = 0.10 (O.IO) 1.00 or until A- \Jr < 1 is no longer satisfied.
Only a selection of the results are presented here, but these are 
sufficient to indicate the trends involved; Tanner's results are included 
for comparison.
As one would expect intuitively, the mean delay is always greater 
for variable gap acceptance times; a vehicle with a large gap acceptance 
time may delay not only itself but several other vehicles as well, 
whereas one small gap acceptance time is unlikely to save other vehicles
much time. We wish to find how much larger the delay is for variable
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gap a c c e p ta n c e  t im e s . When m = 1 , so t h a t  gap acc ep tan c e  tim es  have 
a t r u n c a te d  n e g a tiv e  e x p o n e n tia l  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  th e  mean d e la y  i s  
c o n s id e ra b ly  l a r g e r  f o r  v a r ia b le  gap acc e p ta n c e  t im e s , even f o r  q u i te  
low d e n s i t i e s  o f  t r a f f i c . For th e  more r e a l i s t i c  case  o f  m = 7 w ith  
( a ^ , b ^ ) = ( l , l )  and (3.>2) th e  mean d e la y  i s  o n ly  s l i g h t l y  g r e a te r  fo r  
low d e n s i t i e s ,  b u t i s  c o n s id e ra b ly  la r g e r  f o r  h ig h  d e n s i t i e s ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  
so n e a r  s a tu r a t io n  l e v e l .  For medium v a lu e s  o f  th e  mean d e la y , e .g  
10-25 seco n d s , a d e c is io n  on w hether th e  mean d e la y  i s  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  
l a r g e r  f o r  v a r ia b le  gap acc ep tan c e  tim es  depends on th e  im portance 
a t ta c h e d  to  m a rg in a l e x t r a  d e la y s  ( e .g .  5 -2 0 $ ).
I f  we choose a^ < 00, b^ < 00 th e n
ma + a
( a g - a  )m e - (a2 - a l ) / a
a  (m-1 ) li 1 - /  r=Q e
^1 - ( a 2 - a ] ) / a (a2 «a1 )'
r  la
mb + b
(V » / e
- ( b 2 -b 1 ) /b
b (m - l) :  -{l  - /  r=G e
-I - ( b ^  ) /b  (b2 - b 1 )
r i b
and i t  becomes more d i f f i c u l t  to  choose a and b so t h a t  G = CH, H = ß; 
how ever, th e  ch o ice  o f  a and b as in  (7*^) g iv e s  re a so n a b le  ap p ro x im atio n s 
f o r  G and H to  cc and ß . I t  has been found f o r  m = 3 and m = 7 t h a t  
making a2 and b2 f i n i t e  produces v e ry  l i t t l e  d i f f e r e n c e  in  th e  mean d e la y  
a s  compared w ith  =  °°, w h ile  i t  in v o lv e s  a  much l e n g th ie r
c o m p u ta tio n a l p ro c e d u re . The mean d e la y  cT has been  computed f o r
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( m ^  ,a2 ,b1 ,b2 ) = (3,1,12,1,10), (7,1,12,1,10), (7,3,20,2,16) and 
(7,3,12,2,10); for the last two cases the mean delay agrees with 
that for a2 = h^, = 00 to four significant figures and it has consequently 
not been thought worthwhile to include these calculations.
In conclusion, it would seem that for low "traffic densities it is 
reasonable to take fixed gap acceptance times; this becomes less true 
as the traffic density increases, and is quite unreasonable for high 
densities.
We have formulated the problem in more general terms than that 
for which we have computed results, and it may be found that major road 
traffic distributions other than the Borel-Tanner, and other gap 
acceptance time distributions, are more applicable in different
circumstances.
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CHAPTER 7
DELAYS ON A TWO-IANE ROAD
7.1 Introduction
In a Royal Statistical Society symposium (and its following 
discussion) on traffic theory Tanner (1961a) and A. Miller (1961) have 
described some statistical problems in the formation of and delay to 
traffic on a long two-way road. Miller's formulation of traffic as 
consisting of alternate gaps having a negative exponential distribution, 
and of bunches, is similar to that described below and in the previous 
chapter. Tanner has used the special case of traffic forming a Borel- 
Tanner distribution to obtain the mean delay to a single extra fast 
vehicle. Another model of the flow and delay to vehicles on a two way 
road has been described by A. Miller (1962). Here vehicle velocities may ha 
a probability distribution, and the process of catching up and overtaking 
in one lane of traffic is considered for very simple overtaking rules.
We consider a generalisation of Tanner's model to a more general 
description of the traffic flow. This description is similar to that 
for the major road traffic in the previous chapter; however, it now 
becomes more convenient to describe the flow in units of distance rather 
than time. These are in fact equivalent as we assume that all vehicles, 
except one, have a constant speed.
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We suppose there is a long, straight two-way road having one 
lane in each direction, with vehicles travelling at a constant speed 
v in one direction and a constant speed V in the other direction. From 
a fixed point on the road the streams in both lanes may be considered 
as passing the point in alternate 'bunches' of vehicles and of gaps 
free of vehicles. The lengths of the gaps are independently and 
identically distributed random variables having negative exponential 
distributions with means g  ^ and G  ^ in the v- and V- streams respectively, 
We suppose the length of a bunch in the v- stream is a random variable 
with the d.f. F£(x) (O^x, e<°°), where the first interval e of the 
total distance judged to be occupied by a bunch is actually free of 
vehicles, so th t a 'v-bunch' commences e before the front of the first
r°° -0vehicle in it; F£(x) has 1ST 1^(0) = |(0) = / e XdF£(x) with finite
mean £ = i = -I' (o) < °°. The 1ST i (0) is assumed to exist and bee e e
finite for all real 0 ^ -S where S is a positive constant; this is 
equivalent to the condition that the d.f. F^(x) have an analytic 
characteristic function. In the V-stream we suppose the length of a 
bunch is a random variable with the d.f. G^(x) (0 ^ x, r\ < <»), where 
the last interval t) of a bunch is free of vehicles, IßT
P  °°
X (0) = / e XdG (x) (RI 0 = 0) and finite mean X = X < The h Jo T] T]
distances e and T], which may be chosen arbitrarily subject to the 
practical restrictions discussed below, are included at the beginning 
and the end, respectively, of the bunches as for these, unlike for the
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gaps, the distribution of the distance to the next vehicle may not 
be negative exponential. The formation of gaps and blocks is 
illustrated in Figure T.
We are concerned with the speed of a single additional vehicle 
travelling in the v direction. When uninterrupted it travels at speed 
u(> v), and when it catches up to a bunch and wishes to overtake, it 
behaves in the following way similar to that described by Tanner (1961a). 
Bunches of v-vehicles are overtaken in a single manoeuvre. Consider 
the moment when the u-vehicle reaches a v-bunch of length y. If there 
is a free distance in the opposing stream of at least t = cpy + d, where 
cp = (u + V)/(u - v) and d is a constant which is a safety margin for 
the u-vehicle, then it overtakes without slowing down. Otherwise it 
reduces speed immediately to v and waits for a free distance of at 
least D = t + £ = t + ( v + V ) t  in the opposing stream, waits a further 
time t, where this is a positive constant, accelerates instantaneously 
to speed u and overtakes. The last distance T) of a V-bunch is free of 
vehicles and is included in t and D.
The practical interpretation of the formation of bunches is 
similar to that in the previous chapter. As before we must restrict 
the maximum distance between two successive vehicles if they are to be 
included in the same bunch. In the v-stream vehicles forming a bunch 
must be sufficiently close together so that another vehicle travelling 
in the same direction and overtaking cannot fit between two vehicles 
of the bunch, but must overtake in one manoeuvre. Thus we suppose that
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the vehicles of a v-bunch must be less than e(^ ) apart, where e is
the effective minimum space an overtaking vehicle requires to fit 
between two v-vehicles.
The minimum distance that the u-vehicle ever requires in order to 
pass a v-bunch is T] = cpy-|+ d, where y^  is the shortest possible length 
of a v-bunch which includes just one vehicle, i.e. the effective length 
of a v-vehicle plus e . If two successive vehicles of a V-bunch were 
allowed to be more than T) apart then it would be possible for the u- 
vehicle to pass a v-bunch during a V-bunch in the opposing stream, 
which we do wish to permit. Thus we suppose that a V-bunch consists 
of a group of vehicles in which successive vehicles are less than 
T) (0 ^ T) ^ T] ) apart.
As we have seen, a 'bunch' may actually end or begin with a space 
free of vehicles, but until there is a distance T](or e as the case may be) 
free of vehicles the distribution of the distance to the next vehicle is 
not necessarily negative exponential. We thus allow interaction between 
successive vehicles which are less than T](or e) apart, but this interaction 
decreases as the distance between vehicles becomes greater and cease 
when it reaches T)(or e). In practice t} should be of the order of 100 
yards or more, so that we may allow a reasonable degree of interference 
between V-vehicles. Now €  ^ is considerably less than T) , so that less 
interference is allowed in the v- than the V-stream. However, we can 
improve the formulation in the v-stream and still find the mean speed of 
the u-vehicle. Instead of the gap distribution in the v-stream having
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a n e g a tiv e  e x p o n e n tia l  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  we suppose i t  has a d . f .  A (x)
o  00
(o  — x < °°), w ith  1ST a ( 0 ) = / e dA(x) (R1 0 ^ O) and f i n i t e  mean 
a = -o ; '(o )  < 00. T h is combines th e  ad v an tag es  o f bo th  our model and o f 
th e  headway d i s t r i b u t i o n  model o f W eiss and M aridudin  O 962) and 
Buckley (1 9 6 2 ). Once th e re  i s  a f r e e  d is ta n c e  o f  a t  l e a s t  e in  th e  
v -s tre a m  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  th e  d is ta n c e  to  th e  n ex t v e h ic le  i s  
indep en d en t o f  th e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  a bunch, b u t need n o t be o f  th e  
sim ple  n e g a tiv e  e x p o n e n tia l  form .
The u -v e h ic le  t r a v e l s  a l t e r n a t e l y  f o r  f r e e  runs a t  speed  u and 
w a i ts ,  p o s s ib ly  f o r  tim e z e ro , a t  speed  v . One o f  th e  ru n s  a t  sp eed  u 
l a s t s  f o r  th e  le n g th  o f a v -bunch  p lu s  th e  le n g th  o f a gap , so t h a t  
i f  y ( e )  = / e " 0XdC(x) (RI 0 = O) i s  th e  IßT o f  th e  d . f .  C(x) o f  t h i s  
tim e , we have
r(0) = a ( 0 / ( u - v ) )  £ ( 0 / ( u - v ) ) ,  O - l )
th e  mean o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  b e in g
x = - r ’(0 ) q + lu-v (i .2)
Let w be th e  mean o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  d e la y  to  th e  u -v e h ic le
a t  a v-bunch  and u th e  mean speed  t r a v e l l e d  by th e  u - v e h ic le .  I f  th e
u -v e h ic le  t r a v e l s  f o r  a tim e x a t  speed  u and a tim e w a t  speed  v th e n
i t s  speed  over x + w i s  u  ^ = (ux + v w ) / ( x  + w).  Over th e  tim e ta k e n  to
t r a v e l  N tim es a t  speed  u and N tim es  a t  speed  v ( f o r  tim es  x and w
(l ^ i  ^ n ) ) ,  th e  speed  o f th e  u -v e h ic le  i s  u^ = y ( u x ± + vw^) /
pN ^ 1
)  ^ _ i ( x  + w^);  t h i s  converges in  p r o b a b i l i ty  to  th e  av erag e  speed
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— UX + VWu x + w '
over a long journey. Thus to obtain this it is sufficient to find the 
mean w of the distribution of waiting t mes at a v-bunch, as we shall 
do in the next section.
(1.3)
7 .2 The mean speed
The distance the u-vehicle travels from the front of one v-bunch 
to the rear of the next,, relative to the V-stream, is x / c p  where X is 
a random variable with the d f. A(x). When the u-vehicle completes the 
passing of one v-bunch, there is a further gap of at least d in the 
opposing stream The relative distance V to the next v-bunch may be 
less than or greater than d; we consider the two cases separately.
We require the distribution of the distance from the beginning of 
a V-bunch up to the first free distance (including the last t) of the 
bunches) of at least T(or D) in the V-stream, this is similar to
r\ 00
(6.1 .1 ). The IßT X (0) = / e"6xdG (x) (R1 0 ^ O) of the d.f. G (x)y J o  y y
(y — T], O ^ x < ° ° ) o f  the distance from the commencement of a V-bunch 
to the first point where there is a distance of at least y (including 
y) free of v-vehicles is
(G+e) x (e)e~(G+s)(y~n)
Xy(S) = (w - J (e){i-e-lG+0>(^ >  } ' ( 2 . 1 )
When V < d there is no delay if there is a further free distance 
of at least V + t - d in the V-stream; otherwise the vehicle waits at
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speed, v  u n t i l  th e  f i r s t  b reak  o f  a t  l e a s t  D ap p ea rs  in  th e  V -stream , 
w a its  a  f u r th e r  d is ta n c e  £,  a c c e le r a te s  to  speed  u and p a s s e s .  The 
1ST ^ (0 , Vy r) o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f th e  d is ta n c e  f o r  t h i s  w a it i s
V+T-d 00
t . , ( e ,V , r )  = e' G^V+T' d t  J J Ge'Gy' 0^Z' T+d' VhydGD(z-y )
y=0 z=y
-G(v+T-d.) GV 0 ) r  0( v+T-d) -G(v+T-d)
+ -QTe- | e - e
I n te g r a t in g  ( 2 . 2 )  ov er th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  V betw een 0 and d , we 
o b ta in  t h a t
d
^  ( Q , t ) = J  (0^x,r')dA(x/cp,>
x=o
= a (G 9 ,a /9 )e -G(T- d )+ G^-] { e e(T- d)a (0 <p,d/<p)
- e - G(T-d)a (G ^d /cp )l  ,
where u
a(0^d) =  J  e 0ydA (y).
y=o
When a ( 0 ) = g /(g + 0 ) , th e n  (2 .3 ) red u ce s  to
ü u a  i t / )  r
V e^ = i * § -  f
GCX(0  0 ( T-d )  0T-Cd -GT-Cd -G (T-d)-e -e
C-0 G+C
Ce-G (T-d)j- _(oc)d\
— (SC~ j 1 -e J
( 2 -2 )
( 2 . 3 )
( 2 . 4 )
where C = g/cp.
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When V > d the problem is more complicated as we have to consider 
what has happened in the opposing traffic further than the distance 
d from the front of the last v-bunch. We use the same method as in 
§3.8, §4.2 and §6.2. We consider the V-stream in terms of gaps and 
t blocks, where a block is defined as in §6.1. Enumerating all the 
possible points of arrival of the u-vehicle at a v-bunch we derive the 
IßT \|r ( 0 , r )  of the distribution of the distance of this wait (v > d) as
w=o z=w y=z-T
w=o z=w y=o v=o Oi=v w=t z=w y=o v=o oc=v
w=o z=w y=z-T v=o Cfc=v
00 00 z_T
+/ / /
w=o z=w y=max(o;w-T)
d h (r^T,y+d) y n (2.5)
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where
d h ( r ,T ,y + d ) r Gwiy n i= l
(*■}+• • .+zn+y+d^
~  /
W^=0 Z_^ =^ W^
h (YbT,d )  b e in g  th e  p r o b a b i l i t y  t h a t  th e  u -v e h ic le  does n o t re a c h  th e  
n e x t v -bunch  d u rin g  th e  f i r s t  n gaps and t b lo c k s  in  th e  opposing  stream , 
When th e  v -s tre a m  gaps have a n e g a tiv e  e x p o n e n tia l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w ith  
05(0) = g /(g + 0 ) ,  th e n  (2 . 5 ) s im p l i f ie s  to
G2 CXD(0)XT( 0 ) ( l - e " ^ G+0^ )
eCd\]/2 ( e , r )  = ( l - g ( lO T ) ) " 1
(g+0)
GCX (0 )e ‘ ^G+0^
G+0
0T -n -Gt
C-0 G+C J G+C
where
g ( r ,T )
+ 1-g (r^ T )
:XD( 0 ) f e " GT e CT" (g+0 K  g ö r  ^
"  C^0 " G+CL G+0 I  G+C + C-0
CeCT-(G+0 K  CeCT.Ce-GT-
C-0 G+C
g( r , - r )  = g(g+c )_1x (c).
(2 .6)
The 1ST 3 (0 , if) o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f th e  d is ta n c e  which th e  u -v e h ic le  
spends w a it in g  a t  a v-bunch  o f  le n g th  y  i s
3 ( 0 , r)  = ^  ( 0 , r )  + t 2 ( e , r ) ,  (2 .7)
and th e  1ST $>(0,r) = e " 0X dW (x ,r) (R1 0 ^ 0 ) o f  th e  d . f .  W (x ,r)
(o = x < oo) o f  th e  tim e th e  u -v e h ic le  w a its  a t  a v-bunch  o f  le n g th  y  i s
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$(e,r) = ,r), (2.8)
as one stream is travelling at a relative speed of v + V compared 
with the other stream.
p  00
We wish to obtain the 1ST $(0) = / e-0XdW(x) (R1 0 ^ 0 )  
of the d.f. w(x) (O ^ x < °°) of the wait for the u-vehicle at a 
v-bunch. From Lukäcs (i960) (c.f.(4.2.11)) we have
®(0,y)dP(y) flye' xdxW(x)y)dP(y)
y=0 y=o x=o
00 üüf J e'exdxW(x,y)iF(y)
x=o y=o
uu
= r  e"0XdW(x) = 0(0).
x=o (2.9)
For the remainder of this chapter we consider the special case 
of gaps in the v-stream having a negative exponential distribution with 
05(0) = g/(g+0), although the mean speed u may be found explicitly for 
some other cases. Substituting (2.2) and (2.6) into (2.8) and
differentiating, we find that
(l+GX )eG(d+^ }
- # , (0 'r) = - S & T j -------
Gcpr c 1 (cpy+C ~1 )
G+Cj " v+V
X (C ) (1 +GX )eC^  dV  G£+ r\ Tj ______J _ Ce b
(G+C-GX (C))(v+V) G+C (2 .1 0)
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We now o b ta in  th e  mean w o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of th e  w a it o f th e
p  00
u -v e h ic le  a t  a v-bunch  as w = - 0 '( 0 )  = - /  (0 ,x  )d F (x ), where a
s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d it io n  f o r  t h i s  to  be f i n i t e  i s  t h a t  S ^ Gcp, i . e .  |  (0 ) 
e x i s t s  and i s  f i n i t e  f o r  a l l  r e a l  0 ^ -Gcp. From (2 .1 0 )  we o b ta in
(l+GX )eG(d+^ Ti)r  (cpT +C_1 )
W = G(v+V) |_6( -G^>)- G+CJ " "v+V
V ^ 5 ^ d)f ce^ 1 ,
(G+C-GX (C))(v+V ) \  G+C J  *
S u b s t i tu t io n  o f  (2.11 ) and (l .2 )  in to  (l .3 )  y ie ld s  th e  mean 
speed  o f th e  u -v e h ic le  over a  lo n g  s t r e t c h  o f  ro a d , w hich we can w r ite  
in  th e  form
v+V
u-v
g (1+GX )
-1  +  ------------- Ü -
G (l+ g l)
C).Cll'-a ) f  1
G+C-GX (C) \ G+C J (2 . 1 2 )
The mean w a it w a t  a v -bunch  becomes i n f i n i t e  when £(-Gcp) becomes 
i n f i n i t e ,  i . e .  a t  th e  p o in t  where Gcp re a c h e s  S. Thus ov er an i n f i n i t e l y  
lo n g  jo u rn e y  th e  mean speed  u app roaches v a s y m p to t ic a l ly ,  a lth o u g h  
o v er a s h o r t  p e r io d  u i s  g r e a t e r  th a n  v as th e re  i s  a n o n -ze ro  
p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  p a r t  o f  th e  jo u rn e y  b e in g  made a t  speed  u .
I f  th e  v -  and V -stream s form  B o re l-T anner d i s t r i b u t i o n s  w ith
e f f e c t iv e  v e h ic le  le n g th s  b and B r e s p e c t iv e ly  th e n
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r (S ( e ) - i ) - 0 b
i  ( ö ) = e o
R(X (0 )- l )-0B 
XQ(0 ) = e °
where r  = b g , R = BG. The r e s u l t s  (20) and (21) o f  Tanner ( l9 ^ 1 a )  
fo llo w  from  (2.11 ) and (2 .1 2 )  w ith  e = T) = 0 , £Q(-Gcp) = N,
X (c) = Xq (c ) = K. We have th u s  g e n e ra l is e d  T a n n e r 's  r e s u l t  to  a 
w id er c la s s  o f  bunching  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  The p r a c t i c a l  in t e r p r e t a t i o n s  
g iv en  f o r  h i s  model by Tanner m y  in  g e n e ra l  be a p p l ie d  to  th e  above 
more g e n e ra l  c a s e .
7-3 A flow  o f  f a s t  v e h ic le s
Let us now c o n s id e r  a  flow  o f  f a s t  v e h i c l e s , whose d e s i r e d  speed  
i s  u > v  , t r a v e l l i n g  in  th e  same d i r e c t io n  as th e  v -v e h ic le s  and f i t t i n g  
in  th e  gaps betw een th e  bunches o f  v - v e h ic l e s . I f  th e  u -v e h ic le s  were 
o r i g i n a l l y  p la c e d  a t  random in  th e  g ap s , th e y  would e v e n tu a lly  form 
bunches and gaps (n o t n e c e s s a r i ly  n e g a tiv e  e x p o n e n t ia l )  due to  th e  
in t e r f e r e n c e  o f th e  v -b u n c h e s . We w ish t o  f in d  th e  mean speed  o f th e  
u - v e h ic le s ;  how ever, t h i s  i s  v e ry  d i f f i c u l t  in  g e n e ra l  as  th e  u -v e h ic le s  
do n o t behave in d e p e n d e n tly  o f each o th e r .  The p ro c e ss  o f  a r r i v a l s  o f  
u - v e h ic le s  a t  a v-bunch  i s  dependent on th e  o u tp u t from th e  p rev io u s  
v -bunch  and t h i s  i s  n o t in  g e n e ra l  o f  a P o isso n  ty p e .  The model i s  
m ost r e a d i ly  a p p l ic a b le  when th e r e  i s  on ly  a l i g h t  flow  o f  v - v e h ic le s , 
and p a r t i c u l a r l y  when th e r e  a re  j u s t  a few v -v e h ic le s  spaced  a t  random 
w ith  a la rg e  mean d is ta n c e  betw een them ; t h i s  may be a p p l ic a b le  to  th e
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delay caused by semi-trailers and heavy transports on an inter-city 
run. In the further special case of just a single v-vehicle the 
problem is similar to that discussed in Chapter 6 for delay at an 
intersection.
We assume that in a stationary state bunches of u-vehicles
arrive at a v-bunch in a Poisson process with parameter v; the size
of a bunch is a random wariable with probabilities b^ (i =1,2,...), 
v-n00
p.g.f. ß(s) = y b^s1 ( js 1 ) and finite mean b = ß' (l )< oo. A
reasonable assumption might be that these are bunches of a Borel-Tanner 
distribution, so that
ß(s) = se(ß(s)-l)r ,
where r = Lv, L being the effective length of a u-vehicle.
We make a further simplifying assumption, namely that there is 
always sufficient room between two v-bunches for any number of u-vehicles 
to fit into this gap; this seems reasonable if there is only a light 
flow of v-vehicles.
It is also assumed that the v-bunches are sufficiently far apart 
for the wait at two successive v-bunches to be considered independently, 
i e. the V-stream moves so far along while a u-vehicle is travelling 
between bunches that the effect of a particular gap or block in the 
V-stream cannot be connected with the wait at successive v-bunches.
If a u-veuicle arrives at a v-bunch where there are no other 
u-vehicles waiting, then we suppose that for overtaking the v-bunch it
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behaves exactly as for the single u-vehicle above , If it arrives to 
find other u-vehicles waiting then it queues up behind these vehicles; 
when it reaches the head of the u-queue there is a gap in the V-stream.
If this gap lasts a further distance h, where h is a random variable with
tantaneously to speed u and overtakes; otherwise it remains at speed 
v until the first free distance of at least D appears in the opposing 
stream and behaves as for a single u-vehicle.
At a single v-bunch the distribution of the wait for u-vehicles 
is similar to that described in the previous chapter and is an application 
of the results of §3-10. We require only to find the service time 
distributions for u-vehicles reaching an empty and a non-empty queue 
of u-vehicles. In the latter case the IßT \|r*(0,y) of the service time 
distribution for a v-bunch of length y is given by
a u-vehicle arriving at a v-bunch with no other u-vehicles waiting. 
We break up the V-stream into parts, one part consisting of a gap 
and a block- The first gap must last at least a distance t as this 
distance is free when the previous u-vehicle overtakes the bunch. 
Enumerating the possible points of arrival of the u-vehicle at a
(R1 0 ^ 0 )  and mean
h = 44’(o) < °°, then it waits for this distance h, accelerates ins-
t*(e,r) =Ü(o+0) + öle \,(e) e0T(i41(G+e)} . (3 -1 )
Relative to the V-stream, u-vehicles arrive (in bunches) at a
v-bunch in a Poisson process with parameter X = v/cp. Let us consider
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v-bunch of length T with no other u-vehicles waiting we find that the 
IßT of the distance a u-vehicle spends at the v-bunch is
gjr)
£*(e,r) = ^(e,r) + y^T-(r) ?2(e,r) (3-2)
where
X + G  ( X + 0 ) ( g +0 ) U  ’
fl GV9)X + G  X +0X  “ '1 " "  J (1 _ e - ( V H J ) T  J
^  + (1 V^!}G +0 V G +0 ; J X G e— ( X + G  )t( X - 0) ( X + G )
X G  f  X t ^9 ^ . - ( X - 0 )t  q - ( X + G ) t  
X -0 I  G +0Xj0) - X_(X)|* + (e“vv - e ^™'')
X (x)I_;(l . e-(X+G^  )1 X+G U - 'J
X G e  X t X t ( X )  r G X D (0 ) ( e X T - e 0T)4
X + G ( X - 0 ) ( G + 0 )
f GXD( 0 ) w e^T.e-GT U
G +0 J | X + G  )j
t2 (Q ,r) = { ^V!} + (1 !V!} ) - (g+0 ) (ftG +0 V G +0 ' J
(3.3)
X G e -Gt
( X - 0 ) ( X + G )
Xt (0)-X (X) X -0 G +0
X t ^ 0  ^ ^ e ~ ( X -0 )t  _ s - ( X + G ) t  j
X (X)T
' X+G (i
- ( X + G ) te + X  - G t  X + G  6
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M;xT(?OfGD(e)
>,+g llM)(c+e)
/  Xr 0 T v  (e -e  ) + (l 'V*> 1, -r„ (3 .4 )
GX (X)e
(r) = i - L  (o,r) =
-X t
X+G
GX (x)
S1 ^  = 1 “ M ° ' r ) = X+G
I n te g r a t io n  o f  ( j . l  ) and (3*2) over th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f th e  
le n g th  o f  a v -bunch  y ie ld s  th e  IS T 's  \|r*(0) and £*(0) o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t io n s  
o f  th e  d is ta n c e  a u -v e h ic le  spends w a it in g  a t  a v -b u n ch . The IS T ’s 
^ (0 )  and £(0) o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  th e  le n g th s  o f  tim e o f  th e se  
w a its  a re  g iv e n  by
t(e) = t*(e/(v+v))
i ( e )  = £*(e/(v+v)) . (3-5)
S u b s t i t u t io n  o f  (3*5) in to  (3 -1 0 .2 )  y ie ld s  th e  s t a t io n a r y  w a it in g  
tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  u -v e h ic le s  a t  a v -bunch ; th e  mean d e la y  i s  g iv en  
by (3*10 .5)*  F in a l ly  s u b s t i t u t i o n  o f  t h i s  l a s t  r e s u l t  and o f  (l .3 )  
w ith  cn(0) = p/(|j.+0) in to  (l .2 )  y ie ld s  th e  mean speed  o f u - v e h ic le s .
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ON THE AGE DISTRIBUTION OF n RANKED 
ELEMENTS AFTER SEVERAL REPLACEMENTS1
J. Gani and G. F. Yeo
Department of Statistics, Australian National University
1. Consider a system of n elements whose ranked initial ages 
at time t= T 0=0  are 0 = x 1< x 2<.  . . < x n. At certain instants of 
time T 1= t1, 2 ’2= t1+ t2, . . Tm=  tx+ .  . . + T m, . . where the 
intervals t;> 0  ( i= l,  2, . . .), one element in the system is replaced 
at random by another element of age zero. We are concerned with 
the age distributions of the n ranked elements after m >  1 replace­
ments. This problem arises in a biological model of phage repro­
duction, where from time to time one of the phages in the reproductive 
pool of fixed size n leaves the pool on receiving its protein envelope, 
and is replaced by a new phage. I t  could equally well be considered 
as a model for the replacement of parts in a system of machines.
Let us suppose that at each instant of change (or regeneration 
point) there is a probability p j(l< i< w ,p 1-fp2+ . . .+ p „ = l)  that 
the ith ranked element is replaced. The distribution of the {t,} may 
in general take quite a complicated form ; we shall, however, consider 
only the case where the ni are independently and identically dis­
tributed, and further the special case where this distribution is negative 
exponential.
2. Let us define
Fi(x,Tj )=Pr{ith ranked element has age<# at t= T j+  0}
as the distribution function (d.f.) of the ith ranked element after the j lh 
regeneration point, and
as its Laplace transform. I t  will readily be seen that Ff(x,Tj), and 
thus ^ f(0,Ty), is a function not only of T}. but also TVTV. . .,Tj_x. 
Let us further denote by F(x,Tj) and i J < ( 0 ,2 j )  the column vectors 
with elements {Ft(x,Tj)} and { ii(0,7';-)}, and write g,,= P i+ p 2+- • •+?>,•• 
From a consideration of the possible changes at each regeneration 
point we readily obtain for the d.f.’s that
F fx,Tj+1) = F  i(oo,Tj) =1
F 2^ ,Tj+1) = q 1Fi(x--Tj+vTj ) + ( l - q 1)F1( x - - j +1,Tj )
(!) i
F  i ( & i F j + i )  = q . i - i F  f x  t j + 1, T j )  + ( 1  i - i ( x  Tj + v ^ j )
Fn(x,Tj+1)=qn_1Fn(x-Xj+1, T j ) + ( l - q n_1)Fn_1(x -T j+1,Tj ) 
where it is understood that Ffx ,Tj )=0  for * <0 for all i,j.
1 M anuscript received F eb ru ary  17, 1962.
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The set of equations (1) may be written in the matrix form 
(2) F (a>,Tj+1) =AF(x—xJ+1,Tj) +fJ+1
where fJ+1 is the column vector with first element
Fi(x,Tj+1) F\{x Xj+1,Tj)
and all other elements zero, and A =(aij) is the matrix 
“  1
1-Sfi 9i
1-92
' 9 n - a 9 n - 2
1 —9 n -l < ln - l
with zero elements in all positions not along the diagonal or lower 
off-diagonal. Taking Laplace transforms in (2) we obtain
(4) 4>(0,T,+1)= A ti> (e ,r> -^ +i+ L ;+1(e), 
where the transpose of LJ+1(0) is given by the row vector
Lj+i(0)= (l — e~®Tj+i, 0 ,. . .,0) 0.
On repeating the above process, we obtain for the time t= T m+Q
m
(5) <]>(e,TJ =  S «-«*'»-JVA",- <LJ(0)
i  =  0
where
U(0)=4>'(0,O)=(1, e-®*2, .  .
The matrix A may be written in canonical form as
A =  BAC
where A is the diagonal matrix of roots l,qlr . .,9„_i of A, and B =(bu) 
and C=(cy)= B _1 are lower triangular matrices. Their elements 
are found to be
bi+j,i =  Ak=1
(1 i i + j - k )
(9 i-l— Q i + j - k )
j >  0
c =  n  ii+j-k)
1+J" i=i ( q i+j - i - q i + j - i - k) j >  0,
o
where by defining II =1, we have that the diagonal elements are
k=1
unity. The elements of Am =  (a|J>)) are clearly
' i
_ (« •)_  2  b ikc kJq ic - i  i  ^ j
a i j  —" k = j
0 i< j  and i> j,  i —j y m .
From equation (5) the elements of may be written as
m
<J>r(0,Tm) =  £  a rl(“ -*)e-8(Ti+i+- • .+Tm) ( i _ e-exi)
i =  l
4- S e-®(xi+. . •+xm)- 0*i K r < n .
t=i
( 6 )
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3. We are now in a position to deduce some of the properties of 
the process. Let us first consider the age distribution function 
Frm(x), of the Vth ranked element at the mth regeneration point, regard­
less of the time taken for these m changes. We suppose that the 
{t;} are independently and identically distributed with d.f. G(x). 
The Laplace transform ^rm(0) of Frm(x) is then obtained by integrating 
over all possible lengths of time required for m changes to 
occur, so that
+rm(ö)
<!v(6,Tm)dG(^). . . dG(Tm)
(7)
m r oo r co
2 «rl1-0 • • • e_e<Ti+i+- • ■ + V (l-« -#Ti)d6(T1). . . dG{xm)
» =  1 J  T l  =  0  J  rm =  0
+  £  a(rfe-°*i 
1 =  1
00
6 -e< T 1 +- • ■ + xm)dG(xl) . . . dG(Tm)
rm = 0
=  S — <p(0))+ S p(0)m.i=0 i=1
where cp(0) is the Laplace transform of G(x). 
The result (7) is readily inverted to give
(8) Frm(x )= 2  a<${Gi'(x)-GV+1)*(®)}+ £
i=0 i=1
where Gm*(x) is the m-fold convolution of G(x), and Gm*{x) =0 for 
a;<0. As an example, when the {t,} have a negative exponential 
distribution, then Frm(x) is a linear combination of gamma and 
truncated gamma-type distributions.
4. Let us now consider the problem of the age distribution of 
the rth ranked element if the mth change occurs in the time interval 
(t,t-\-dt). If t|/m(0,f) is the Laplace transform of the d.f. Frm(x,t), 
then
0) t - T l  
t2 =  0
t~Tm-2 
xm- 1 = 0
<j,r(0,TJdG(TX) . . . dG(zm^ )d G (t-T
Substituting for tj;r(0,Tm) from (6), and simplifying, this yields
( 10 )
dfyrm(Q,t)= £ aft*-0  P e-w-*){dtG(™-W(t-s)dGi*(s)
< = 1  J s = 0 -
+  £  a^e-M-toidG^lt).
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As an example suppose <r(T,)=l—e - ^ T .X ) ) ; then (10) 
reduces to
(ID
where
dA
ymfm-1 e~(v-+W(M
(m—1)! S arT_<){ßi,m_i(—6«)
ß..»(0) =
»=i J
1 (ffi f  e - te*a-1(l —x)b~1dai 
J  x=0r(a)T(b)
is the Laplace transform of the Beta distribution
P ffil ^(«+5) V l>+fc)(-l)*0*
T ( a ) kt 0 ~ T ( a + b + k ) k l  ‘
5. Let us finally consider the stationary age distribution 
F r(a;)(l<r<w) of the rth ranted element directly after a regeneration 
point, where we assume for the moment that it exists. For any 
particular length t of time between regeneration points, it will satisfy 
the matrix equation
(12) F (» )= A F (» -t)+ W ,+1,
where Wy.rl is a column vector with one non-zero element 
Fi{x)—I \ ( x —i) in the first position, and F (x) is the column vector 
with elements Fr(x). Let t have a distribution function G(t) with 
Laplace transform cp(0), then the Laplace transform t]>(0) of elements 
{<4^r(0)} may be obtained from (12) as
(13) +  (0) =  [ I - A 9(0)]-iW(0)
where W(0)' =  (1—cp(0), 0, . . ., 0).
To obtain vj>(0) we require only 
[I—A<p(0)]_1=(dfj) ; this is given by
<*n=(l-9(0))_1
_ / .  (1 —gf)y(6)J
7+1,1 i- i  ( l - « l9(0))(l-<p(0))
so that
the first column
l < j < w — 1,
(14) <W(6)=l
^r(0 )= d n (l-  9(0))= V  ■ ■ 2<r<w .
of
Equation (14) may be reduced to the sum of r — 1 partial fractions ; 
when all p ;> 0 (l< i< w ) we obtain
<M0)=i
(15) ,
(l»r(0) = { , n 1( l - « <) | V  ----------------------------  2 <r<w .
J<=1 (1 —g,9(0)).n (1—
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This may be inverted, for max | g,<p(0) | <1, in the form of an
l < i < r  — 1
infinite series with rapidly decreasing terms (see §6):
F1(a?)=l
When cp(0)=ji.([ji+0)_1, then Fr(x) is in the form of a finite linear 
sum of gamma-type distributions :
* V ( ® )  =
1 1 ( 1 - 9 4 ) * )
+  s  H i
3=1 pH
2 <r<w ,
with F i(a?) =1, where the bi} are constants obtained from partial 
fractioning of (15).
We now obtain this stationary distribution as the limit of Frm(x) 
as 00. By applying the theorem of Zygmund (1951) concerning 
the limit of characteristic functions, we have that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of a complete stationary age 
distribution is that — q/(0)<oo and p„> 0. Taking the limit of (8) 
as m —>-00 we find that
W 0)=i
^(0)=9(O)'-i- |
rn  ( i - 2i)( i -9(0))
i—1r —1
r - 13 =  1 f1 _ , 0 U /1  „ - 1  -{ i-? ,? (0)} ( i-g r1) n  (1 -qjqj )i = 1
i¥=i
2 <r<w ,
which, when all p ;> 0 (l< i< w ), is in fact equal to (15).
The moments of the stationary distribution may be found from 
(14) by differentiation ; for example the mean is
(17) - W 0 ) = p j r - 1  + V g ,( l -g ,)“1]
where p =  — <p'(0) is the mean time between regeneration points.
6. The following numerical examples will illustrate some of 
the points previously made. If there are four elements with prob­
abilities /q= 0 -1, p2=  0-2, p3=0-3, p4=()-4 of replacement at any 
regeneration point, we obtain for A4 and A8:
1 0  0 0 1 0 0 0
•9999 -0001 0 0 A 8_ 1 0 0 0
•9891 -0280 -0081 0 •9997 •0002 -0001 0
•6880 -2044 -1620 •1296 ■9299 •0310 -0223 •0168
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of which only the first columns are relevant to the approach to the 
stationary distribution. For a process with eight elements having 
probabilities p 1=0-02, p 2=0-03, p3=0-05, p4=0-08, p 5=0-12, 
p 6= 0 -17, p 7=0 -23, pg=0-30 of replacement the first column of A* 
and A12 are given respectively by ,
(1, 1, 1, 1, 0-9995, 0-9763, 0-7457, 0-4318)
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1 , 0-9998, 0-9845, 0-9458).
For these examples, and for others of a similar type which might be 
found in practice, it is seen that the coefficients aa= 0  for r < i— 1 we 
have that a*fl reaches 0-99 within approximately n steps, so that the 
stationary age distribution may be determined accurately from the 
limit of (8) by taking approximately n terms of the first summation 
of (8).
We are indebted to the referee for his suggestion which led to a 
great improvement in Section 4.
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